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Abstract
This study has focused on developing and documenting a systems

approach toward modem electrical design that minimizes the cost of building and
operating a grid<onnected mini-hydro plant.

The thesis applied innovative

electrical design to reduce capital costs, lower operating costs, increase efficiency,
and maximize revenue.

This was achieved by following a multi-diciplined

engineering approach, selecting a standard three-phase squirrel cage induction
motor as the grid-connected induction generator, automating and remotely
controlling the plant to eliminate the cost of a full-time operator, and incorporating
an irmovative diagnostic expert system to quickly assist in isolating the cause of a
plant shutdown.
It was clearly established that a significant reduction in the capital cost of

electrical equipment is achievable if the squirrel cage induction motor is used as
the induction generator. The "off-the-shelf' induction motor and standard solid-

state motor starter are relatively inexpensive in comparison to custom induction or
synchronous generators. Since standard three-phase, 575V induction motors have
ratings less than 200 kV A, the focus was on grid connected. mini-hydro

developments with an installed capacity of less than 200 kVA. Stand-alone plants,

li

similar to those found in isolated communities and mining sites, were not
considered.
Knowing when to use an induction generator, and the type of control
philosophy to implement, is based on the assumption the electrical designer has an
understanding of the complete mini-hydro development process, consequently the
thesis also covered the general design of mini-hydro systems. While this is not an
exhaustive treatment of the subject matter, it is an indication of the level of
understanding required for the electrical design.
The thesis documents the theory, performance characteristics, and design
considerations associated with an induction generator, in an effort to evaluate the
appropriateness of installing the induction generator at a grid-eonnected location.
Also, a method was presented for selecting the standard squirrel cage induction
motor to use as an induction generator.

Induction generator protection

requirements, utility protection, and mechanical systems protection were
investigated, and modem solutions proposed. The PLC was used. to automate the
plant and cost effective remote control options were explored.. An innovative and
novel diagnostic expert system was developed and demonstrated. Finally, the
systems approach and documentation of modern electrical design and operating
methods was applied to a practical example, a 150 kW installation proposed for
Nipper'S Harbour.
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Chapter!
Introduction

1.1 Research Rationale
The problem of increasing demand for electricity is best addressed by
encouraging energy conservation and the development of alternate energy
sources.. The other choice is to continue building large scale thermal, nuclear. and

hydroelectric plants, all of which have major environmental, social and financial
costs. Small-scale renewable sources of energy, such as solar, wind, wave and

mini-hydro, hold promise. Actual development: of these small scale energy sources
depends on the level of advancement of each specific technology, and the climatic
and physiographic features of the area where the technology is to be used. Eastern

Canada, especially Newfoundland and labrador, have the precipitation levels and
geographic features which favour small and mini-hydroelectric developments[l].

In recent years, public utilities across Canada, and in Newfoundland, have

called on private companies (NUG's - non-utility generators) to supply a portion of
the grid-connected electrical demand using alternate energy sources. Developers

have responded with proposals for cogeneration facilities and small-hydro projects
(greater than 1 MW). Very little attention was given to grid-connected mini-hydro
developments (less than 1 MW), mainly because the economies of scale tend to
favour the larger developments.
Mini-hydro is an attractive energy source.

A mini-hydro plant uses a

renewable energy source which is environmentally benign, there is little disroption
of fish habitat, no impairment of navigable wate1Ways, and minimal flooding.

A

mini-hydro development can be brought on stream more quickly than larger
hydro projects, usually within one construction season. Since no heat is involved
in the process, equipment has a long life, minimal maintenance is required, and

breakdowns are

rate.

A physical plant life greater than fifty years is normal. The

hydraulic and civil engineering technologies are well-developed and proven, with
recent advances in turbine design and construction methods resulting in increased
efficiency and reduced capital costs.
Thus, an economically viable, grid-connectecl, mini-hydro project is possible
when creative civil, mechanical and electrical designs are used to minimise the cost
of building and operating the plant.

Simplified. and standardised design

procedures must be used to avoid the high costs associated with the IIaditional
approach of custom designing each hydroelectric plant
The objective of this thesis is to develop a systems approach and.
documentation of modern electrical design and operating methods for a minihydro plant. This focus will lessen the capital cost of the electrical systems and
reduce operating costs, contributing to the overall economic viability of the minihydro development. Further reduction in project cost is achieved when a multidisciplined engineering approach is used. during the mini-hydro plant design
phase. The plant will be grid-connected, remotely controlled and automated, and

will use a standard induction motor as an induction generator. Specifically, the
induction generator significantly reduces the cost of the electrical

equipment

package, and remote control of the plant eliminates the full-time operator cost. In

addition,. an expert system decreases down·time and maintenance costs. The
expert system quickly diagnoses the cause of a plant shutdown,. and recommends
remedial action.

Induction generators, in small sizes, are lower in cost than synchronous
generators, require less complex: controls, and are simpler in construction.
Standard squirrel cage induction motors can be used as low-voltage induction
generators in the smaller grid connected mini-hydro plants (less than 200 kW).
The motors, used as generators, are significantly cheaper than similarly sized
custom induction generators or synchronous generators.

The plant must be automated to eliminate the substantial cost of a full·time
operator. As an example, a typical 150 kW run-of-river plant, with a capacity
factor of 50%, will generate revenues of approximately $40,000 per year, assuming
a blended rate for energy and demand of approximately 6 cents/kWhr. Obviously
this plant cannot support a full-time operator, and will not be viable without

automatic and remote control. Advances in small programmable logic controller
(PLC) design, and a corresponding reduction in hardware costs, make it possible to

implement automatic and remote control strategies previously only available to
larger hydro plants. The ptC is also used to collect the necessary field data needed
as inputs to the diagnostic expert system.

1.2 Literature Review
Now, and in the past, mini·hydro development has been regarded as a
good source of hydroelectric power for isolated communities and remote
industrial sites, yet grid-eonnected mini-hydro developments were generally not
considered to be cost effective. The majority of the mini-hydro plants connected
today to the Newfoundland grid started as stand-alone power plants, then were
connected as the transmission system expanded. into their geographic area. The
exception,. the Morris hydro plant[2], located on the Avalon peninsula in
Newfoundland, was conceived as a grid-eonnected. mini-hydro development. It is
part of the Newfoundland Power system. Newfoundland Power originated from

an amalgamation of isolated hydro plants, many with an installed capacity less
than1MW.
During the peak hydro development years in NewfowulJand, the 1960's
and. 1970's, consumer demand, economies of scale, and a lack of public awareness

of environment effects encouraged the development of the larger hydroelectric
facilities. Grid-connected. mini-hydro developments could not compete. Today,
the public is aware of the environmental and scxiaI costs of large scale hydro

developments, consequently there is renewed interest in grid-connected minihydro. The most recent environmental regulations governing hydro development,
specifically in the province of Newfoundland &:: Labrador[3], recognises the
environmental attractiveness of mini-hydro.

The regulations state that any

proposed development less than 1 MW (mini-hydro), which does not infringe on a
special area, is automatically exempt from the environmental review process.
Even though research and development efforts in the mini-hydro field

focused on making stand--alone plants more efficient and cost effective, the
resultant improvements in turbine design. hydrologic analysis and civil structures
are equally applicable to grid-connected mini-hydro developments.

Recent

references, including textbooks and design manuals, have increased their effort to
document the progression of design changes applicable to small and mini-hydro
systems, regardless of whether the plant is grid-connected. or stand-alone. Older
standard textbooks, H.K Barrows[4] in 1943 and W. Creager[S] in 1950,

concentrated on the large hydro systems. More recent texis, specifically J.J. Fri12[6]
in 1984 and J5. Gulliver[7] in 1991, deal with small hydro developments and the

concept of a multi4isc:iplinary approach to design and development. However,
the smaller of the small-hydro projects, or mini-hydro, receive supecfluous
coverage in these texts.
Still, mini and

mi~hydro systems

were the recipients of considerable

coverage dwing the 1980's, with documentation usually taking the form of design
manuals. A. R. Inversin[8] published. an excellent mi~hydro sourcebook in 1986,

and in 1987, Energy, Mines and Resources Canada commissioned a small/mini
hydro handbook for Newfoundland and Labrador[9]. Other reference materials
were the result of small hydro workshops, conferences and demonstration
projects[10 - 171. However, none of the references view the mini-hydro systems
and components from the electrical designer's perspective, which is critical, since
the electrical designer will be expected to select the most appropriate generator

type, protection system, and plant control strategy.

Recent electrical research concentrated on introducing alternatives to the
traditional synchronous generator, the mainstay of stand-alone mini-hydro plants.
Of course, the synchronous generator has the ability to maintain a constant voltage

and frequency under varying loads. The self-excited. single-phase synchronous
generator, permanent magnet synchronous generator, and self-excited induction

generator have been proposed as possible alternatives to the conventional stand-

alone synchronous machine, mainly because recent advancements in power
electronics and controller hardware made it possible to regulate the voltage and
frequency of these generators in stand-alone applications.
In the area of self-exdted single-phase synchronous generators, steady-state

perfonnance analysis technique were introduced by S. Nonaka[18, 19].

A.M

Osheiba and MA. Rahman [201 presented a dynamic performance analysis of selfexcited single-phase synchronous generators, using the d-q axis simulation
technique, which yields Significant improvement over the steady-state approach.
The permanent magnet synchronous generator concept as reviewed by K
Binns and A. Kurda1i[21], continues to receive Significant research effort, with
modelling

tecluUques

recently

presented

by Rahman and Osheiba[22].

Unfortunately, the three alternatives mentioned incorporate relatively complex
control

methods to solve the problem of controlling the system voltage and.

frequency.

Such complexity and cost is unacceptable in a grid<onnected mini-

hydro application, especially when an induction generator, connected directly to
the grid, requires no additional circuitry to maintain acceptable voltage, frequency

and phase relationships.
Research in the area of self-excited induction generators for stand·alone
applications has resulted. in a better understanding of abnormal operating
characteristics, conditions that are also a concern for grid<onnected induction
generators. The first analysis of self-exdted induction generator characteristics

was undertaken by C. Wagner[23] in 1939. It was recognised at that time that an
induction machine, driven mechanically, may become se1f-excited if capacitors are
connected across its terminals. It was forty years later before practical control of

self-exc:ited induction generators was possible, using static exciters. In 1979, M
Brennen and A Abbondanti[24] propo<ed, and tested, a static exciter using fixed
capacitors and thyristor controUed inductors. Since then a variety of static power
control designs, analysis techniques, and testing methods have been published in
the literature[25 - 34].

Variations on the standard static<ontrolled. induction

generator theme have also been presented., as in the case of R. Bonert and G.
Hoops[35], who proposed an

electronic impedance controller to control the

voltage and frequency of a stand-alone induction generator.

The stand-alone

induction generator research has indirectl.y made a contribution to grid<onnected
induction generator applications, specifically with respect to understanding overvoltage conditions caused by generator averspeed.
The concept of using an induction machine as an induction generator is
certainly not a new idea. It was originally investigated by H.M. Hobart and E.
Knowlton [36] in 1912.

Their review assumed a grid<ennected induction

generator, as opposed to a stand-alone system,. since stand-alone operation was not
teclutically feasible at that time.

Still, there were few grid<onnected induction

generator installations until the 1940's. In 1948 farmers and small industries in
northern California began installing engine driven induction generators to

compensate for the shortage of power available hom the grid. 'This spurred O.J.
Smith[37J, in 1950, to develop a method of calculating the generator rating of an
induction motor, standard motors that were being used as generators by the

farmers.

Four years later, in 1954,J.E. Barkleand RW. Ferguson [38] presented a

paper discussing the theory of operation of the grid-connected induction
generator, the self-excitation problem, and other application problems that should
be considered when designing an induction generator installation Unfortunately,
there are no further references to induction generators in the literature until 1980,

other than those previously mentioned which specifically refer to se1f-excitation
and stand-alone induction generators.

Thus, during the 1960's and 1970's the

induction generator was ignored by manufacturers, researchers and industry.
An energy shortage in the early 1970's, due to the Middle East oil cartel,

was the cause of renewed interest in the grid-connected induction generator. 1bis
time, the induction generator was being considered for waste-heat recovery and

cogeneration schemes. Between 1980 and 1983, RL Nallen [39 - 41] wrote a series
of articles highlighting the virtues of the induction generator for this type of
application

The petroleum and chemical

industries installed induction

generators. E.L. Owen [42], in 1983, documented his experiences with a 13,000 HP
induction motor/generator installation, while in 1984, J.R. Parsons [43] published a
paper comparing an induction generator to a similarly sized synchronous machine
in a typical cogeneration scheme.

However, there are no references in the
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literature which document similar detailed experiences in the small or mini hydro
field. L Pererira[44] and L Schafer[45], in 1981 and 1982 respectively, did publish

articles in Water Power and Dam Construction which dealt with the general
concept of induction generators in grid<onnected small-hydro applications.
Unfortunately, they did not present a comprehensive document which would take

the informed reader from the theoretical analysis of induction machines, through
to a practical design and implementation of an induction generator in a mini-hydro

installation. As well, practical operational and installation considerations, with
respect to using standard induction motors as induction generators, have not been
concisely presented in the literature.
As recognized by R.L Nailen[40], the grid-connected induction machine

requires similar protection when operated as a motor or generator. Two excellent
articles, one written by H. A. Breedlove[461 in 1983,

Bailey[47J in 1988,

review, in general tenns,

and the other by

J. D.

both the generator and utility

protection requirements of a grid<onnected induction generator.

Recent

developments in microprocessor controlled. motor starters have made it possible to

further improve the protection schemes for mini·hydro induction generators.
However, the application of the new protection methods to grid<onnected
induction generators has not been documented.
A mini-hydro plant may not afford a full-time operator, thus implementing
automatic monitoring and control is a key element in making any mini-hydro
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development economically viable. With the proliferation of small, inexpensive and

powerful programmable logic controllers (PLCs), it is now feasible to automate
even the smallest plant. However, actual experiences with PLC based control of

mini-hydro plants have not been documented in the literature. References found
on automatic control generally refer to hydro systems inexeess of to MW. In 1989
J.P. Cross[48] described the STS Hydropower(USA) experience with implementing

a remote monitoring scheme which, unfortunately, is much to costly to be
considered for mini-hydro applications. Also in 1989, S. Isakson[49] reviewed
computer based control systems for hydro power control, but again, the literature
focused on the larger hydro installations, sites with the resources to purchase

custom control hardware and software.

Standard protection

and control

strategies for very small hydro generators, of all types, are docwnented in a 1984

CEA Report[SO}.

Obviously, the report does not incorporate the significant

technological improvements of the last 10 years.

Available today are motor

starters capable of providing sophisticated generator protection,. and inexpensive
PLCs with the ability to be continuously monitored from a remote location.
Remote and automatic control of a grid-connected mini-hydro plant, using
Pes and PLCs, introduces an opportunity to use mcpert system diagnostics to
quickly identify the source of problems that may cause the plant to shut down.
Expert system technology, as a component of the artificial intelligence field, came
to the forefront in the mid 1980's, with subsequent publication of numerous articles
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and texts. L johnson[51L and D.A. Waterman[52], in 1985 and 1986 respectively,
authored. separate texts describing the development of expert systems and
potential applications in business, medicine and industry.

The software

implementations of initial diagnostic expert system applications were written in
FORTRAN, C, or Turbo Prolog.

As interest developed, expert system shells

appeared on the market, including EX5YS Professional[53]. The literature search
found diagnostic expert system. papers dealing with the power distribution
field[54, 55], but few dealing with hydroelectric plants[56, 57], and no references to
diagnostic expert systems being used to improve operations in small or minihydro plants.

1.3 Scope of Work
The stated objective is to develop a systems approach and documentation of

modem electrical design and operating methods for a grid-connected, remotely
controlled and automated mini-hydro plant,. one which uses a standard threephase induction motor as an induction generator. Since standard "off-the--shelf'
three-phase, 575V induction motors have ratings less than 200 kVA, the focus is on
mini-hydro developments with an installed capacity of less than 200 kVA. Standalone plants, similar to those found in isolated communities and mining sites, are
not considered. The electrical design and operating methods presented assume the
plant is grid-<:onnected.
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The electrical system should incorporate all mini-hydro components which
affect and interact with the grid system, including the prime mover, induction

generator, control system, interconnection requirements, and protection scheme.

As well, knowing when to use an induction generator, the appropriate prime
mover to select, and the type of control philosophy to implement, is based on the

assumption the electrical designer has an understanding of the complete minihydro development process. Regulatory issues, environmental regulations, site

selection, hydrology, power and energy estimates, physical components, and
economic evaluation will impact on the electrical design and operating methods of
the mini-hydro plant. Consequently, Chapter 2 covers the general design of mini-

hydro systems. While this section is not an exhaustive treatment of the subject
matter, it is an indication of the level of understanding required for the electrical
design.
The induction generator is an obvious choice for a small grid-connected

mini-hydro installation.

It is rugged, inexpensive, and simple to protect and

control. Chapter 3 introduces the induction generator concept, as well as selection,
protection and control of the standard squirrel cage induction motor used as an
induction generator. This induction generating part is not covered adequately in
the standard textbook.

Also included is a technical analysis of the induction

generator, and performance prediction of the induction motor when run as a
generator.

Modern electrical design methods are applied and documented to
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produce reliable, cost effective generator and utility protection. The sum of the
information presented is Chapter 3 is sufficient to evaluate the appropriateness of

installing an induction generator at a grid-eonnected location.
Automatic operation of a grid-connected mini-hydro plant will eliminate
the annual cost of a full-time operator. Thus, Chapter 4 documents the design
process of automating the plant, using cost effective PLCs, Pes, motor starters,
power monitoring equipment, man-machine interface (MMI) software, and expert

system shells.

Modem methods and systems for the protection, control and

automatic operation of a mini-hydro plant are researched, selected, and
documented. Unfortunately, the lack. of a full-time operator means an on-site
expert is not available to diagnose the cause(s) of a plant shutdown, when it occurs.
Thus, a diagnostic expert system is presented in Chapter 4, one which constantly

monitors the operation of the plant.

The expert system assists maintenance

personnel in detecting the cause of a plant shut-down, thus minimizing downtime.

Decisions are made based on the status of plant sensors when the shutdown
occurred, and maintenance personnel intervention is activated. by modern
telecommunications.
Chapter 5 applies the systems approach and documentation of modern
electrical design and operating methods. Three potential grid-connected mini-

hydro sites on the island of Newfoundland are compared in Chapter 2 and one,
Nipper's Harbour, selected. for development

The detailed. electrical design is
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completed for the Nipper's Harbour site, using the systems approach documented.
in Chapter 3 and Otapter 4. First, the appropriate t:hree-phase induction motor,

which will operate as a generator, is specified. Then, operational procedures are
identified and. protection and control systems designed.
The summary, conclusions, innovative aspects of the research, and
suggestions for future work are presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Design of Grid Connected
Mini-Hydro Systems

Chapter 2 covers the general design of mini-hydro systems. Knowing when
to use an induction generator, and the type of control philosophy to implement, is

based. on the assumption the electrical designer has a good understanding of all
aspects of a mini-hydro development.

Uris includes the regulatory process,

environmental issues, site selection, site hydrology, power and energy estimate,
rates, and economic evaluation. While this section is not an exhaustive treatment
of the subject matter, it is an indication of the level of understanding required of
the electrical engineer.
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21 The Regulatory Process in Newfoundland
2.1.1 Non-Utility Generators (NUG's)
Any successful grid-connected hydro development must have a buyer for the
energy produced, and satisfactorily address all local, provincial, and federal
regulatory issues.

Recent Newfoundland and Labrador legislation (1989) [58]

permits private development of small and mini hydro resources, typically sites
with an installed capacity of less than 15 MW. 1brough the legislation the private

developers, called Non-Utility Generators (NUG's), have access to the water rights

of streams located on the island of Newfoundland.

Before the legislation,

Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Corporation (N£1d. Hydro) held the exclusive
rights to all hydro developments on the island, regardless of size. Nfld. Hydro will

now waive their rights to the small and mini hydro sites.

The provincial

Department of Environment and Lands regulates the development process by

issuing Preliminary Water Use Authorization to qualifying parties.

2.1.2 The Market
Currently, the only buyer for power produced by NUG's is Nfld. Hydro, who
issues request for proposals (RFP) when expected. consumer demand exceeds
system capacity. The successful bids are awarded a long term 25 year power
contract, with an option to renew for an additional 25 years. Only one RFP, for 50
MW of installed capacity, has been issued to date [59].
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21.3 Water Rights
Any NUG interested in developing a mini-hydro site in Newfoundland has to
adhere to a specific regulatory process. The developer must first identify the

holder of the water rights of the stream of interest.

On the island of

Newfoundland, water rights are held by Nfld. Hydro, Newfoundland Power, Deer
Lake Power Co., and Abitibi-Price Inc.. Developers interested in water rights held

by Newfoundland Power, Deer Lake Power, or Abitibi-Price. must negotiate
directly with those companies. Water Rights held by N£ld. Hydro are controlled

by government legislation, Section 21 of the Department of Environment and
l=ds Act, 1989[58].
The legislation states that NOd. Hydro must waive its rights to the
development of the hydro potential of any stream, with a capacity of 15 MW or
less, if Nfld. Hydro has no immediate plans to develop that stream. The first NUG
to apply to have the water rights waived will be accepted. In the meantime, the
NUG must also apply to the Deparbnent of Environment and Lands, Water
Resources Division, Water Rights Section, and request to have the waived water
rights to the stream transferred to the NUG. This type of request to the Water
Resources Division is called an Application for Water Use Authorization.
example is given in Appendix A.

An
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The specific legislative authority, procedures, and guidelines for Water Use
Authorization are given in the govemment publication "Guidelines Regarding

Application for Water Use Authorization (Water Use Ucence) far A Hydroelectric Project"
[60]. The purpose of the water use licence is to enable the applicant to secure the
water resources at the proposed site necessary for the operation of the project,. and
to generate hydroelectric energy for a specific period of time. No other rights to

water use are conferred.

Asswning equivalent quality of two competing

applications for development at the same site, the first proposal submitted will
have precedence.
A preliminary licence is issued for a one year period, giving the proponent

authorization to undertake relevant surveys and field investigations in the area,
prepare the feasibility study, and undertake environmental impact studies. An
application for Water Use Licence must be filed. before expiration of the
preliminary licence. The issuance of a Water Use Licence will depend on the
quality of the proposed project, in terms of multiple and optimum utilization of the
available water resource, minimal environmental disruption, and land use
conflicts. As mentioned, Appendix A includes the Nipper's Harbour mini-hydro
Application for Water Use Authorization, and preliminary licence, as an example.
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22 Environmental Issues
Electricity is an integral part of our society, powering our lights, washers, stoves,

and computers.

[f

we are not willing to totally forsake these necessities and

conveniences, then we must accept the fact that there will always be some
environmental damage caused by power generation equipment To minimize that

damage we should first reduce our demand for electricity, then select small-scale,
renewable power sources which have the least effect on the environment.

A mini-hydro plant, being a small development, is one of the most
environmentally sound methods of producing electricity. It is inconspicuous, uses

a renewable resource, and has a negligible impact on the environment. Existing
ponds are used for storage, no land is flooded, the dams are small concrete and
timber crib structures, and it does not disturb the fish habitat. Scheduled salmon
rivers are avoided.

While mini-hydro is recognized as being environmentally friendly, the
proposed developments still must adhere to all regulations and follow the correct
regulatory process. Thus, concurrent with obtaining a waiver from Nfld. Hydro,
and applying for Preliminary Water Use Authorization, the proposed project must
be cleared from the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act, 1980 [3]. The

Regulations of the Act list all undertakings which must be registered.

All

proposed developments, large or small, which involves land use, forests, water or

n
animal life must be brought to the attention of the Minister of the Environment U

it is determined the project, including mini-hydro developments, will have a

significant impact on the environment, the undertaking will have to be registered.
If the undertaking is not listed in Schedule 1 of the Act, ~Undertakings Subject to

Registration"[3], the project will not have to be registered.

Mini-hydro developments Oess than 1 MW) are not considered to be an
undertaking subject to registration if the following conditions are met; the plant
capacity is less than 1 MW, the area to be flooded is less than 500 hectares, no
flooding will occur in a special area, no development is located within a special
area., and no transmission line or road is to be located at a distance greater than 500
metres from an existing

right-of~way.

"Special Areas" are listed in Schedule 2 of

the Regulations[3] and include scheduled salmon rivers, waste disposal sites,
wildlife reserve areas, provincial parks, protected water supply areas, and others.
Any mini-hydro undertaking required to register may have to prepare a complete
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) [3}. The cost of an EIS would make most
mini-hydro developments uneconomical.
Once the undertaking has been cleared from the requirements of the
Environmental Assessment Act, 1980, [3} other provincial and municipal
authorities are free to grant approvals as required. The federal Department of
Fisheries and Oceans must be contacted whenever fish habitat is affected by the
undertaking. The proponent must submit an n Application for Authorization for
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Works or Undertakings Affecting Fish Habitat"[61] before proceeding with any
work at the site. Stringent regulations apply when the stream of interest is a
scheduled salmon river, thus development on these rivers should be avoided. Due

to lack of economies of scale for a mini-hydro plant,. the cost of meeting all
environmental requirements at such a site are prohibitive.

2.3 Site Selection
The site selection process for a mini-hydro development begins with noting

the geographic region where development is permitted, listing the desirable
characteristics of the ideal location. undertaking a map survey to identify

favourable sites, then following up with a site visit.

Sites with existing

infrastructure, typically reservoirs, dams, and pipelines, are scrutinized first. Any
site characteristic which reduces capital costs, usually easy access, small dams, and

short penstocks, will make the proposed development more appealing.

Desirable physical characteristics of a grid-<:onnected mini-hydro site
include medium to high head, sufficient stream flow, close to a suitable
transmission line, proximity to passable roads, short penstock length, natural head
pond, upstream storage, access to telephone lines or cellular telephone, and located
near a gauged stream. Other factors to consider include land ownership, and other
users of the stream. Water Rights and environmental concerns must be considered
concurrently with the initial map survey and site visit:.

There is no point in
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pursuing the undertaking at a particular site if water rights are not available or
obvious environmental issues preclude development.

2.3.1 Map Survey
The map survey shows the obvious, such as the distance of the site from the
nearest road, transmission line length, penstock length.. gross head, and drainage
area. The data from the 1:50,000 topographic map survey is sufficient to give an
indication of the energy generation capacity of the site, approximate capital cost,
and to complete a preliminary feasibility study.
A value for gross head (h) and stream flow (Q) is needed to calculate the
power (p) production capability of the site.
P:9.81xphxQ

(2.1)

The gross head is the difference in elevation between the normal water level at the
intake and the water level at the turbine outflow. It does not take into account the
losses occurring throughout a hydro generation system. With practice, the gross
head estimate taken from the 1:50,000 map is within 10% of the surveyed gross
head. The accuracy improves as the gross head increases(8]. The stream flow (Q)
usually is not available from direct measurement. It must be derived by prorating
the drainage area and Mean Annual Rainfall (MAR), using a nearby gauged
stream as the reference. The 1:50,000 map is used to find the drainage area.
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The map survey provides preliminary estimates of penstock. length and

distance from existing roads and transmission lines. The length of the penstock
should be as short as possible. A site may have sufficient flow and adequate head,

but the rise in elevation is very gradual, requiring a long penstock.

A long

penstock is expensive and it is the main cause for making a site economically
unattractive.

Also, heavy equipment must have access to the site during the

construction phase. Roads to the powerhouse, intake structure, and along the
penstock route are necessary. Obviously, the closer the site is to any passable road,
the less road the developer has to build. Since power has to be delivered to the
utility grid, the site must also be close to a three phase distribution line. The high

voltage transmission line is of no use here, as they require an expensive

transformer and switch yard to make the connection to the low voltage generators
(600V) typical in mini-hydro. Distribution lines are not necessarily shown on the

topographic maps, but they nonnally parallel secondary roads that lead to small
communities. Any site close to a community will most likely have access to a
distribution line. A check with N£ld. Hydro, or Nfld. Power, will confirm the type
and size of the distribution line in the area of interest.
For maximum energy production, the development requires a method of
capturing and storing the excess water flowing during the high run-off periods.
During the map survey, look for locations on ponds upstream of the intake where
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low lying timber crib dams could be built. Consider that the dam should block off
a natural basin and should be easily accessible via road or cat-track.

2.3.2 Site Visit
Assuming the water rights are available, the 1:50,000 topographic map
survey results will indicate whether a site visit is warranted. The site visit will
identify factors normally not available from the map survey, which might affect
the viability of a development. Those factors include the possibility of the stream
being used as a municipal water supply, the presence or absence of migratory fish,
access to the construction site, the location of the intake dam, land ownership, and
potential downstream effects.
Many of the promising streams are located close to communities, mainly
because that is the most likely place of finding a three-phase power distribution
line. Unfortunately, the stream of interest may be the community water supply.
According to Ministerial poticy[60}, applications for Water Use Licence shall have
precedence in the
commercial and

following order; domestic purposes, municipal purposes,
industrial

pwposes, hydroelectric

generation

purposes,

recreational purposes, and other prescribed purposes. U the stream is used as a
municipal water supply, the town has exclusive rights to the complete watershed
of that stream. Nothing further can be done until the permission of the town is
secured. The provincial department responsible for Environment cannot overrule
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the municipality. Yet, a hydro plant can be built on the same stream as a municipal
water supply.

If the plant is downstream of the water supply intake it will not

degrade the water supply_ If it is upstream of the intake, special precautions have
to be taken to ensure that the water supply is not contaminated during

construction or operation of the mini-hydro development
A hydropower project cannot interfere with migratory

fish. be

it salmon..

arctic char, or trout If the stream of interest flows into the sea, check the area to
see if a falls blocks the path of the migratory fish. Next, check with the local people
to see if they are aware of the type of fish that use the stream. Finally, contact the

Federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans to see if it is a scheduled river, or is
protected. in any way.

While the map survey will give an idea of the proximity of the site to a
passable road. a site visit will confirm the type of terrain, the existence of new

roads not shown on the map, and the existence of any old roads or tracks that
could easily be upgraded. If the terrain does not permit the building of a road to
the intake or powerhouse, consider the additional cost of bringing the equipment
in by a winter road, boat, or helicopter. Also, since a short penstock is the most
desirable option, check the terrain to ensure that the penstock can be built over the
cliffs and steep sections. Perhaps a slightly longer but more accessible route would
be cheaper to build. As for the dam. select a location that is in a natural basin with

a narrow outlet and steep walls. 'This keeps the dam short and small, minimizing
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the cost

A solid rock foundation is another important consideration when

selecting a dam site.
While the watershed area of the development is usually crown land, the
power-house is often located close to a community, and may be on privately
owned land. Acquiring private land is difficult, not because of cost, but because of
the problems tracing ownership and obtaining clear title. One method of avoiding
private land is to have the penstock. route parallel the stream-bed. Early land

grants left a narrow strip of land along the banks of the stream.. Recent grants have
a wider buffer zone, 15 metres, along each bank. Check the provincial Crown
Lands and Registry of Deeds to see how much land is available along the banks of

the stream in question.. and whether penstocks can be built on this land. Also,
beware of building a hydro plant upstream of a coaununity or farm. If flooding
does occur, the owner of the plant may be blamed for the flooding, even if the
hydro plant was not responsible for such flooding.

23.3 Site with Existing Infrastructure
As an illustration of the site selection process, the author focused on the
island of Newfoundland, where legislation (1989) [58] now permits private
development of hydroelectric sites less than 15 MW. Only mini-hydro sites, 1 MW
or less, are considered..
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As per the selection processes outlined previously, initial investigations
focused on identifying sites with existing infrastructure.. Three interesting sites

surfaced. specifically; the Marble Mountain ski area mow-making water-line,
which is capable of developing 120 kW of output power when not being used to
make snow; the now defunct ERCO (Long Harbour) phosphorus water supply

system. including clam.. reservoir, and penstock. which could be converted to a 500
kW mini-hydro plant; and finally, the excess capacity of the Comer Brook Pulp &:

Paper Ltd. mill water supply (Glynmilllnn Pond), capable of generating 250 kW.
While all of these sites are economically attractive, none have been
developed because of water rights issues, uncertainty about infrastructure
ownership, and conflicts between multiple users.

'The Marble Mountain site

development has not progressed because the water rights are held by Deer Lake
Power, and there is concern aoout the effect the plant will have on the Steady
Brook municipal water supply. Both the water supply and hydro plant would
draw water from the same stream. The ERCO water supply site holds promise,

and is currently being investigated by a number of companies. While the water
rights to the EReO site appear to have been settled, ownership of the
infrastructure is still an issue, consequently no development has taken place. The

Glynmill Inn Pond site would have to be a joint effort between Deer Lake Power
and the interested party, since the water rights are held by Deer Lake Power and
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the dam is owned by Corner Brook Pulp &: Paper Company Ltd.. No known
activity or development is planned for this site.
TIle favourable sites selected must be ranked to determine the preferred

development. A spreadsheet was used to implement a ranking system. and to
ascertain whichsite{s) has the best chance of being developed. The sites were rated
on all issues, including technical, environmental, regulatory and operational. The

results of the rating process for sites with existing infrastructure are shown in
Table 2.1.

The ERCO water supply is obviously the most attractive site, mainly
because of the existing dam and penstock, and excellent long term storage. The
spread between the

ERea site and the

remainder of the sites is not as great as

one would expect. The uncertainty associated with the ERCO -Land/Facilities
Ownership· and -Other Users/Interests- categories kept its overall rating down.
While the ERea site should be pursued, the developer must be aware of the risk
of not gaining access to the infrastructure.
In reference to the information given in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2,. the

-RANK- column assigns a weight (0-5) to each category. The higher number
reflects the relative importance of each category, with respect to all other
categories.

As well, each category is rated according to it's effect on each

individual project. The NRATING" can range from

a to 10.

Ratings greater than

5 are used to account for existing infrastructure or unusual circumstances. As an
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example, an undeveloped site requiring a very short penstock would receive a
rating of 5, while a site with an existing penstock might receive a rating of 9.

Table 21:

Ranking of Sites with Existing Infrastructure
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2.3.4 Green Site
While the sites with existing infrastructure are very attractive, the
complications caused by water rights and ownership issues usually mean the site is
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not available for development by private individuals or companies. Thus the site
selection focus must shift to sites where the water rights are owned by the
provincial government and available to be transferred to private developers.
Usually these sites are called green sites, sites where no civil structures are
currently in place. Based on the map survey criteria outlined, three of the most
favourable grid-eonnected mini-hydro sites on the island of NewfoWldland were
selected. They include Western Brook and Eastern Brook near Uttle Coney Arm,
and Nipper's Harbour. All have good access via road, medium to high head, short
penstock length, and are close to a distribution line.

None were located on

scheduled salmon rivers, or near municipal water supplies. The results of the
ranking process for the green sites are given in Table 22.

Nipper's Harbour is the best green site alternative available, where water
rights and access are not an issue. The site has a number of attractive physical
features, including no other users of the water supply, no salmon or sea trout
migration, short penstock length, natural head-pond, extremely small dam
required, existing road access to powerhouse and lower penstock, short
transmission line (0.7 km), direct connection to the N£ld. Hydro system, access to
telephone line, and proven energy potential and drainage basin characteristics.
The major disadvantages of the site are the difficult access to the upper penstock
route and minimal long-term storage. The Nipper's Harbour site will continue to
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be used as an example throughout Chapter 2. A summary of the project features

of the Nipper's Harbour site is listed in Appendix F.

Table 22;

Ranking of Green Sites
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2.4 Site Hydrology
The site hydrology information is used to select the installed capacity of the
turbine and generator, and to predict the average annual energy production of the
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plant 1hen the energy estimate, in conjunction with a capital and operating cost
estimate derived £rom the installed capacity, is used to perform an economic
evaluation of the proposed project Completing the initial hydrology work inhouse. using available manpower and application software, significantly reduces
project costs. It also gives the developer more control over the type of prime
mover, generator, and control system to select to ensure maximum energy
production. The author has researched methods of performing a simplified and
cost effective hydrologic analysis of a mini-hydro site. Public domain literature,
historical stream flow data. and software are used throughout. The process is
documented in Appendix B, using the Nipper's Harbour site as a working
example. A summary of the hydrology data is given in Table 23.
Table 2.3:

Hydrology Infonnation - Nipper's Harbour

Nipper's Harbour
Hydrology Information Summary
Drainage Area
Annual Mean Flow
Mean Annual Run-off
100-Year Design Flood
10-Year Diversion Flood
Est 2-Year 7-0ay Low Flow
Est. lO-Year 7-0ay Low Flow
Forebay Pondage

33.8 km 2

o.m
7W

ml/s
ami

25 rolls
19 rolls
0.066 rolls
0.005 ml/s
38,700 ro l
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24.1 Flow Duration Curve
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Figure 21:
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Flow Duration Curve - Nipper's Harbour

Energy calculations require knowledge of the mean flow of the stream and
the shape of the flow duration curve. The curve indicates the expected frequency
of all flow rates, high. average and low included, at the site selected for mini-hydro
development Of course, a constant flow rate at all times is not the nann, unless
significant storage is available. thus flow rates vary and depend on the season,
weather patterns, physiographic features and site characteristics. The hydrological
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analysis is used to calculate the annual mean flow, derive the flow duration curve,

and estimate flood flow and low flow.
The historical flow records published by Environment Canada are essential
to calculating the mean flow and flow duration curve for a particular site. The

Water Survey of Canada Streamflow Toolkit [68] software was used to generate
the flow duration curve data table for Nipper's Harbour. The curve was defined.

using 100 points, one for each percentage of flow exceedence. The flow duration
curve data file was exported. to a spreadsheet, to be used later in an analysis of the
power and energy available at the site.

2.4.2 Flow Synthesis
II the mini-hydro site is on a gauged stream the hydrological analysis is
straightforward. However. if it is located on an unguaged stream.. the critical step
is creating synthesized flow records.

Synthesized flow records for an unguaged

stream are created using either of the two methods recommended in a series of
studies completed in 1988 by Acres International for the Inland Waters Directorate,
Environment Canada [62, 63J. TIle methods are proration on Drainage Area and
Mean Annual Run.-of{ (MAR), and Regional Non-dimensional Flow Duration
Cwves. The Nipper's Harbour example, described. in Appendix 5, generates the
synthesized time series of daily flows by prorating on drainage area and mean
annual run-off (MAR). Both the gauged and ungauged site is assumed to have
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similar physiographic features and site characteristics. If this is true, and both sites
are relatively dose to each other, then both have a similar MAR. 1he MAR of the
gauged stream.. given in millimetres (nun). is caLculated directly from the annual
mean flow (m'/s) and drninage area (km').
planimetty from the 1050.000 scale maps.

Drainage area is determined by

The hydrology n!SUlts described in

Appendix B indicate the MAR for the Nipper'S Harbour mini-hydro site is 725 mm

and the drainage area is 33.8 km2 . The closest gauged stream is South West Brook.
Station No. 02.YMOO3 of the Water Survey of Canada, and is 90 miles away.

2.4.3 Flood Flow Estimate
Estimates of flood flows must be determined to assist in the safe design of
the dam and to reduce the risk of damage caused. by flooding. The design flood
and diversion flood. return periods are selected based on the perceived risk. The

Nipper'S Harbour site is classified as low risk,. since there is no risk of damage to
downstream property or loss of Life, the timber-crib dam can be safely overtopped..
and reconstruction costs would not be excessive. Thus, the recommended design
flood return period is 100 years, and the recommended diversion flood return
period is 10 years. The design flood and diversion flood for Nippers Harbour
were estimated using the procedures and software outlined. in the report ~Regional

Flood F..quency Arudysis

for

the Island of Newftrnndland"[64].

The report

recommends using regional flood frequency analysis at ungauged sites and single
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station flood frequency analysis at sites near a hydrometric station on the same
stream.

Since Nipper's Harbour is not on a gauged. stream,. regional flood.

frequency analysis was used. The results of the spreadsheet analysis (software
being provided with Reference 6), indicated the lOO-year design flood lor Nipper's
Harbour is 25 m3/sec. and thelO-year diversion flood is 19 m3/sec.

2.4.4 Low Flow Estimate
An estimate of the low £lows expected at the site is important in

determining the firm capacity of a

run~f-river

mini-hydro installation.

The

estimated 7-<1ay low flow over 2-years, and the estimated 7-day low flow over 10years, are also needed for the Water Use Authorization application(60] required. by
the Water Resources Division of the Department of Environment and Lands.
Unless the proposed site is on a gauged stream. it is difficu.lt to estimate the
low flows. Sometimes the initial estimate of the low flow is taken as the 95%
exceedence flow shown on the flow duration cwve. A better estimate of the low
flows is found using the procedures and software outlined in the report
-Estimation of Low Flows in Newfoundland· by A. K Beersing[91]. The report
presents a series of regional regression equations, which are derived from the

analysis of thirty-nine gauging stations on the island of Newfoundland.

A

spreadsheet uses the equations to estimate the low flows of several duration and
return periods at unguaged streams.

For the Nippers Harbour location. the
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software produced an estimated 2-year 7-day low flow of 0.066 m3 /s and an
estimated 1~year7-daylow £low of 0.005 rrt'js.

25 Power and Energy Estimate
Table 24:

Site Parameters - Nipper's Harbour

Nipper's Harbour
Energy Calculation Spreadsheet Results
Installed Capacity
Annual Mean Flow
Rated Turbine Flow
Capacity Factor
Net Head
Energy Available
Spillage Loss
Actual Energy Production

650kW
3
0.772 m /s
0.906 m3/s
41 %
86
4,668,061 kwh
2,342.765 kwh
2,325,295 kwh

The previously mentioned site hydrology information is used to select the

installed capacity of the turbine and generator, and to predict the average annual
energy production of the plant A flow duration curve was created and the critical

flows were graphically extracted from the curve. Current software, available from
the Water Survey of Canada (WSC)[68], creates a table of percentage exceedence
versus flow, a total of 100 points from 0% exceedence to 100% exceedence. While
this information can be used to create an accurate flow duration curve (Figure 2.1),
the pictorial curve no longer serves any useful function. Instead, the data points
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are transferred to a spreadsheet called the Energy Calculation spreadsheet

The

spreadsheet is described in detail in Appendix C while Table 24 summarizes the

pertinent results.
The spreadsheet calculates the annual mean flow and the mean annual runoff (MAR), for both the gauged stream and the stream of interest. 1hen. given a
specific annual mean flow, the designer manipulates the installed capacity (kW)

value in the spreadsheet to produce a plant capacity factor (U.) in excess of the
minimum required by N£ld. Hydro.

If the development is a wrun-of_river"

installation. the absolute minimum capacity factor allowed is 40%.

.The final

installed capacity of the mini-hydro plant is a compromise, one which minimizes

spillage at flood flow levels, meets the minimum capacity factor, yet maximizes
energy production. The spreadsheet also considers the effects of other variables,
including minimum and maximum turbine flows, turbine efficiency, plant
efficiency, transformer efficiency, head losses caused by friction, and dam height
All variables can be changed to observe their eHect on the capacity factor and net
annual energy production.

2.6 Physical Components
The next stage in assessing the economic viability of the project is accurately
estimating the capital cost. The engineer must be aware of the differences in the
physical components that make up a mini-hydro plant, and how those components
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interact and affect each other. Thus, the information in this section is an overview
of the different components comprising a mini-hydro plant It is not meant to be
an aII-encompassing treatment of the material. which is best left to the references

[4-9], but does give the

multi~plined

engineer an insight into what is

appropriate in the Newfoundland environment The major items here include the

dam. penstock. turbine and generator.

2.6.1 Dam
Dams are expensive, thus the location of the intake dam should be selected
to minimize it's size. There are three basic types of dams used with the existing
small hydro plants in Newfoundland. They are the concrete cla.m. rock dam with
concrete face, and timber'<rib dam. U the dam site is accessible via road and dose
to a cement plant. give serious consideration to cement

It is expensive, but

durable, and has a long life.. Partial developments are most suited to concrete since
a small intake weir/dam is usually all that is required. Many intake dams are

located at a point that is inaccessible by road, preventing the use of quality premixed concrete. Mixing large quantities of cement on site is labour intensive,

expensive, and is of questionable quality.
The rock dam with a concrete face has been the choice at a number of small

hydro plant locations in Newfoundland. The two hydro plants that were built in
the mid-fifties to seIVice the Tilt Cove mine, Snook's Arm and Venam's Bight were
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of this type. Rock was blasted from a site nearby (20 meters away), hauled to the
dam site, and used to build a rock dike. The slanted upstream face of the dam was

covered with a four-inch layer of cement Both dams are still in good shape 3S

years later.
The timber-crib dam is the cheapest and easiest to build. It is almost as

good as the concrete and rock dam. if built properly. Treated wood is used to
increase the life of the structure.. If the dam is on a stream used as a water supply,

or a stream containing migratory fish, treated. lumber may not be pennitted.

Natural wood. that is rot resistant, such as Douglas Fir, or local "Juniper", could be
used instead. The timber crib dam requires rock of the proper size to fill the cribs.
Blasting may be necessary to acquire the correct size of rock. Most references [8, 9]

suggest that the upstream face of the dam should be built with a slope to ease the
pressure caused by ice. The Roddickton dam lIS} has a vertical face and has been

problem free to date. A solid foundation is important for any clam. more so for a
timber-crib dam.. A concrete foundation. the width of the timbers. should be laid

on clean bedrock. Anchor oolts secure the crib to the foundation and bedrock. The
bolts ensure that the lateral forces caused by ice and spring floods will not cause
the structure to slip downstream.

2.6.2 Penstock
The four main types of penstock materials that have been used in
Newfoundland, in order of the number presently in service, are waodstave, steel
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pipe, polyethylene pipe, and Fiberglas pipe. Woodstave is the most common type
of penstock in use in Newfoundland,. mainly because it was easy to construct in
remote locations and is not affected by freezing. It is above ground, does not have
to be buried, and is made of pressure treated tongue and grove Douglas Fir,
usually two inches in thickness. With regular maintenance it has a life span of 50
years. The only supplier of wood. penstocks is a Canadian company, Canbar Inc..
The woodstave penstock is an excellent choice for small hydro. While it is labour
intensive to have it installed, it is unskilled labour. The foundation is simply a bed
of rough gravel and the penstock can follow any curve or contour. Certainly this is

an

advantage

when

you

consider

the

detailed

lay~ut

and

cement

anchorslsupports required for a steel penstock.
Steel is an excellent peruitock material that requires very little maintenance

and can easily handle the pressures involved, but it is expensive to buy and to
install.

Expansion joints are required to deal with the significant thermal

expansion encountered in the NOd. climate. U a large quantity of used steel pipe
can be found. and shipped to the site at a reasonable cost then it is an alternative
worth considering [9, 12J.
Polyethylene is a good penstock material, one that has minimum head loss
due to pipe friction. It is installed quickly and does not require expansion joints. It
should be buried to minimize freezing problems, and perhaps more importantly,
to minimize vandalism.

It is expensive to buy, requires heavy equipment to
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handle, and needs a special jointing machine to weld the sections of pipe [9]. As
for Fiberglas, there has been only one of this type installed in Nfld. to date, that
being located at the Newfoundland Light &: Power Morris Plant on the Avalon

Peninsula. It was buried and required major civil work. Initial cost estimates
indicated that it was marginally cheaper than any of the other three alternatives

[2].

2.6.3 Turbine
Once plant capacity and turbine size has been selected, a decision has to be made
as to the type and quality of the turbine to use at the site. There are two options,
namely either to purchase a new turbine, or purchase a used turbine. The price
and quality of new equipment varies dramatically, but generally speaking, you get
what you pay for. In most cases new equipment is the best option since it is
expected to be dependable.
"Used" turbines are a definite option. The older turbines, many having been
taken out of service in recent years, are of excellent quality and still have many
years of dependable service life left. If an appropriate turbine can be located, the
original manufacturer, or a reliable company in that business, should refurbish it at
reasonable cost. The main problem with using a used turbine is finding one that
operates efficiently under the new head and flow conditions.
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When a turbine is initially designed, the manufacturer strives to produce
the highest possible overall efficiency. Designing the turbine to run at the same

speed as the generator eliminates the gearbox, thus the overall plant efficiency is
increased by 2% - 3%. Also, given that the frequency of the grid and the number of
pole<; in the generator dictate the speed of the generator, the speed of the direct
coupled turbine is fixed by the generator speed. Consequently, the head, average
flow, and power output of the direct coupled turbine is fixed.

Now that all

variables have a fixed value, only one physical shape of turbine runner will

produce the required speed.
If one is willing to use a geared system to match the speed of the turbine
with the speed of the generator then a

~used"

turbine can be installed at a different

site and still maintain respectable efficiency levels. Selection of the correct gear box

permits the original turbine to run at its design speed, maintaining the turbine
efficiency, but also permits the developer to manipulate and match the turbine to
the new head, flow and power output conditions. A lower overall plant efficiency
should be accepted, due to the losses in the gearbox.

26.4 Generator
As previously mentioned in the Literature Review in Otapter 1, the
traditional generator used in all hydro plants, until recent years, was the
synchronous generator.

It was preferred because the speed, and hence the
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frequency, could be controlled to match the line frequency and help stabilize the
system.

The synchronous generator is capable of independent operation.. but:

governor, complex controls, and elaborate protective relaying is required [39. 4243}. Since this thesis is concerned with grid connected mini-hydro. a synchronous
generator is not a necessity. The small grid connected plant is not built to operate
independently, or to control the frequency of the grid.

As mentioned, the

induction generator was selected for the application described in this thesis
because it is inexpensive, rel..iable, and rugged. requires minimum maintenance.
and does not require a governor and the associated controls. The speed of the
induction generator is dictated by the grid frequency. The main disadvantage of

the induction generator is the slightly lower operating efficiency. In summary. the
induction generator has the advantage in grid connected applications when it is
small in size., thus an excellent choice for mini hydro development

Electrically, an induction motor is identical to an induction generator, thus
the motor can be run, and used. as a generator. However, there is one important

limitation. An ordinary induction motor is built to withstand the centrifugal forces
created in a typical industrial setting. which is 125% of rated speed. A generator
application may see an overspeed condition of 200% of rated speed. Custom
induction generators are built to withstand these temporary over-speed. Induction
motors will do the job as well, but overspeed conditions should be kept to a
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minimum. The application of induction generators will be treated in detail in

a..prer3.

2.7 Rates and Economic Evaluation
Knowing the pricing structure,. energy production,. capital costs, and annual

operating costs allow for a reliable economic evaluation of the pro;ect. The
economic evaluation attempts to clearly identify all associated costs, and minimize
the number of variables. The following sections give details on the capital cost

estimate, the pricing structure used, and a description of the struchue of the
economic evaluation spreadsheet The Nipper's Harbour mini-hydro project is
used as an example.

27.1 Capital Cost Estimate
After the physical components have been selected and sized, the

preliminary capital cost estimate is completed. 1he cost estimate includes the cost
of the powerhouse structure, turbine, generator, controls, interconnection.
penstock. dam and intake structure, access roads, telemetering. installation,.
commissioning and engineering.

The results of the capital cost estimate for

Nipper's Harbour are presented in Table 2.5.
AppendixD.

Further details are found in
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Table 2.5:

Preliminary Capital Cost Estimate - Nipper's Harbour

Nipper's Harbour
Capital Cost Summary

DESCRIPTION
Power House Building
Turbine I Generator Set &: Controls

COST
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

53,925
438,150
198,625
55,000
40,000
65,000
40,000
17,500
3,000
15,000
15,000
38,000

$
$

979,200
146,880

Contingency (15%)

$
$

1,126,080
168,912

GRAND TOTAL

$

1,294,992

Penstock
Dam&lntake
Access Roads

~witchyard

Connection to Hydro Grid
Upgrade Transmission Line
Telephone Connection
Telemetering

Stream Guage
Installation / Commissioning
Total Direct Construction Costs

Engineering
Sub-Total

2.7.2 Pricing Structure
The utility, Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro, has developed a pricing
structure for grid-<onnected small hydro projects [59]. The pricing structure has
both a demand and energy component and offers an incentive for winter
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production. The demand portion of the rate will be escalated to the in-service date
of the plant and then remain constant over the life of the power contract. The

escalation index proposed for the demand is the Statistics Canada Hydroelectric
Generating Station Index [68J. The energy portion of the rate will be escalated
annually using the Statistics Canada Consumer Price Index [69]. 1his increase will
be limited to a maximum of 6% in any year.

Table 2.6:

Nfld. Hydro Pricing Structure

Period

Component
(cents/kwh)

Demand
Component
(cents/kwh)

Total
Amount
(cents/kwh)

Winter
Nov.!- Mar. 31

3.58

4.5

8.08

Summer

3.58

2.11

5.69

Energy

Apr. 1 - OCt 31

It is possible to increase revenue by storing water during the summer
season, then operating at full capacity in the winter until all stored water is
depleted. The stored water has an increased value of 239 cents/kWh, or 42%

more than the summer price. To take full advantage of winter rates the site must
have a large storage capacity. plus a larger turbine has to be installed.

The
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increased cost of the extra storage and larger turbine must be weighed. against

the increased revenue from winter rates.

27.3

Economic Evaluation Spreadsheet

The purpose of the economic evaluation spreadsheet is to determine whether the

proposed mini-hydro development has an acceptable internal rate of return (IRR)
on invesbnent. It was also designed to demonstrate to investors the positive effect

of the Capital Cost Allowance, and to calculate the present worth of the
undertaking when built. All variables were included and can be modified to

demonstrate their effect on the IRK The variable categories include technical
specifications. annual costs, tax rates, discount rate, CCA, pricing structure, winter
and summer capacity factors, escalation index, capital cost, and percent equity
investment required.

All of the variables are used in a series of spreadsheets. which in tum
contribute essential information to the final spreadsheet that calculates the
corporate and personal IRR The series of spreadsheets, covering the 20 year
economic Uie of the project, includes revenue calculations, annual operating
expenses, debt financing, CCA effects, and IRR and after tax income. The results

obtained from the spreadsheet provide prospective investors, bankers, or
developers with the essential numbers required to make infonned investment
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decisions. The Nipper's Harbour mini-hydro Economic Evaluation spreadsheet is

given in Appendix E.
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Chapter 3
Induction Generators
While the induction generator is cost effective, especially in small sizes, it
does have disadvantages, which must be considered before final selection of the
generator type. Consequently, the purpose of this chapter is to document the

theory, performance characteristics, and design considerations associated with an
induction generator installation at a mini-hydro site. Induction generator problem
areas are identified. specifically power factor correction and self.·excitation

concerns. 1be sum of the information required to evaluate the appropriateness of
installing an induction generator at a grid<annected. location is presented in
O>apter3.

3.1 Introduction
Nikola Tesla invented the induction machine between 1882 and 1887.

Shortly after, modifications to the design resulted in the rugged squirTel cage rotor
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becoming an integral part of most induction machines [42]. Today, squirrel cage
induction motors are the most commonly used devices of the induction machine.

They are used. to drive a variety of industrial and commercial equipment,
including pumps, fans and conveyors.

The popularity of the squirrel cage

induction motor is a result of its rugged and simple form of construction.
dependable operation, and minimal maintenance required.

Since the machine

excitation is accomplished through induction,. field windings, brushes, and

associated controls are not necessary, thus increasing reliability and decreasing
maintenance. The lack of field windings also means the utility mains must supply

the magnetization current
The induction generator is Simply an induction machine driven by a prime
mover, with a rotor speed slightly faster than the machine's synchronous speed.
The difference in speed between the rotor and rotating stator field is referred to as
negative slip. When negative slip exists, mechanical energy is transferred from the

prime mover to the electrical system. To increase the power output from the
induction generator, the prime mover has to rotate faster, increasing the induction
generator rotor speed and increasing the negative slip.

At maximum power

output the slip will most likely be in the range of 1% to 3% higher than
synchronous speed. The higher the starting torque capabilities of the induction
machine the larger the slip at rated load. As with the induction motor, the actual
change in rotor speed from no-load to full-load is not Significant. Also, induction
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machines with. a lower slip at rated load are more efficient because the internal

mechanical power developed is greater with lower slip values. £2R losses are also
less since less current is required to produce rated power.
The operating principle of the induction generator is exactly the same as

that of an induction motor, the only difference being the speed of rotation of the
shaft with respect to the synchronous speed. When motoring. the shaft speed is

slightly slower than synchronous speed (positive slip), while in generator mode
the shaft speed is slightly faster (negative slip). Since the electrical design and

physical construction of an induction motor and generator are identical, it is
possible to use a standard squirrel cage induction motor as an induction generator.
The only constraint is the over·speed capability of the induction motor used as a
generator; can it handle the sustained over-speed encountered in mini-hydro

applications?
The widespread use of induction motors has resulted in reduced cost and

improvements in design and reliability. Since the same machines can operate as
generators, the initial cost savings, as well as a reduction in maintenance costs,
make the induction generator an attractive alternative for a grid connected minihydro development.

Yet, before the plant designer decides between the

synchronous or induction generator, careful consideration must be given to the
advantages and disadvantages of both [39, 40, 41, 44}. The advantages of the
induction generator include lower purchase cost; lower maintenance cost; the
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control and protective devices are basically the same as for a similarly sized
induction motor; the control and protective devices are less complex and less
costly than those for a synchronous machine; induction generators are simpler to
operate since there is no excitation control or synchronisation equipment; the

squirrel cage rotor has the simplest. most rugged construction of any electrical
machine; the induction generator has no effect on system frequency; the induction
generator cannot feed a sustained short circuit current into a system fault; the
generator does not produce harmonics; and "off·the-she1f" units are available in

smallsi..zes.
The induction generator also has disadvantages.
induction generator cannot operate as a stand-alone unit;

These are;

the basic

the efficiency of the

mduction generator is less than the equivalent sized synchronous type, especially
in the smaller sizes;

the excitation current required to magnetise the machine

must be provided by the grid, resulting in a lagging power factor load; the power
factor of the induction generator is always less than one. and gets progressively
worse as the actua1load drops below the rated load; and the induction generator
does not have the inherent ability to contribute towards maintaining the system

voltage and/or frequency.
After reviewing the advantages and disadvantages of induction generators,
it is obvious that induction generators are particularly well suited to grid

connected mini-hydro developments that have access to a relatively corntant flow
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of water, either through long term storage or partial use of the available stream
flow. Having enough mechanical energy constantly available to operate at the
rated. power output ensures maximum effidency and operation at the preferred
power factor. If the available flow is variable, several machines can be installed. to

comprise the total capacity. The number of operating machines can vary with
water conditions, allowing each machine to operate close to its rated value [38. 69].
In summary, the ideal conditions for an induction generator application. in

the context of grid connected mini-hydro, include [39]; the induction generator size

should be small in comparison to the total system capacity; the generator is not
considered to be a base load installation thus energy is produced when water flow
is available, not when there is a system demand; the constant flow conditions

ensure a high power factor, or the utility will not penalise a plant for operating at a

low power factor, thus power factor correction capacitors are not required; and the
proposed installation is located at a point in the distribution system which will not
sustain seIf-excitation conditions when the generator over.-speeds.
Of the sites considered in the site selection example in Olapter 2.. four are

suited for an induction generator application. TItey including Nipper's Harbour,
the ERca water supply, the Marble Mountain snowmaking water line, and the

Glymnill Pond site. ERCO and Marble Mountain, with a constant water flow
available to the prime mover, would be ideal examples of where to install an
induction generator. Nipper's Harbour could maintain a relatively constant flow
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to the turbine and induction generator by either reducing the installed capacity of
the proposed development or installing multiple units of smaller size..

3.2 Principles of Operation
The standard tftree..phase induction machine consists of a stator and
squirrel cage rotor. The windings mounted. on the stator create pairs of poles, with

the most common machines having two, four, six. or eight poles. The squirrel cage
rotor is formed from laminated electrical steel punchings, with the rotor winding
made from bars located in slots punched in the laminations. The bars are shortcircuited at both ends by short-circuiting rings.
The operation of the well-known induction motor is described first to
illustrate how the induction principle is used to create a torque on the squirrel cage
rotor. When the three-pha.se stator is connected to the system supply, a rotating
magnetic field is created in the stator.

120' separate each phase and the vector

sum of the magnetic fields from each field. at any instant in time, produces a net
magnetic field with a constant magnitude. The direction of the combined field
changes as the instantaneous system phase voltage levels change. The net result is
a rotating magnetic field, which travels around the stator at a speed called the
synchronous speed. The synchronous speed of a three-phase induction machine is
dependent on the system frequency and the number of poles in the stator. The
synchronous speed, s., in rpm is
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(3.1)

and in radlsec
Q)s

=

4.;./

rad/sec

(3.2)

1his is not to be confused with the slip 5 as described in Equ. (3.3). Typical

induction machine synchronous speeds when connected to a 60 Hz system are
3600 rpm, 1800 rpm, 1200 rpm. and 900 rpm.
The rotating magnetic field cuts across the squirrel cage rotor bars, inducing

a voltage and causing current to flow through the bars and short-circuiting end
rings. The rotor current produces its own magnetic field which interacts with the
rotating stator field, prodUcing a torque on the rotor. The resultant torque causes
the rotor to turn in the same direction as the rotating field. As the rotor picks up
speed and approaches synchronous speed. the rate at which the rotor bars cut the
rotating flux decreases, reducing the induced rotor voltage and current and
decreasing the torque.
Of course, the squirrel cage induction motor rotor speed will never reach

synchronous speed, due to the need to produce a small amount of torque to
overcome the friction and windage losses. When a load is applied to the motor the
rotor will slow down, resulting in greater relative motion betvveen the two fields
and producing more torque.

Thus the power drawn from the source is a

combination of the real power transferred across the air gap to the load, via
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induction, and the reactive power needed to set up and sustain the rotating stator
field.

The difference in speed between the synchronous speed and the rotor
speed, expressed as a percentage of synchronous speed, is referred to as slip,

where the slip is
S=SS-SR
S,

(3.3)

Positive slip occurs when the rotor speed is less than the synchronous speed

(motoring), while negative slip equates to generator mode.
U the induction machine is connected to a prime mover, the rotor speed can
be increased to match the synchronous speed. At this point there is no relative

motion between the rotating stator field and the rotor bars, thus no voltage is
induced in the bars, no current will £low, and no torque is produced. The prime
mover supplies the energy to overcome the frictional and windage losses. The
only current drawn from the system is that which is required to sustain the

rotating stator magnetic field and overcome copper losses.
As soon as the prime mover drives the rotor speed higher than synchronous

speed (negative slip) the induction machine is operating as an induction generator.
The rotor bars are cutting through the stator field in the opposite direction relative
to motoring action, thus the rotor current direction and magnetic field interaction

are reversed. Power is transferred from the prime mover to the electrical system.
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The excitation current required to establish the rotating stator field is still drawn

from the connected system. Consequently, the basic induction generator cannot
operate as a stand-alone unit.
When the induction machine is operating as a motor, an increase in
mechanical load causes an increase in slip and a corresponding increase in torque.
At some point the torque demanded by the load is beyond the capacity of the
motor to deliver and the motor stalls, hopefully tripping the protection device
since the current drawn from the source will rapidly increase to six to seven times
its normal value. This operating point on the induction machine speed-torque

curve is referred to as the breakdown torque.
A similar situation arises when operating as an induction generator. The
power generated. will increase as the prime mover increases the speed of the rotor
beyond synchronous speed. At some point the induction generator can no longer
produce a large enough resisting torque. This point is referred to as generator
breakdown, commonly called pushover. Once past this point on the speed-torque
curve, resisting torque falls away quickly, creating a dangerous situation called
runaway.

The prime mover will carry the generator up to the prime mover

runaway speed, typically twice the normal operating speed for mini-hydro
installations, sometimes higher.

If the induction generator is not designed to

withstand this over-speed condition, major physical damage may result.
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3.3 Steady State Analysis of Induction Machines
When considering an induction generator installation at a mini-hydro site,
the designer must carefully consider how the generator will perform under nonnal

loads, during short circuit conditions, and while experiencing an over-speed
situation. The induction machine performance characteristics under normal load,
both as a motor and a generator, can be predicted using standard steady-state
analysis techniques, the single phase equivalent circuit, and the machine data

supplied. by the manufacturer.

Results of the analysis include how the stator

current, torque, efficiency and power factor change with speed and slip. Expected

values for rated load, maximum efficiency, breakdown torque and maximum
power output are also calculated, for both the motor mode and the generator
mode.

3.3.1 Equivalent Circuits
The equivalent circuits shown in Figs. 3.1 - 3.2 represent one phase of a
three phase induction machine operating in motoring mode and generating mode.
It is assumed the machine is Y-connected. Rotor currents and voltages reflected to
the stator side are at stator frequency. The components of the equivalent circuit in
Fig. 3.1 include stator winding effective resistance Rl, stator leakage reactance Xl,
equivalent core loss/ iron loss resistance Rm,. magnetising reactance X..... rotor
leakage reactance X2 reflected back to the stator, rotor resistance

~ reflected

back
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to the stator (representing rotor I2R losses), and R2(l-5)jS representing the internal
mechanical power reflected back to the stator. Figure 32 shows &/5 replacing
R2(l-S)jS and &.

&/5 is the combined effect of shaft load and rotor resistance

reflected to the stator side.
Since the rotor current is produced by induction, the induction machine

operates in a similar manner to the transformer, thus the transformer analysis
method of reflecting current, voltage and impedance back to the stator side is
valid. In the case of the induction machine, the reflected rotor current, voltage, and
impedance will change as the relative rotor speed, or slip, changes. Of course, with
a transformer the reflected quantities are dependent on the turns ratio only.

ACSource

~(1-S)r.

m ••

Figure 3.1:

Induction Motor Equivalent Circuit typically used for power
calculations.
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Figure 32:
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Induction Motor Equivalent Circuit
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Figure 3.3:

Induction Motor Equivalent Circuit - Impedance Diagram

3.3.2 Fall River Example - 500 kW Induction Generator
A number of circuit analysis techniques and methods have been used by the

references [71, 72] to calculate the steady state performance characteristics of the
induction machine. They include manual derivation of quantities using Thevenin's
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theorem, circle diagrams accompanied by manual calculations, and basic circuit
analysis techniques used in conjunction with mathematical analysis software to
simplify the solution of the equations.

In an attempt to adhere to the thesis

objective of documenting modem design methods to be used by multi-disciplined
engineers, basic circuit analysis techniques and MathCad software were employed.

MathCad is well documented, user friendly and widely available.

Table 3.1:

Fall River Example - Induction Motor Nameplate Data

@RatedLoad

Horsepower
Voltage

Current
Efficiency (~)
Power Factor
Torque
Synchronous speed
Full Load Speed
Slip
Locked Rotor Current
Locked Rotor pi

Value

Unit

670
575
639
94.5
0.843
5943
600
592
0.0133
3800
0.29

liP
V
A
%

p.u.
Ib-ft
'Pm
'Pm

p.u.
A
p.ll.

The induction machine design constants required for the analysis are
available from the manufacturer, with a typical listing given in Table 3.2 [72]. In
this example, the manufacturer (Westinghouse) is using a standard induction

machine as a 500 kW hydroelectric generator at the Fall River facility in Nova
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Scotia. This particular induction machine was used in the analysis since nameplate
data and machine parameters were readily available.

Table 3.2

Fall River Example - Induction Machine Design Constants

Component Name
Stator Resistance
Stator Reactance
Rotor Run Resistance
Rotor Reactance
Magnetizing Resistance
Magnetizing Reactance

Symbol

ohms

pu

R,
X,

0.0132
0.0480
0.0070
0.0490
0.0570
1.0920

0.0254
0.0924
0.0135
0.0943
0.1097
2.1019

R,

X,
Rm
Xm

In the region of normal induction machine operation, the "run" resistance

values were used and assumed to be constant. The "run" values are sufficient for
investigating the normal operating characteristics of the induction machine in a
mini-hydro application, given that the range of slip values from no-load to the
breakdown region will not vary beyond the 0 to 0.1 slip range. But if an estimate
of breakdown torque/speed and pullout torque/speed is being investigated, the
"start" value of rotor resistance should be included in the analysis to ensure a more
accurate representation of the machine constants when not operating close to the
normal machine load.

Also, the equivalent circuit was not modified/ simplified

by bringing the magnetizing branch impedance, 2m.. out to the machine terminals
mainly because the magnitization current, 1m, of the induction machine is very high
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in comparison to a transformer magnetizing current. ['" for the induction motor

will be 30% to 50 % of full load current, while the transformer 1m is in the range of
2% of full load current. Thus analysis of the induction machine has been carried
out based on the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.2

Table 3.3:

Fall River Example - Per Unit (p.U.) Base Values

Symbol
Base Voltage (3$)
Base Voltage (1$)
BasekVA
(34))
Base Current
Base Impedance
Base Terminal Voltage

V"
VI,
kVA"",

r....
Z....
V.

Value
575
332
636
639
0.5195
1.0

3.3.3 Starting Resistance Considerations
As previously mentioned, the starting resistance should be taken into
consideration when the analysis requires the calculation of an induction machine
parameter which occurs outside the nonnal operating range, as in the case when
calculating the maximum power and breakdown torque in both generator mode
and motor mode.
The induction motor has a rotor design allowing for high starting current
on startup and an associated high starting torque. This value of current decreases
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as the rotor picks up speed (slip becomes less), thus the effective rotor resistance is
different at each value of slip. TIlls resistance is maximum at zero slip, called the

"start" resistance, and minimum at rated load, called the "run" resistance. The
"start" resistance is derived from the manufacturer's specified locked rotor current
and locked rotor power factor, where

a=acos(p!LR)

(3.4)

is the power factor angle, and

(3.5)
is the lacked. rotor current vector. Since the terminal voltage, locked rotor current

magnitude and phase angle are known, the total locked rotor impedance ZU<- is

(3.6)
Given that the stator and magnetizing branch impedance are fixed, the reflected
rotor impedance ~

(3.7)
and "start" resistance R2st are derived using the equivalent circuit in Figure 3.2. The
Fall River induction machine example calculations yielded a "start" resistance of

11,. = 0.0213 Q.
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3.3.4 Motor Mode and Generator Mode Analysis
With reference to the Fall River 500 kW induction machine. the normal
operating characteristics are calculated using the parameters listed in Table 3.2,

along with basic nodal analysis techniques and the Mathcad software.

The

standard equivalent circuit is represented by three impedances. 21, 22, 2"" as
shown in Figure 3.3. Solving for 11,12 and I", produces an expression for the current
in all three branches, on a per unit (P.ll.) basis.

The equations are set-up in

Mathcad, and solved for values of slip ranging from -0.5 (generator mode) to +0.5
(motor mode). Losses, output power, efficiency, power factor, speed and torque
are also calculated. The results are plotted and maxi min points identified.
Certain motor mode calculations differ from those in generator mode. The

stator current It is derived the same way in both modes; calculate the rotorreflected impedance
(3.8)

for a given value of slip, then calculate the impedance Z/ott1J of the induction

machine,
(3.9)

finally, calculate the stator current [1.
(3.10)
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It: is assumed the induction machine tenninal voltage Vt is fixed by the grid,
consequently Vt is constant and the same, for both motor mode and generator
mode.
In motor mode, the current divider principle is used to find the reflected

rotor current h

l,=l,.(~)
Z, +z.

(3.11)

In generator mode, the current divider approach is not valid. The generator mode

reflected rotor current lz is found by first finding the air gap voltage &. The air

gap voltage in generator mode is
E,,=V,+/,"Z.

(3.12)

resulting in a generator mode reflected rotor current of
I ,-~
z,

(3.13)

The magnetizing current I. is also dependent on the air gap voltage E.. The air

gap voltage in motor mode is the tennina1 voltage minus the voltage drop across
the stator impedance ZI,
(3.14)

resulting in the motor mode magnetizing current fIJI.
I

• =~
z.

In generator mode E. is given by Eqn. (3.12), and

(3.15)
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I

• ~E..
z.

(3.16)

is the generator mode magnetizing current Both generator mode 1m and motor

mode 1m have a magnitude and phase which is close, but not exact. The grid
supplies the magnetizing VAR5 both in generator mode and motor mode, but the
core losses are supplied by the grid in motor mode and by the induction machine
in generator made.

Values for stator current It , rotor current h

I

and magnetizing current 1m

have been calculated for the full range of slip. Also, the power factor

pI is
(3.17)

where
(3.18)

3.3.5 Losses
Induction machine losses, both in generator mode and motor mode, include
stator and rotor copper losses, core loss, friction, windage and stray losses. The
copper losses are known for any operating point because all branch currents have
been calculated. The full load stator f2R loss
(3.19)

full load rotor f2R loss
(3.20)
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and full load core [2R loss
(321)
are used to calculate windage, friction,. and stray load losses. Windage, friction
and stray losses are assumed to be fixed and the same for all normal operating
loads, thus the lumped value for these losses, Ptws. is calculated. at rated load where
both input power
(3.22)
and output power
P08FL

:0

(Full Load HP) -0.746

(3.23)

are found using the manufacturer's rated load nameplate data. Thus the constant
lumped friction,. windage and stray losses are
(324)
Stray load losses are comprised of the additional core losses and eddy and load

dependant current losses, caused by increased air gap leakage £lux at load and by
the high frequency pulsation of these fluxes.
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3.3.6 Input Power, Output Power and Efficiency (Tl)
In motor mooe, the induction machine input power is
(3.25)

P",.

which is the electrical power available at the machine terminals. In generator
mode, the input power is the mechanical energy available at the shaft of the
induction machine, which is equal to the output power plus losses, thus
(3.26)

The output power of the induction machine in generator mode is the electrical
power available at the machine terminals, which equates to
p.

_,[j./,.Vu·pf
1000

0- .... -

(3.27)

while the output power in motor mode equals the mechanical power delivered to

the shaft.

(3.28)
The magnetizing branch power loss, generally referred to as core loss, P.. is

larger in generator mode than motor mode. This is to be expected since the air gap
voltage E. must be higher in generator mode in order to maintain the fixed grid
terminal voltage Vu.. given that the stator voltage drop and Vu.. must add to
produce E.z. The higher air gap voltage Eo translates into a higher real magnetizing

current component and subsequent higher magneti.zing core losses. U the rotor
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cwrent in generator mode remains the same as the motor mode rotor current, less
slip is needed to produce the air gap power since E.. is larger. Generator slip is less
than motor mode slip when rotor currents are equal. 1he generator power factor is
less because losses are supplied by the turbine, reducing kilowatts, and V ARs are
increased due to the larger air gap voltage.. E. .

In generator mode the generator supplies the copper losses thus the

reflected. rotor current is higher than in motor mode.

Consequently, the

differences in losses between modes, given the same rated stator current, means
the generator mode efficiency is slightly less than the motor mode efficiency.
Friction, windage and stray losses are assumed to be the same and constant in both
modes and at all operating points.

3.3.7 Torque
The equivalent circuit representation of the induction machine is used to

calculate the power and torque in both motor mode and generator mode. In motor
mode the torque is
Po _

·33000

O.746·2·rr-rpm

II>-ft

(3.29)

and in generator mode it is
T

_.

:: PIH -_. ·33000

O.746·2·/r°rpm

lb-ft

(3.30)
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1he operating points of interest are at full load and at breakdown, both in

motor mode and generator mode. The maximum and minimum points on the
torque versus slip graph are the breakdown and pushover torque values. TIlese
points are identified and the associated slip/speed noted. For the Fall River 500
kW induction machine example the calculated breakdown torque of the motor is

16,565 ft-lb, and it occurs at 550 rpm. The calculated pushover torque in generator
mode is 24,634 ft·lb and it takes place at a speed of 680 rpm.

3.3.8 Summary of Motor Mode and Generator Mode Calculations
Table 3.4 summarizes the induction machine parameters calculated for the
Fall River Example.

The details of the Mathcad analysis of this particular

induction machine are explained in Appendix G. Figure 3.4 to Figure 3.10 are
graphs of the Fall River induction machine parameters over a range of slip.
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Table 3.4:

Fall River Example - Computed Values of Machine Parameters for

Steady-State Operation.

@RatedLoad
Voltage
Cunent
Elficiency(~)

Power Factor

Synchronous Speed
Full Load Speed
Slip
Output Power

fnputPower
Maximum Power
Breakdown Slip
Breakdown Torque
Breakdown Speed

Motor

575 V
636 A
93.0%
0.822
600 rpm
593 rpm
0.0124
648HP
520kW
1312kW
0.081
16,6%ft-lb
551 rpm

Generator

575 V
64lA
92-5%
0.794
600 rpm
6fYl rpm
0.0124
S07kW
735HP
1547kW
0.1193
23,644ft-lb
671 rpm
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3.3 Short Circuit Performance
Induction generator short circuit considerations are simpler than those for a

synchronous generator.

As previously mentioned, the induction

generator

magnetizing current comes from the grid. Unlike the synchronous generator, the
induction machine does not have a separate field control and energy source, thus
when a fault occurs the energy normally flowing toward the induction generator
field is diverted to the fault The generator magnetic field will quickly collapse as
the energy stored in the field dissipates to feed. the fault. Thus the induction
generator cannot sustain fault currents caused by system short circuits.
When the induction generator is exposed to a fault,. such as a bolted. three-

phase fault. the initial fault current contributed by the generator is determined by
the sub-transient reactance of the machine. At the instant the fault occurs, the fault

current will be equal to the locked rotor current, or approximately six times the full

load current. The fault path X/R ratio and short circuit time constant dictate the

decay rate of the fault current contributed by the induction generator. Typically
the fault current will disappear in a few cycles.

Any power factor correction

capacitors CONlected will slow down the decay [401_
Induction generators may be subjected to any of the three principle types of

faults, phase-to-ground, pha.se-to-pha.se or three-phase fault
common fault occurrence is the

phase-t~ound while

[73J.

The most

phase-to-phase and three-
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phase faults are usually the end result of the phase-to-ground fault not being
cleared. quickly enough. The location of the fault could be at the generator, on the

bus. or on the system side. Thus with respect to short circuit considerations, the
induction generator installation should be handled the same as an induction motor
installation. The starter Ibreaker and switchgear must still be sized to handle the

potentially high fault current from the electrical power system,. which can be much
larger than that contributed by the induction generator. A starter rated for a
similar sized induction motor will meet these requirements [47}.

Details of

induction generator protection are covered in Chapter 4.4.

3.4 Over-speed & Self-Excitation
'The induction generator must be designed to withstand overspeed

conditions. As an example, when a protective trip occurs, the elect:ricalload on the
generator is lost, yet the turbine continues to t::raru;(orm the hydraulic energy into
mechanical energy. The sudden energy imbalance translates into a rapid increase

in speed as the prime mover accelerates to its runaway speed.. sometimes twice the

full load speed. Depending on the inertia of the system, runaway speed can be

reached in seconds, yet it takes much longer to divert or stop the water flow and
remove the torque.

Consequently, the prime mover and generator must be

capable of continuous operation at the runaway speed. Induction motors used. as
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generators are usually rated for 25% overspeed [70], although most are capable of
much higher sustained speeds [9]-

Accurate numbers for defining runaway speed. values must be based on
model tests conducted by the turbine manufacturers.

Imperical formule to

estimate runaway speed have been developed based on model tests of installed
units [6,7}. The runaway speed

n~ is

defined as

(3_31)
where

n,

:=

runaway speed of the turbine at best efficiency, rpm

n,

=

specific speed of the turbine at full output and best efficiency

n = normal rotational speed of the turbine, rpm
The specific speed ns is
(3.32)

where

P = turbine output, kW
n = rotational speed of the turbine, rpm
h = net head, meters

An induction generator will become self-excited when there is enough
capacitance connected to supply the required VARS for the generator excitation.

and the connected load is less than the rated capacity of the generator. The selfexcitation capacitance consists of power factor capacitors and/or the capacitance of
the connected transmission line. On load rejection the prime mover accelerates the
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generator causing an increase in frequency and terminal voltage.

Significant

variations in frequency or voltage may cause damage to customer loads. Thus, the
connected load must be quickly isolated from the generator. The over/under
frequency relay, over/under voltage relay and an over-speed switch detect the
self-excitation conditions.
Opening the generator breaker protects the connected loads, but the
generator is still exposed to a high voltage resulting from the self-excitation
process. The only way to avoid damage is to remove the capacitance before the
voltage reaches dangerous levels. Self-excitation voltages occur instantly when the
connected load is removed thus the initial self-excitation voltage must be kept to a
safe level [69]. This is possible by ensuring that the speed increase is not large
enough to produce dangerous voltage levels. The power factor capacitors have to
be quickly isolated from the generator. It will take a finite amount of time for the

speed switch to activate and the breaker to trip. Once the capacitance has been
removed the generator loses its source of excitation. causing the voltage to
gradually collapse.

3.5 Using Standard Induction Motors as Generators
The preferred machine for use as an induction generator is the squirrel cage

induction motor. The two most common concerns when trying to select the correct
motor to be used. as a generator are selecting a safe generator kW rating and
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determining the realistic overspeed rating. The rating of the induction machine in

generator mcxie is normally taken to be the HP of the motor expressed in kW, where
P0-.--. = P0 - _

l(

0.746

(3.33)

and Po--wr is in horsepower. As an example. a 200 HP squirrel cage induction motor
has a generator rating of 150 kW.
'This approach is based on the assumption the rotor CUJ'T'e{\t in both modes are

equal [37,70]. If this is true, in generator mode the stator current is lower, stator I2R

losses are smaller, core losses are larger. The change in core loss will be less than the

change in £2R losses.

Also, the friction and windage loss is slightly larger in

generator mode. Under the described conditions the overall generator efficiency is
the same, or slightly less, than the motor mode efficiency. Thus, the induction

generator temperature rise will be within the limits specified. for the motor.
A generator rated. in this fashion runs cooler than it does in motor mode and.
will safely handle

sligh~y

higher kW output when demanded. Depending on the

class, temperature rise, and service factor of the motor, it may be possible to safely

ron the induction generator with a stator current equal to the motor mode stator
current Generator output is increased at the expense of higher temperatures and
reduced efficiency.
The overspeed rating of squirrel cage induction motors used as generators is
not adequately addressed by the literature [9, 7O}, other than to note the typical
overspeed rating as a motor is 25%. Attention to bearings, using the best possible,
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and balancing the rotor will help in safely handling sustained OVerspeeds. Machines
with lower synchronous speed will have a lower absolute runaway speed.. thus will
be less susceptible to bearing and balancing problems.

Obviously a 900 rpm

machine with a runaway speed of 1800 rpm will have fewer problems than a 3600

rpm machine with a runaway speed approaching 5000 'I'm to 6000 rpm. As the
references suggest:. consult the manufacturer. Increasing inertia with the addition of
a flywheel can reduce acceleration rate and overspeed Also, certain turbines, the
impulse type as an example, can use deflectors to quickly remove the flow from the

turbine.
Once the kW and overspeed rating of the generator are established,

generator is expected to operate safely under normal conditions.

the

1he next

consideration,. of course, is efficiency. The induction machines with the highest
efficiencies are those with low starting torque, high speed (3600 rpm), large size, low

full-load slip, lots of iron and steel, and high pow", facto,.

The high-speed

requirement contradicts the overspeed limitation of the generator, which obviously
takes priority.

Low torque machines have low resistance rotors, less rotor losses, thus a

higher efficiency and smaller slip.

EMAC Design A and B have relatively low

starting torque. Design B is the most common while Design A would be preferable if
starting torque is not necessary, as is the case in a hydroelectric installation. The
turbine is used to bring the induction generator up to synchronous speed, thus
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Design A motors can be used as generators. While the low torque characteristic of
the induction madtine brings higher efficiency, it also results in lower slip. This is

not a problem as long as the bJrbine Bow is relatively constant.. "The low slip means
the system is sensitive to small speed variations. and this translates into load
variations.
An induction generator with a high power factor will be more efficient lbis

does not mean adding power factor capacitors will improve the efficiency of the
machine.

Higher generator power factors are achieved by reducing the V ARs

required. For a given machine this is accomplished with more iron and steel, longer

cores and better design.

The induction generator should be installed in an

application where the load will be relatively constant and equal the full load rating,
since the power factor deteriorates rapidly at partial loads.

To summarize, in most cases the best squirrel cage induction motor to select

as an induction generator would be one that is a stock item. thus relatively
inexpensive in comparison to a custom machine. Typically the ideal"off-the-shelf"
machine would have low speed (1200 rpm), normal to low starting torque (EMAC
Design

a,

or A), 1.15 Service Factor, a minimum of Oass B insulation, high

temperature rise, high efficiency rating Qarger size, more copper, iron and steel),
spherical roller bearings, and a drip-proof enclosure.
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Chapter 4
Plant Control, Operation and
Protection Requirements
Chapter 4 introduces the standard flow control and load control methods
encountered in a mini-hydro plant equipped with an induction generator. The
important plant operational procedures, including manual start-up, normal

shutdown, and emergency shutdown, are reviewed in light of their effect on the
induction motor used as a generator. Induction generator protection requirements,
utility protection, and mechanical systems protection are also presented. In Section
4.6 the PLC is used to automate the plant by incorporating the control and protection
schemes.

Cost effective remote control options are also explored.

Finally, a

diagnostics expert system is demonstrated using the Roddick.ton mini-hydro plant as

an example.
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The mini-hydro design process is focused on induction generators used in
the low end of the mini-hydro scale, up to 150 kW. Applications in this range are

usually low voltage, 575V, three wire machines, and use a motor starter rather than
a power circuit breaker as the main switching device. The equipment selected and
protection applied is based on these criteria.

4.1 Flow Control Equipment
Most new mini-hydro developments will be the run-of-river types that do

not depend on large, expensive reseIVoirs to regulate the flow.

Under these

conditions, the turbine must be capable of running efficiently over a wide range of
flows, thus will require some form of variable £low control equipment Wicket
gates, guide vanes and valves, or a combination of these, are used to control the
flow of water to the turbine.
The flow control equipment serves two functions, to safely shut down the

turbine without causing excessive over-speed. or water-hammer, and to
continuously adjust the turbine flow as requested by the load control signal or
level control signal. The wicket gates or guide vanes can act as the continuous
flow control device, as well as provide the shutdown function normally performed
by the turbine stop valve. Eliminating the redundancy of the turbine stop valve is
only acceptable if the generator and turbine can withstand a continuous overspeed condition. As discussed in Chapter 3.6, when using standard induction
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motors as induction generators every effort must be made to reduce the possibility
of runaway, thus it is recommended that the turbine stop valve remain as an

integral part of the flow control scheme.
Continuous control of the turbine flow dwing start-up, run,. normal
shutdown, and emergency shutdown require turbine wicket gates or guide vanes,
a turbine stop valve, bypass valve, wicket gate servo-motor or hydraulic actuator,
and a fail-safe gravity based counter weight.

4.2 The Control Strategy
A mini-hydro control system, controlling either a synchronous or induction
generator connected to the grid, has two main functions. First, the control system
must interlock the protective devices to ensure a safe start-up, run, and shutdown
sequence. Second, a method of controlling generator output (kW) is necessary.
The generator load is directly related to the available flow, assuming head remains

constant. The load control scheme implemented at a particular mini-hydro plant is
dependant on local conditions, including available flow, minimum stream flow
levels, and ice cover, etc.. The control schemes are described in Sections 4.21 4.24, and include on/off control, level control, on/off level control, and manual
load control.
The control scheme for a synchronous and induction generator will differ.
Large synchronous generators connected to the grid are capable of assisting in
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controlling the grid frequency, voltage, and power factor.

A mini-hydro

synchronous generator is too small compared to the overall power system to have
any significant effect on the grid frequency or voltage, but it can control the
amount of reactive power draw or contributed to the grill Consequently, the
mini-hydro synchronous generator will have both kW and kVAR load control A

governor for speed. control is not a requirement unless the synchronous generator
is expected to supply the local load when isolated from the grid.
An induction generator installation does not need. a governor for speed.

control. The induction generator frequency is fixed by the grid frequency. The
grid supplies VARS, eliminating the need for both kVAR control and excitation
control. Control of the generator load (leW) by varying the turbine flow is the only
control mechanism required in an induction generator installation.. greatly

simplifying the overall control scheme.

4.21

On/Off Control
There are situations where the flow to the turbine is constant at all times,

and under these circumstances there is no need to incorporate flow control, other
than simple on/ off control. The generator operates either at no load or full load.
The flow to the turbine is constant only if the rated turbine flow is a small
percentage of the average stream flow, or if the hydro plant is located. on a stream
which already has a large existing storage reservoir.

The Marble Mountain
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snowmaking waterline mini-hydro proposal is an application where only onloff
control is adequate.

4.22 Level Control
The flow to the turbine is regulated to maintain a constant level at the
intake. As the intake level stabilizes, the generator output matches the rate of flow
currently available from the stream. This control scheme is best suited to low head

sites where a change in head cannot be tolerated. since it will have an adverse
affect on the turbine efficiency.
Level control is also the best operating scheme for medium to high head

sites during the winter period. It will ensure a partial flow of water through the
turbine at all times, preventing &eeze..up of the penstock. Also, the constant water
level at the head pond does not disturb the ice cover, minimizing frazil ice
problems. Accepting level control as the exclusive faIm of flow control means the

turbine must be capable of maintaining a relatively high efficiency over a wide
range of flows. A cross-£low or Pelton turbine would be more appropriate in this

situation rather than a Francis turbine.

4.23 On/Off Level Control
When onloff level control is used, the turbine is started when the head

pond level reaches the full supply level (FSL). The flow is increased until the
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turbine output corresponds to the point of highest efficiency, which is usually at
the full-load rating. The turbine continues to run at full-load until the head pond
level reaches the lower supply level (tSL). The turbine then shuts down, allowing
the stream flow to refill the head pond.

The advantages of on/off level control are the simple control scheme

(on/off) and the increased energy production resulting from always operating at
the highest possible efficiency, regardless of the stream flow. The variation in
head, usually a maximum of 2 meters for most mini-hydro sites, has minimal effect

on medium and high head installations. The disadvantages of the control scheme
are the increased number of stops/starts required, the need for an automatic startup capability, the possibility of no flow through the penstock. for short periods

during the winter, and the disruption of the ice cover in the head pond.
Consequently, the risk of a penstock £reeze-up and the possibility of aggravating
frazil ice problems means that on/off level control is not acceptable during the
winter months.

4.2.4 Load Control
The control system must be capable of disconnecting the level control
and/or the on/off level control, allowing the operator to manually set a desired
generator output. This is called. load control and is advantageous during unusual

operating conditions. There are times when a specific amount of flow is needed. to
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ensure safe operation. As an example, when freeze-up starts in late fall the turbine
flow should be set at a minimum, regardless of available stream £low, to prevent

frazil ice problems. Also, during the high run-off period in the spring the operator
may wish to increase the load beyond 100% to minimize spillage losses and
increase production.

4.3 Operating Procedures
The £unction of standard operating procedures is to ensure safe start-up and
shutdown, and to effectively deal with emergency shutdown situations. The control

system and protection scheme were designed in conjunction with the requirements
incorporated in the safe operating procedures. Safety of personnel, plant equipment,
the utility equipment, and connected customers is paramount The typical hydroplant operational cycle begins with a manual start-up procedure, then the plant runs
automatically without operator intervention using one of the control methods
described in Section 4.2 Finally, at some point the plant shuts down, using either

the emergency shut-down procedure or the normal shut-down procedure.

A

description of the manual start-up procedure, normal shut-down procedure and
emergency shut-down procedure follows f73l.
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4.3.1 Manual Start-up Procedure
When all protection interlocks are satisfied the start switch activates the

bypass valve, equalizing the pressure differential across the turbine stop valve. It

also turns on the cooling water for the speed increaser, if required. The turbine
valve and wicket gates are opened to the speed/no-load position, indicated by a

limit switch on the turbine stop valve or the wicket gates. The main cantactor
doses when the speed exceeds 95% of the synchronous speed. [f the turbine does
not reach the desired speed in a specific time period, the valve and wicket gates
close, shutting down the turbine.

(f

the start sequence was successful a "raise kW'

command can be issued to the servomotor, opening the wicket gates and
increasing the load.

4.3.2 Emergency Shutdown Procedure
The turbine/ generator will experience a temporary over-speed condition
whenever an emergency shutdown procedure is initiated. The local emergency
stop, all of the electrical protection devices, the utility cutout interlock,. and the
overspeed switch de-energize the starter seal-in coil, thereby quickly removing the
electrical load. The turbine overspeeds until the water flow is stopped.
The main function of the turbine stop valve is to quickly reduce the flow to
limit the overspeed time, yet not to reduce the flow too fast such that waterhammer problems occur. The wicket gates also close, but not as fast as the turbine
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stop valve.

The turbine, speed increaser, and generator must be capable of

withstanding a 100% over-speed condition. The main source of emergency stop
signals is from the electrical protection devices. Every effort should be made to
coordinate the electrical protection scheme to minimize nuisance trips.

4.3.3 Normal Shutdown Procedure
Whenever possible the generator is shutdown by first reducing the turbine
flow. This is accomplished by initiating a Mlower kW" signal, which closes the

wicket gates. When the flow has been reduced to the speed/ no-load level the
main contaetor opens, removing the electrical load. The system will not over-

speed.
The ncnnal shutdown procedure is initiated by bearing over temperature,
excessive vibration (if required), reverse power, low inlet pressure, loss of cooling

water flow, local stop, or remote stop. the mechanical protection devices do not
cause an emergency stop because the resulting over-speed condition may
aggravate the mechanical problem.. the turbine speed does not have to be below
synchronous speed before the main contactor can be opened. The speed/ no-load
position limit switch gives positive indication of when it is safe to open the main

contactor.
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4.4 Generator Protection
The complexity of the protection scheme is dependent on the size of the
installation. Generally speaking, the induction generator protection should be
similar to the protection applied to an induction motor of the same size. The
protective circuits trip the starterfcontactor when an electrical fault or mechanical

problem occurs, preventing damage to the generator.

The generator has

instantaneous over-eurrent fuses to protect from short circuits and severe ground
faults, an overload device, phase loss and phase unbalance detection, groWld fault

protection, and a speed switch to prevent sustained over-speeds.

4.4.1 Switching Device - Motor Starter (52)
As mentioned, an induction generator requires the same protection and
control as a similar sized induction motor. A three-pbase full voltage combination
starter will be used as the main switching and protection device for the 150 kW

(200 HP) induction generator at Nipper's Harbour.

Full voltage starters are

available in EEMAC Size 00 (2 liP) up to Size 9 (1600 HP). Sizes greater than Size 5

(200 liP/ISO kW) are considered non-standard and expensive.

A Size 6 (400

HP/300 kW) starter is three times more expensive than a Size 5 starter, thus
induction generator installations greater than 150 kW should consider medium

voltage generators and switchgear.
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A combination starter includes a disconnect switch, fuses or moulded case
circuit breaker, magnetic contactor, overload relays c/w heater elements, control

transformer and a general purpose enclosure. The fuses are used for short circuit
protection of the generator and magnetic cantactor. Standard heater elements
protect against generator overload.
Standard motor starters provide adequate protection but do have
deficiencies. They do not protect against phase W\balance or loss of phase, which
is one of the major causes of motor/ generator failure. Also, the holding coil will

drop out when low-voltage or brownout conditions occur. As well, the overload
heater elements are sensitive to ambient temperature, possibly causing premature
or late trips [47].
All of these problems have been overcome by the new generation of solidstate motor starters, first introduced by Westinghouse in 1992 [75].

The

Westinghouse "Advantage" motor starter features integrated CWTent sensors
coupled to a

built-in microprocessor, which provides accurate current

measurement

Consequently, the heaters and their associated. problems, low

accuracy, ambient temperature dependence, and minimal adjustment, have been
eliminated. The current sensors and microprocessor combination are also capable
of detecting phase loss, phase unbalance, and Gass II ground faults.

The

integrated microprocessor controls the contact closure, resulting in minimum
contact bounce and elimination of coil drop-out caused by brownout conditions.

%

The d Advantage" starter is available in EEMAC Size 00 to Size 6 and costs the same
as traditional starters.

4.4.2 Short-circuit Protection (SO)
An instantaneous over-eurrent device is required to protect against severe

faults. The device will be the same as the current limiting fuses used to protect the
contaetor on low-voltage 600V starters.

Fuses allow for flexible short circuit

protection design. but moulded case circuit breakers can be used instead of fuses.
The fuse selection must allow for the large magnetizing inrush current, typically
up to 6.5 times full load current. It is advisable to consider differential protection
on larger medium voltage installations.

The differential relay provides better

protection, especially for low level internal machine faults, but it requires an
induction machine with access to all six leads.

4.4.3 Overload Protection (51)
Overload

heaters,

either

connected.

directly

or

through

current

transfonners, traditionally provided standard overload protection. The size and
type of heater element used. would be similar to that used on an induction motor
installation. The heater elements simulate motor temperature by passing current
through the heater, causing the bimetallic strip to expand from the heat produced.
The time lag associated with this action means the heater element does not
accurately model the heat produced by the motor. Current sensors on each phase
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to measure the actual current, at any instant, would be more accurate. In the past
dedicated electronic relays, combined with cr current measurement,. were the
only option available for accurate overload protection. Small motors or small

generator installations could not justify the additional cost of this type of overload
protection,. thus thermal heater elements prevailed.
The Westinghouse Advantage starter has three current sensors built-in The
current measured is modified by the electronics to provide accurate Pt modelling

of the motor heating. Trip Oass 10, 20, and 30 are selectable and the actual
overload protection can be set to within 2% accuracy.

nus level of protection was

not available at reasonable cost until this starter was introduced.

Other

manufacturers have since followed Westinghouse and introouced. electronic
overload relay replacements for the conventional heaters found in the standard
motor starter [79].

1he best overload protection is provided by temperature sensing devices,
either RID's or thermocouples embedded in each phase of the motor windings.
For generators less than 150 kW, thennocouple detectors connected. to an external
tripping unit provide the most affordable protection [801. Resistance measurement
device (RID) protection schemes are more accurate than thermocouples but are
expensive.

RID thermal protection is only cost effective in large induction

generator installationS.
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4.4.4 Ground Fault Protection (SOG)
It is common practice to ground. the neutral of electric power systems and
not to ground the neutral of loads. Because the induction generator is not capable
of supplying sustained short<ircuit current, it is not necessary to ground the
neutral of small induction generators.

Consequently, the induction motor

operating as a generator should be regarded as a motor load for purposes of
neutral grounding {42]. The 600V bus on the generator side must be grounded,
and is usually connected to the transformer secondary ground [72].
Ground fault protection is not normally applied to the small three-wire
induction generators that use traditional motor starters.

The solid-state

Westinghouse "Advantage" motor starter has built-in Oass IT ground fault
protection. Low-level ground faults are below the fuse or circuit breaker rating
and therefore go undetected until a much larger problem develops.

Oass I

protection is designed to trip the switching device regardless of the current level.
Oass IT protection includes a high current inhibit circuit which prevents the
contactor from opening if the fault current exceeds the contactor interrupting
capacity. Ground fault current exceeding the interrupting capacity is designed to
be cleared by the short circuit protection device.

Larger generators may have access to the generator neutral. If so, the power
system on the generator side can be grounded through a high resistance ground
[47,73}. The high resistance ground reduces the ground fault to a safe level. A
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voltage relay (59G) detecting a voltage change across the ground resistor is the
ground fault sensa, [73].

4.4.5 Phase Unbalance Protection (46)
When the line voltages applied to the induction generator are not equal,
unbalanced currents in the stator windings will result The current will change as

a square of the voltage, causing a significant temperature rise in the motor. The
traditional bimetallic overload heaters barely provided adequate phase unbalance
protection. The new electronic starters and solid-state overload relays have builtin phase loss or phase unbalance protection at no extra cost. As an example, the

Westinghouse Advantage starter will trip if any two phases have a current
difference greater than 30%.

This set point is not adjustable. All induction

generator applications less than 150 kW should take advantage of this type of
protection.
The induction generator should be de-rated if a continuous distribution

voltage difference is expected, and the generator shutdown if the voltage
unbalance is greater than 5%.

Adjustment of the main transformer taps may

eliminate the distribution voltage unbalance. A temporary 3% voltage unbalance
and a 10% current unbalance are conditions normally encountered [47, 74], but a
consistent occurrence of a 3% voltage unbalance indicates the generator should be
de-nted by 10%.
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4.4.6 Over-Speed Protection (12)
As discussed in previous sections, the most troublesome problems

encountered when applying an induction motor as an induction generator, namely
the threat of sustained runaway and over-voltage caused by self-excitation, are a

direct result of excessive over-speeds experienced after a load rejection. An OVetspeed condition must be detected. immediately and the flow control valve closed.
A shaft mOWlted centrifugal switch, or tachometer with an over-speed set point,

detects the over-speed.

4.4.7 Protection of Mechanical Systems
Every mini-hydro installation using a standard induction motor as a
generator should specify the best bearings possible. A second line of defence
against major mechanical failure are bearing temperature (38) sensors and

vibration monitors (39), one of each installed. at every bearing. When activation of
the sensors is detected by the PLC, a normal shutdown procedure starts. Using the
PLC to monitor the protection features is acceptable since the plant will only be
remotely operated and unmanned if the PLC based remote control system is
functional. If the PLC is down, the plant is either off-line or running with an
operator on site. The operator's routine on-site checks will detect unusual bearing
temperature or excessive vibration.
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1£ cooling water is part of the plant systems, adequate flow must be
available at all times.

Insta.l.led strainers should have automatic backwash

activated by pressure differential across the strainer [76]. A fail-safe, low flow
switch detects loss of cooling water and initiates a normal shutdown procedure.

4.5 Utility Protection
The minimum protection demanded by the utility for an induction
generator installation includes over-voltage, under·voltage, over-frequency, and
under-frequency protection [77].

Ughtning arrestors, reclosure considerations,

and the selection of main transformer also assist in protecting the utility,

customers, and mini-hydro plant.
Voltage and frequency protection are required to disconnect the power
plant from the distribution line when an islanding condition occurs. Islanding
occurs when a Distribution System Generator (DSG) and the local load are
disconnected from the utility supply [Z3]. Such a condition may have been caused
by a line fault,. lightning strike, or substation breaker opening.

Under certain

conditions the isolated DSG may continue to feed the connected load. "This can be
dangerous to utility personnel and can damage customer equipment. An islanded
induction generator is normally not able to sustain an output voltage at rated.
frequency. The problem occurs when there is enough capacitance, either power
factor correction capacitors and/or line capacitance, still connected to the
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generator during the islanding condition to cause self-excitation. If the connected
load equals generator capacity, the turbine may not overspeed enough to initiate
an overspeed trip. Under these conditions, the protection scheme depends on the
over/under frequency and over/under voltage relays to trip the generator.
Unless careful site specific analysis is perlonned, a full compliment of

protective relaying must be provided to detect the islanding condition and
disconnect the generator. The utility will insist on over/under frequency and
over/under voltage protection. It is the responsibility of the utility to set the
protection standards, but the private plant owner must ensure that he is not liable
for any damage to customer equipment or injury to utility personnel in the event

of an undetected islanding problem. For complete protection the plant owner
should install protective relaying as outline in Sections 4.5.2 - 4.5.4.

4.5.1 Power Factor Correction Capacitors and SeIf·Excitation
Induction generators should be operated as close as possible to their rated
power output in order to produce the best power factor.

Hydro requires an

induction generator installation to install power factor correction capacitors to
maintain a power factor of 90%.

The main concern related to power factor

correction capacitors is the possibility of an over-voltage condition caused. by overexcitation. The over-voltage will occur instantaneously upon disconnection of the
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electrical load, assuming that there is enough capacitance connected at the
generator terminals to cause se1f-excitation.

The main protection against self·excitation problems is to connect power
factor correction capacitors through a separate cantactor, and never directly across
the terminals of the induction generator. An accurate overspeed detector will trip

the generator before an over-voltage can develop.

The size of the capacitors

should be limited to the rating which will not lead to se1f-excitation at the

calculated overspeed [69J.
When an induction generator suddenly loses it's eIectricalload the turbine
will drive the generator into an over-speed condition. The generator requires less

magnetizing VARS at higher speeds, making it easier to produce an over-voltage
problem. The generator can also encounter an over-speed condition if the applied
torque exceeds the pullout torque of the generator. 1his is typically 325% of the
full load torque.

The maximum pullout torque occurs at approximately 10%

overspeed [721.
The best way to protect against over-excitation problems is to reduce or
eliminate the connected. capacitance, and to install accurate overspeed protection.
When an islanding condition occurs, a section of transmission line capacitance

and/or power factor capacitors may still be connected to the generator, as well as a
portion of the customer load. The potential over-voltage problem continues to
exist until the generator contactor opens.

The contactor will open if an
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over/under-frequency, over/under-voltage, or over-speed condition has been
detected, but utilities have expressed concern that frequency and voltage

protection may not be fast enough to trip the generator before an over-voltage
occurs. Tests reported by R. Nailan [4O} indicate that the

over~voltage relay

does

indeed. act fast enough.

4.5.2 Over-Voltage Relay (one per phase)
The over-voltage relay will protect other loads on the feeder from damage
caused by high over-voltages. The over-voltage should not exceed 1.5 times
normal voltage_ The relay should be set at 10% over-voltage and it should be
capable of operating in 10 cycles or less. Induction disk relays cannot meet the 10

cycle criterion and should not be used. There should be one relay per phase since
the level of over-voltage on each phase may differ. Averaging the three phases

may work but it is not reliable.

4.5.3 Under-Voltage Relay (one per phase)
The purpose of the under-voltage relay is to detect a sustained or slowly
decaying under-voltage condition. This condition is hazardous to utility personnel

and can cause generator damage if the recIosure connects the utility when it is Qlltof-phase with the generator. After the under-voltage trip, the relay also prevents
the generator starter from reclosing until the feeder is energized from the utility
source. Nuisance trips may be caused by an under-voltage condition resulting
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hom a fault on an adjacent line. 1his problem is overcome by lengthening the
under-voltage trip time. Special consideration must be given to the reclosure
timing to ensure the voltage and frequency protections have enough time to react
and trip the generator before the reclosure tries to restore power.

4.5.4 Over/Under Frequency Relay
If the sel£~citation voltage is between 0.9 and 1.1 per unit during an

islanding condition, the overfWlder voltage relays will not trip the induction
generator. The over-frequency relay will trip as the frequency increases, where the
frequency increase is caused by the imbalance between the feeder load and the
induction generator output The under-frequency will trip when the feeder load is

greater than the generator rating_ The over-frequency relay is usually set at 605
HZ and the under-frequency at 59.5 HZ.

4.5.5 Redosure Effects
The protection scheme must ensure that the isolated generator and the
system are not out of phase when reconnected by the reclosure. The out of phase
condition will produce large currents, sudden torque and possible mechanical
damage. With a well designed induction generator installation the over/under

voltage or over/under frequency relay will detect the loss of the distribution

feeder and trip the generator breaker. After the system has been restored, the
generator will be started in the normal manner.
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Distribution lines with standard reclosures cause a problem because they

attempt to reconnect the system shortly after a fault has been detected.

The

induction generator installation can be protected from out-of-phase reclosure by

extending the recloswe times. Also, the voltage and frequency relays must: have
enough time to detect and trip the generator before ra:losing. As mentioned at the
beginning of Olapter 4, the voltage and frequency relays are usually mandatory.

Alternate schemes would include upgrading the reclosure to include out-ofphase or generator voltage detection.. but this is expensive.

Since induction

generators are best suited to small hydro developments, most installations will be
connected to the grid through a distribution line that includes a reclosure.

4.5.6 Lightning Arrestors
The lightning arrestor protects the insulation on the transformer and motor
windings from excessive voltage caused by lightning or switching problems. The
lightning arrestor is also called a distribution arrestor [15].

It should not be

confused with the surge protector, which consists of a voltage-limiting device in

parallel with a capacitor, usually found on larger generators. Ughtning arrestors
must be installed between any transformer/ generator and a transmission line, one

per phase. If the transformer has a transmission line on both sides, arrestors must
be installed on both sides. The effectiveness of the lightning arrestor is totally
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dependant on a good connection to ground [78]. The lightning arrestors have a
rating that is about 25% above the nominal line voltage.

4.5.7 Main Transformer
Transformers associated with a typical induction generator installation have

a kVA rating which assumes a 0.8 power factor. As an example, a 150 kVA
transformer is capable of supplying a 150 kW load at a 0.8 pf. or 187 kW at unity

power factor. The tran'iformer must be large enough to handle the generator
rating minus the station service load. The greatest load would occur when the
generator is at maximum load and the station service load is low. Using another
example, the Roddickton mini-hydro plant [15] has three single phase
transformers, with a combined rating of 3 x 167 kVA - 501 kV A. The generator is

rated at 531 kVA. thus the largest nonnalload would be 531 kW at unity power

factor. The transformers are capable of handling 501 kVA at 0.8 power factor, or
626 kVA at unity power factor.
The transformer connection is usually selected to ensure adequate

protection of the transformers and transmission line from system faults. This is
best accomplished by having the high side of the transformer a grounded wye,

enabling the relay on the ground connection to detect any abnormal current, which
is an indication of a ground fault on the distribution line [47]. The larger induction
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generator installations use the wye connected generator stator winding as a
ground source for the 600 V secondary system.
The standard squirrel cage induction generator does not have an external

neutral. In this case. the solution to the 600 V grounding problem is to use a
?SkV/6f.XJV wye-wye or delta-wye transformer. The neutral of the transformer

secondary is used as the 600 V ground source [72]. For small sizes, usually less
than 500 kV A. the only transformer protection required is fuses on the primary
side. The fuses can be integrated with a ganged disconnect switch if desired..

4.6 Automation of the Plant
The level of automation required in a small or mini hydro plant depends on
the complexity of the flow and load control. the remoteness of the plant,. and

technical skills of the local operator.

Small plants with ani off control and easy

access, located close to a technically competent owner/operator, can get by with a
hard-wired control scheme that does not utilise a PLC. A larger plant with a
complex control scheme, one that is remotely located and dependent on technical
expertise based at a distant site, not only needs hard-wired. control, but also a PLC.
The PLC provides flexible control options, eliminates the need. for dedicated
controller hardware, and can act as the communications medium for remote
monitoring and control. The loss of a PLC in a mini-hydro plant must not affect
the ability of the plant to ron under manual control. When this happens the plant
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will have to be started locally and the load adjusted manually_ Automatic start up
and level control will not be posstble while the PLC is out: of service.

While it is desirable to have every mini hydro plant,. regardless of size.
automated and equipped with remote monitoring and control capability, fancy
control, PLCs, Pes and an abundance of software will not increase revenue, yet the
automation costs quickly add up [82J.

The proposed. mini-hydro plant has to

make money, thus common sense must prevail through-out the design process.

The criteria for the level of automation is initially based on the minimum

requirements for safe operation of equipment and personnel, the level of metering
and protective relaying demanded by the utility, and the minimum level of control
acceptable. The cost of additional automation features, regardless of how desirable
or enticing, must be carefully weighed against the expected benefits.

As mentioned, different developments require varying degrees of
automatioIL Section 4.6 desaibes the minimum requirements for the control of a
mini hydro plant. then introduces the various levels of automation made possible

because of the hardware and software technologies available today. Wherever

possible, utility and plant protection, control, and metering requirements are
integrated to minimize cost
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4.6.1 Minimum Automation
The automation of every mini-hydro plant:. regardless of size, should take
advantage of the latest technology to ensure the best possible protection,. metering
and control scheme is implemented with least cost

The minimum protection

requirements for pe!SOIUlel, equipment,. and the utility were identified. in Section
4.5. The minimum level of automation must allow for unattended operation of the
plant and automatic emergency shut down. Two additional features normally
included in all plants, and covered in detail in Section 4.7, are remote access to the
utility revenue meter, and a remote trip alarm signalling the operator when the
plant goes off-line.

The simplest plant has on/off hard-wired control. To get the plant on-line,
the operator goes to the site and runs through the normal pre-start checklist U all
is satisfactory, the start push-button is held down. causing the main flow control

valve to slowly open. The turbine runner will start to rotate, increasing speed as
the valve continues to open. When the valve opening reaches the speed.-no-load
position. as indicated. by a limit switch, the turbine is near synchronous speed. The

speed-no-load contact closure causes the starter contactor to close, connecting the
induction generator to the grid. At this point the operator can release the start
push-button. since the contactor auxiliary contacts seal in the start signal.

U

contactor closure via direct unit speed measurement is demanded, a speed switch
will be installed and the contacts set to dose at 95% of synchronous speed. The
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contacts are wired in series with the speed-no--load switch. The solenoid valve
controlling the flow valve is fail-safe, thus if power to the solenoid valve is lost. the
flow control valve will close slowly [73J.
The field devices and interlocks needed to implement this basic control

scheme include local start and stop push-buttons, utility switching interlock..
over/under voltage and frequency protection interlock,. trash·rack water level
interlock. speed-no-load limit switch, 95% speed-switch. and over-speed. The
over-speed and under-speed contacts are activated by the same speed switch.

Overload, instantaneous over-current, phase unbalance, and ground fault
protection are provided by the solid-state starter and automatically trip the main
conta.ctor and/or fuses. Thermistors are optional but provide excellent generator

overheating protection at minimal cost.

Bearing temperahue and vibration

monitors are not normally included..
Significant cost savings are possible if the utility approves of combination
meters, similar to Power Measurements models ION 7JOO, ION 7700 and 3720 (83],
which

have revenue accurate metering capability and fast over/under

frequency/voltage set points with output contacts. The remote trip alarm" via
modem alarm dialler, would use an auxiliary contact from the starter for positive
indication of plant shutdown. Again, to ensure reliability, all of these interlocks
are hard-wired, regardless of whether a PtC is used. or not.
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Optional equipment would include a micro sized fixed I/O PLC These
PLCs are available with a high speed counter for tachometer input. enough fixed.

inputs to record the status of alI plant interlocks and contacts not covered by the

power monitor/metering device, outputs capable of implementing remote start
functions, ASCII message display, RS232 port for 1cx:a1 programming and remote
access, and programming software. Price, less than S500 for the PLC Direct Model

105 [841_ The final item needed. for full remote monitoring and control capability is
a three-port telephone line.sharing device, similar to the industry standard
Te1Tone model. The single telephone line entering the powerhouse is shared
between the power monitoring device, the PLe, and the operator telephone. The
prices are included here as an example to demonstrate the seductive nature of
computer hardware and software, and our constant desire for more information.
The two prices quoted are amazingly low for the features provided, but already
the cost of these optional automation devices exceeds $UXX). 1bis is significant
when compared to the cost of the required solid-state starter (S49CKJ for Size S) and
the power monitor/revenue meter ($995). Yet if the plant is distant from the

owner/operator, this is truly low cost remote monitoring and control.

4.6.2 Full Automation
Full automation capability is usually justified. for larger and more remote
mini-hydro plants. Also, if remote or local diagnostics using expert systems are to
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be used, then more operational parameters must be available to the expert system

software. A modular PLC is more appropriate in this case, using analog I/O cards
to capture parameters like intake water level, and using third party PLC interface
cards to gather information from the power monitor/revenue meter and. solid-

states_[85,86].
The "on/off' control described in Section 4.6.1 assumes constant flow at all

times. The only control interlock is the field device used to detect a low water level
behind the trash rack, caused by ice or debris clogging the intake. NOn/off level"
control uses similar instruments in front of the trash rack, one set to activate at the
low supply level (lSL), and the other to activate at the full supply level (FSL). A
normal start procedure is initiated when the water level rises to FSL,. then the plant
runs at rated capacity until the LSI. switch is activated, causing the plant to begin a
normal shutdown sequence. Obviously. for "on/off level" control the plant must
be capable of an unattended starl 1his function is handled by the PLC Since the

FSL and lSL signals are discrete, the fixed I/O PLC is still adequate.
For an unattended start sequence. parameters normally checked by the
operator, typically cooling water, oil pressure, and bearing temperature, are fed to
the PLC as discrete inputs. If these pre-start interlocks are o.k., and all other
standard interlocks described in Section 4.6.1 are nonnal, the closed FSL contact
input to the PLC is captured, producing an output pulse long enough to give the
turbine time to ramp up to the 95% synchronous speed [73]. The FSL output from
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the PLC is wired in parallel with the local start push-button. The ISL contact is
connected to a PLC input, activating a normally<1osed. PLC output, which is wired

in series with the local stop push-button. The lSL contact could be wired direct,.

but the PLC acts as a sample and hold to produce a positive signal when actual

level is very close to the lSL set point
All but the simplest and smallest mini-hydro installations will have a
backup turbine stop valve. The stop valve is fail-safe and usually fast acting in
comparison to the turbine flow control mechanism. From a control perspective, a
normal shutdown sequence will initiate both the stop valve and wicket gate
closure at the same time. This is adjustable, depending on the type of turbine and
site parameters. An unattended start sequence also includes a time-out limit on
the start signaL If the turbine speed does not reach the 95% level to close the main

contactor before the pre-set time limit. a normal shutdown sequence is invoked.

[f

the start sequence is successful, the PLC will output a maintained discrete signal to
the servo-motor/solenoid, causing the turbine

gates

to continue opening. thus

loading the generator. The gates will stop opening when the high load limit

switch. mounted. on the gate, is reached.

The Manual! Automatic switch in

conjunction with the Local/Remote selector switch, selects the operational control
mode.

"Level" control requires a continuous head·pond level signal. The signal is
sent to the PLC located at the powerhouse via dedicated telephone line, twisted
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pair RS-485, 900 I\IIHz spread spectrum radio, ora fibre transmitter/receiver. Fibre
and spread spectrum are the optimum choice since they eliminate ground

potential problems caused by lightning strikes.

Another consideration is the

availability of AC power at the intake structure. While this is taken for granted at
larger sites, it may be too costly for smaller installations, like the Marble Mountain
snow making water line project.
The fully automated. plant has the capability of implementing all control
modes, from the simple on/off mode to load control, and gathers infonnation
about the operating status of the plant from the power monitor/ revenue metering
device and the PLC. This information is transferred to a PC, located either on·site
or at a remote location. where it is used by SCADA/MMI software and expert

system diagnostic software. The PLC still makes all control decisions while the PC
performs the data collection and supervisory function The detail of the various
configurations of software and hardware required. to collect information from
different sources is presented in Section 4.7. An example of the actual design of
control schemes, diagrams, and equipment lists are presented. in Chapter 5.

4.7 Remote Monitoring and Control
As discussed at the end of Section 4.6.1, remote monitoring and control is

possible for even the smallest sites. There are different levels of remote monitoring
and control, ranging from basic to complex. The simplest is a plant-activated signaL
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via modem dialler, alerting off site operators of a plant shut.

Next,. the PLC and.

power monitoring devke are inrerrogated remotely. and separately. through the line

sharing switch.

The on site equipment do not share information

Last,. the

information from all sources at the plant are collected and shared with any hardware
or software that needs the data 1his could be an on site data collection system or a
remote data collection system.

Figures 4.1 - 4.4 describe the different powerhouse communication networks
that provide the remote monitoring and control functions. Option 1, Figure 4.1,
described in detail in Section 4.6.1, permits remote monitoring and control of the
PLC, as well as remote PLC programming.. The scheme also provides a remote
connection to the power monitoring equipment. but not at the same time the PLC is
being monitored. There is no provision for on-site sharing of data between the PLC
and the power monitor. Off-line expert system diagnostics is still possible. but

cumbersome.
Figure 4.2 shows the ION 7300 I83} sharing its information with the PlC.
With this arrangement the PLC uses the shared infonnation and PLC set points to

detect phase unbalance and reverse energy flow. Also, there is one common source

for all pertinent data coming from the plant, that being the PLc. Unfortunately an
interface card is needed to achieve the communication link. With this scheme it is

easier for the expert system to get the information needed. especially if the remote
PC is running the server software for that brand. of PLC that supports Microsoft
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Dynamk Data Exchange (DOE).

The cost of the DOE serv", also has to be

considered.

Option 3, shown in Figure 4.3, assumes an on-site graphical operator interface
(SCADA or MMI). TIle DOE server for the PlC will run on this computer, gathering
the plant data on a regular basis then distributing it to the Wmdows based MMI and
expert system software. Set-point changes are lIansferred easily to the PLC, and

analog data form the PLC and ION 7.lOO are displayed on the MMI screen. U
information is needed remotely, the communication link is via the line sharing
switch, modem, and COM port on the PC
The last option.. outlined in Figure 4.4, eliminates the direct link between the

PLC and the ION 7.300 power monitor. The advantages include easy access to all set
points, historical data, and measured parameters available in the ION 7300, and the

PLC interface card is eliminated. The information from the power monitor is still
available to the PLC, but indirectly via the PC and DOE servers. The disadvantage is
the need for two separate DOE servers, one for the Ion 7JOO and the other for the

PLC TIle MMI has to gather information from two servers now. Also, tw<rway

communications for the ION 7300 is now possible. The master/slave arrangement of
the Modbus protocol controlling the direct link to the PLC, as shown in Option 2 and
Option 3, only permitted one way communication. Option 3, described in Figure 4.3,
is the preferred arrangement, mainly because the control system can function

without the PC being operational.
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Using ODE servers to gather and distribute information to other software
packages is much easier than trying to find or write custom drivers, which is what

had to be done in the past The system designer no longer has to be a programming
expert, or depend on non-standard interface tools. My Wmdows based program
that supports DOE. such as ExceJ. A=, MMI software, SCADA software, or the

expert sysrem software, can request any information &om the PLC or ION 7300 [83J.
Unfortunately the Westinghouse Advantage starter [75] does not have a RS-232 or

RS-485 communications port.

Their propriety hardware communication link

requires a $2500 black box to convert the starter infonnation to RS-232 fannat. Also,

a DOE server is not currently available.
In conclusion. it is understocx:l the utility requires a communication link to all

hydro plants, regardless of size, for revenue meter interrogation

Since a

communication link is a given. it is reconunended the minimum remote monitoring
and control system.. even for the smallest plant. include a line sharing device. This

provides an on-site telephone for the operator, a connection to the revenue meter,

and remote monitoring of the small PLC This minimum system can be expanded,
as outlined in Figures 4.1 - 4..4. Cllapter 5 provides the details of a full fledged

remote monitoring and control scheme, one which takes advantage of Microsoft
Windows standardisation and Dynamic Data Exchange (DOE) to collect and
distribute relevant infonnation
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4.8 Expert System Diagnostics
4.8.1 Introduction
Small hydroelectric plants

COIUlected

to the electrical distribution grid are

not economical unless remotely controlled, because the small plant does not
generate enough revenue to cover the cost of a full-time operator.

When an

operational problem does occur, the cause of the shutdown must be quickly
identified, a technician dispatched to fix the problem and the plant restarted.
Quick identification of the cause of a small hydro plant shutdown will reduce lost

revenue and minimize the troubleshooting manpower costs.
While automation eliminates the full-time operator cost, it also eliminates

the expertise. The remaining operators will continue to apply their experience and
expertise to a large number of remotely operated small-hydro plants. As they

retire, their intimate understanding of the plants will be lost. The next generation
of operators and technic:ians will have to deal with a more complex control system,
will be responsible for a larger number of plants, and may have other duties not
directly related to the power generation process.

Under these conditions it is

unlikely they will be able to acquire the level of expertise of their predecessors.

Also, the independent operator will be working on his own, and will not have
access to the technical resources of a large company such as Newfoundland Power.
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Thus, a diagnostic expert system. even at an advanced. beginner level, would be an
asset to utility personnel and independent ownerloperators.
Consequendy, an expert system to diagnose the cause of the mini hydro
plant shutdown was developed, one that required minimal input from the
operator/technician. The knowledge base for the expert system comes from the
PLC data table which stores the status of the various contacts and sensors. An
expert system has a number of benefits, including reduced troubleshooting time

and downtime costs, and reduced dependence on the available experts in the area.
It also captures the detailed knowledge of the experienced operators and assists in
the training of new technicians and operators.
From a practical point of view, diagnostic expert systems are technically
feasible, but as with other aspects of mini hydro development the cost of

implementing the technology has to be carefully examined.

Good.

plant

instrumentation. a PLC,. and remote aocess are a necessity for seamless transfer of
sensor status to the expert system software. As mentioned in Section 4.7 on remote
monitoring and control, even the very small plants will have remote access to the
on-site PLC, thus some form of expert system is possible. The most practical

application of an expert system occurs when all instrumentation data are available
to the expert system through DOE servers.
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4.8.2 Review of Expert Systems
Expert systems are computer programs that embody human knowledge and
understanding and use this information to imitate the human thought process in
decision-making (87]. Regaro1ess of whether the computer progrnms are mtemetive
or embedded m other software. all expert systems have a knowledge base of rules

and facts that are used to incorporate judgement, experience, and rules of thumb,
intuition and other expertise.

An expert system differs from algorithmic programming in a number of
ways. An algorithmic program uses a small amount of knowledge repeated over
many cycles, whereas an expert system typically has to search a large amount of
knowledge at each cycle, and a particular piece of knowledge may only apply once.
Expert system problem solving techniques are separated &om the knowledge base.
Also, there is some form of explanation feature in an expert system that explains to
the user why a certain inference was made. Conventional "Help. facilities are not the

same. Another feature of expert systems is the domain dependent knowledge, and it
is coded in the program in a readable form.

Expert systems have evolved. with the computer. Shortly after the computer
was invented, numerical programming was born with the introduction of "Fortran-.
Symbolic programming, via ''USP'', was created at about the same time by John
McCarthy [88]. Fortran was an outgrowth of numerical analysis while LlSP was an
outgrowth of abstract mathematics. Expert systems are considered to be a branch of
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artificial intelligence (AI), which in tum is a sub-field of computer science. During

the 1960's and early 1970's AI resean:hers developed a number of general problemsolving mechanisms, which were applied to "real- problems. The results were not

good.

Resean:hers realized that what was needed was knowledge, enough

knowledge information to understand the problem. at hand..
inference- was also developed in the early 1970's.

"Pattem-d.irected

Patte:m-directed inference

provided a way to represent knowledge inside a computer and how to use it. The
twin themes of extensive domain-specific knowledge and pattem-directed inference
dominate today's expert systems.

Early AI efforts concentrated on the processing of symbols, understanding
information processing, and the ways in which humans learn. Experts systems
arrived when problem-solving techniques were combined with well-defined. areas of
knowledge, often referred to as domains [89]. The problem solving techniques were

separated from the knowledge base, resulting in an expert system shell, also called
an inference engine. Todays expert systems are comprised of the knowledge base,
inference engine.. user interface and. other utilities. The knowledge base must be
configured for each expert system application.
The knowledge base is an assembly of knowledge that a human might use to

conceptualize information and make decisions in a particular domain (87]. The
knowledge base consists of factual information. rules that describe the complex
relationship between the facts and procedures. The procedures direct the application
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of the rules using a predefined order. As previously mentioned, rules can represent
concepts, rules-of-thumb, or mathematical expressions. Most commercial expert

system shells use the IF-TIffiN-ElSE format to write the rules.

"EXSYS

Professional" writes the rules in a natural language format: which is very easy to
understand [53]. Others, like Comdale/X [87], are more cryptic, yet very powerful.
The expert system inference engine processes the knowledge contained in the
knowledge base. When the inference process is started, the inference engine dictates

whether forward or backward chaining will be used, and selects either a depth or
breath approach to the reasoning process. Backward chaining is a common inference
strategy. It is a reasoning process that starts with the outcome, then looks for facts
and rules that: support this result Forward chaining uses known facts to produce

new facts, which in tum help to reach a conclusion. An additional feature of an
expert system is its ability to deal with uncertainty. Outcomes are not limited to
either the TRUE or FALSE state, but can have a degree of uncertainty associated with
them.
Expert system shells are available as shareware, typically used. for educational
and experimental purposes, and as commercial packages. The commercial packages
usually have a graphical user interface, good documentation, and software support.
The commercial expert systems used today have been applied to solve business and
industry problems, either in real-time or off-line. While most expert systems are
versatile enough to be used in a variety of applications, different packages have
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found a niche market for their product. As an example, EXSYS Professional is
normally found in the business environment because of its English like structuring

language. The Comdale expert system has found a market as a process control
supervisory tool in the mining process industry, mainly because it operates as a realtime embedded expert system and has DOE servers for most brands of PLCs and
DCS products [90].

Other commercial packages are available from Gensym

Corporation, Inference Corporation, Asymetrix, Acquired [ntelligence Inc., and
Pavilion Technologies, to mention a few. Most of these expert systems work in
conjunction with other AI technologies, including neural networks, fuzzy logic and
chaotic principles [91, 92]. There is a tremendous range in price between products,
but one worthy of note is Comdale/'" the off-line expert system. The student rate
for the full commercial package is $100.

4.8.3 Expert System Diagnostics
The purpose of the expert system is to assist the operator in diagnosing the
cause of the hydro-plant shutdown. When an input device, such as a speed-switch,
detects an abnormal condition, it will send a signal to the PLC. Depending on the
severity of the problem, the PLC will initiate a normal shutdown procedure or an
emergency shutdown procedure.
The relays and sensors that can initiate the shutdown procedure include
utility protection devices, electrical equipment protection devices, and mechanical
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equipment protection devices. The utility protection devices are the under-voltage

relay, over-voltage relay, under-frequency relay, and over-frequency relay. The
electrical equipment protection devices include instantaneous Qver<Ul'reIlt relay,

ground fault relay, speed switch. and overload relay. The mechanical equipment
protection devices consist of low sump level, low governor solenoid pump flow,
low bearing coolant flow, high bearing temperature, and high vibration. There are
other conditions that will set off an alarm but are not important enough to initiate a

shutdown. They are battery charger failure, charger fuse blown, and low headpond level.
The first step in diagnosing the cause of a shutdown is to identify any relay
or sensor that has tripped.

nus is recorded by the PLC, and provides most of the

knowledge base required by the expert system.

Relay and sensor tripping

combinations point to a specific cause of the plant shutdown

Any additional

information needed. can be entered by the operator when prompted by the expert

system program.
When a shutdown does occur, the PLC transfers the relay and sensor status
to the microcomputer containing the expert system software, "EXSYS Professional"
[53]. 1his software package was used because it was the only commercial package

available from Memorial University (Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science).

The EXSYS English language rule structure is easy to master, but the package is
limited in i.ts ability to easily import facts from industrial controllers (PLCs).
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Consequently, the external program. HYDR02.EXE, was written to transform the
sensor data into a form that can be interpreted by EXSYS. The latest version of

EXSYS still does not support DOE servers or industrial controller drivers.

4.8.4 Expert System Example
The actual hydro-plant used as a test case in the expert system was the

Roddickton Mini-Hydro Development, built in 1980.

The design guide [15],

published by Energy, Mines & Resources Canada, had most of the detailed.
information needed to create the rules for the expert system, plus it is an actual
built plant, and it uses a stand-alone synchronous generator.

It has a more

complex protection and control system than an induction generator. thus if the
expert system works for the synchronous plant,. it should definitely be able to

handle the induction generator protection and control scheme.
As was mentioned previously, the sensors and relays were designed to

detect abnormal conditions. These conditions are usually caused by operational
problems or equipment failure. Hopefully, the sensors will trip before any major
damage is done to the equipment. The process used to determine which problems
caused specific sensors to trip was as follows: first, create a list of the plant

equipment, then identify each piece of equipment which could cause a problem,
and, finally, record each problem, its cause, and associated symptoms (i.e. sensors
tripped).
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A detailed list of equipment, problems, possible causes, and associated
symptoms, is given in Appendix H.

After reviewing the equipment list, the

following major problem areas were identified.

They include mechanical

problems, governor problems, electrical problems, and utility problems.

The

mechanical problems are runner unbalance, rotor unbalance, stuck gates, and stuck
butterfly valve.

The governor problems include linkage broken or seized,

hydraulic pump seized, hydraulic pump motor hipped, and hydraulic line
blocked. The electrical problems are generator overload, groWld fault, generator
windings fault. and breaker damage. Finally, the utility problems include utility
substation trip, unbalanced system load, and a lightning strike.

Once all possible causes of a plant shutdown were identified. a decision tree
was constructed showing the cause and effect relationship between sensors
activated. and the source of the problems. The decision tree was then used. as the

model to write the rules for the expert system The decision tree, qualifiers,
variables, choices, rules, output screen information, and related EXSYS files are
located in Appendix H. The output of the expert system indicates to the operator
or technician the cause of the shutdown, list the sensors and relays that have been
tripped, and recommend remedial action.
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ChapterS
150 kW Induction Generator Example
5.1 Introduction
The system approach and documentation of modem electrical design and

operating methods, as developed in the previous Chapters, are applied to a grid
connected mini-hydro site. The selected site, as identified. in Chapter

2. is Nipper's

Harbour. An installation using all of the available How of the Nipper's Harbour
stream would have had an installed capacity of 6SO kW. The economic evaluation of
this proposal (Appendix E) demonstrated that the 650 kW plant was not viable,

mainly because of the 40% capacity factor.

Consequently, the initial installed

capacity was reduced to 150 kW, resulting in a capacity factor of 77%. The reduced.
revenue expected from the 150 kW plant is balanced by a major reduction in capital

costs.
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The scaled down Nipper's Harbour project is an excellent application for an
induction generator because of the relatively constant How associated with the 77%
capacity factor. Thus, the load on the induction generator will be steady and the
generator will operate at optimum power factor and efficiency. The remainder of
Chapter 5 covers the specifics related to the selection, protection, operation, and
control of the 150 kW induction generator planned for the Nipper's Harbour site.

5.2 Induction Generator Selection
As described in Ch. 3.5, the rating of the induction machine in generator
mode is normally taken to be the liP of the motor expressed in kW, thus a 150 kW
generator requires a standard 200 HP squirrel cage induction motor. To minimise
overspeed problems, a low speed machine is desirable, but one must keep in mind
the efficiency and power factor will also be lower. As well, the cost of the motor is
higher at lower speeds. The most common squirrel cage induction motor is the 4
pole machine, operating with a synchronous speed of 1800 rpm. While the 1200 rpm

and 900 rpm induction motors are stock items, the 1200 rpm costs twice as much as
the 1800 rpm, and the 900 rpm version costs two and a third times more. Also,
reconditioned low speed induction motors are readily available at significant cost
savings. For the Nipper's Harbour site, the 1200 rpm machine is acceptable.
To summarize, in most cases the best squirrel cage induction motor to select
as an induction generator would be one that is a stock item, thus relatively
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inexpensive in comparison to a custom machine. Typically the ideal H off-the-shelf"
machine would have low speed (1200 rpm). nonna! to low starting torque (EMAC

Design B. or A). 1.15 Service Factor. a minimum of Oass B insulation.

high

temperature rise. high efficierq rating (larger size. more copper. iron and st2el).
spherical roller bearing>. and a drip-proof enclosure.

The best combination of

efficiency and power factor occurs when the induction machine is operated between
80% and 100% of the full load rating. The high efficiency 200 HP. 1200 rpm motor
has a full load efficiency rating of 95% and a power factor of 90%. High efficiency

motors typically carry a 20% price premium over the standard motor. Most modem
EMAC Design B motors have an efficiency which is equal to, or almost equal to, the

EMAC Design A motors, consequently the more common Design B motor is

specified. Oass F insulation and a 1.15 Service Factor will allow the motor to safely

operate at a 170 kW rating when extra flow is available. maximizing revenue. The
bearings of the induction generator should have a B-5 minimum life expectancy

rating of 50,00> hours. The typical life expectancy of direct coupled applications is
five times the 8-5 rating, or 250,!XXl hows (28 years of continuous operation). A
roOer bearing with a 5-10 rating of lOO,lXXl hours is also available, and common on
many turbines. The complete specifications for the induction generator are Listed in

TableS.I.
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TableS.!

Specifications for the 200 liP 5quinel Cage Induction Motor used as
a 150 kW Induction Generator.

Specifks

CIuoracteristic

Motor Horsepower
Genemtor Output
.Voltage Rating
SynchronousSpeed
Torque Rating
Service Factor
Insulation
Efficiency Rating
Enclosure
Bearing Type &0 Rating

200 liP
150kW
'575 V
1200 rpm
EMAC Design B
1.15
OassF
High Efficiency Type
Drip-Proof
Spherical- 55

5.3 Major Electrical Equipment
1be major electrical equipment, starling from the sub-station and working

towards the powerhouse, includes the substation disconnect,. transmission line,
lightning arrestors, main transformer, station service transformer, and the

starter/contactor.

The single-line diagram of Figure 5.1 shows the major electrical

components included between the interconnection point at the Nipper's Harbour
substation and the induction generator at the power plant. The components are
sized based on the specified induction generator size of 150 KW, 600 VI 3-phase, 3wire. The relay numbers are explained in Table 5.2.

CT(3)

,1------1 ~~J,:ter

Figure 5.1

Single Line Diagram

Nipper's Harbour Mini-Hydro
150 kW Induction Generator
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A _phase gang-<>pernted air-break load interrupting switch must be
located at the point of interconnection to the distribution system [94].

The

transfonner used is connected to Hydro's standards to ensure the integrity of their
line protection scheme. Ground fault protection for the distribution line is
physically located at the Nipper's Harbour reclosure.

Any variation from this

connection scheme will be dictated by Hydro's standards applicable for the stated
voltage and load.
Distribution transfonners have a kVA rating which assumes a 0.8 power
factor (Pt).

The transfonner must be large enough to handle the induction

generator rating plus a 25% safety factor. The station service load does not have to
be included as

part of the total load because the induction generator supplies the

station load when on-line. 1£ the stream has the potential to produce more power
than 150 kW, a decision must be made with respect to the amount of spare
t:ransformer capacity to install. Nipper'S Harbour is capable of supporting a 300
kW generator at 60% capacity factor.

If Nfld. Hydro approves a staged

development the extra capacity can be developed at a later date. At this point it is
assumed that the installed. capacity will remain at 150 KW, thus three single-phase,

SOkV A, 25kV/600kV, ONAN, outdoor distribution transformers are specified.
The transformer connection is selected to ensure adequate protection of the

transformers and transmission line from system faults. The 150 kW induction
machine does not have an external neutral, thus the secondary of the main
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transformer will have to act as the grounded neutral for the power plant.

A

separate grounding transformer and grounding resistor are not warranted for a

plant of this size.

Given that a grounded secondary is necessary, the main

transformer could have a wye-grounded primary/wye-grounded secondary or a
delta-primaIy/wye-grounded secondary [94]. The former would apply when a 4wire grounded feeder is used and. the latter is preferred for three wire feeders. It is

still uncertain as to the type of feeder (4-wire or 3-wire) to be used at Nipper'S
Harbour because the local fish plant may want to corUlect to the same feeder at a
future date. For small transformers (Le. 150 kVA) the only transformer protection

required. are fuses on the primary side and they are integrated with a ganged
disconnect switch. Also, standard surge arrestors are needed on the high voltage

side for surge protection.

The surge arrestor protects the insulation on the

transformer and motor windings from excessive voltage caused by lightning or
switching problems. It should not be confused with the surge protector, which
consists of a voltage limiting device in parallel with a capacitor and located in the
motor terminal box.

Thecontactor/starter does double duty. It connects the induction generator
to the grid and provides generator protection features.

A Cutler·Hammer

(Westinghouse) size-5 Advantage starter was selected. As described. in Otapter 4,

the solid-state starter circuitry minimizes contact bounce and drop-out problems.
[t

also has accurate over-load protection, phase unbalance protection,. and ground
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fault detection, yet costs the same as a standard motor starter with conventional
over-load heaters. While the Advantage starter has communication capabilities,
Cuder-Hammer has no immediate plans to offer this data to the user via a
standard 1&232/RS-485 or DeviceNet port.
A 15 kVA station service transformer supplies the powerhouse lighting and

heating load, using a 100 A single-phase l20V/240V distribution panel. There is

no requirement for a t:hree-phase station service for the Nipper's Harbour
powerhouse. The optimum connection point, from a maintenance perspective, is
on the primary side of one of the single-phase 50 kVA generator transformers.
Such a connection point would only be appropriate if the transmission voltage was
much lower (i.e. 4160 V) than the 25 kV at Nipper's Harbour. Separate revenue

metering is required.

The Nipper's Harbour station service transformer is

connected to one phase of the 600V bus, between the generator breaker and the
revenue metering. Power will not be available for transformer and/ or substation
maintenance work with this type of connection.

5.4 Protection Scheme
The overall protection scheme is shown in the single-line diagram in Fig. 5.1

and protective features listed in Table 52 It includes the required utility protection,

generator protection,. and mechanical protection. The Power Measurement [ON
7300 meter is used as the approved utility kWh meter, and provides under-voltage
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(27) ove<-vo!lage (59), under/ave< fn!quency (81), phase-unbalance (46) and reverse

power (32) protection As previously stated. the Advantage starter provides over·
load protEction (51), bask phase-unbalance protection (46), and ground fault
derection (5OG). Short dmrit protection (50) and IUgh level ground fault protection

are handled by fuses located with the fusIble disconnect in the combination starter.
Power factor correction capacitors are not required since the full load power factor is
close to90%..

Table 5.2

Utility, Generator, and Mechanical Protection specified for the 150 kW
Nipper'S Harbour Mllli-Hydro Plant

Relay

No.
(12)

(13)
(27)

Descriotion

=-speed
unde<-speed

(59)

under-voltage
over-voltage

(32)
(46)

reverse power
phase unbalance

(50)

instantaneous over<U.rTel\t

(5OG) Level II ground fault
(51) sustained OVet<Ull'eI'\t
(52) main contactor
(81) over!under frequency

DevicelEauiomenl

MPU and Switch
MPU and Switch
Power Measurement ION 7300
Power Measurement ION 7300
Power Measurement ION 7300
ION 7300 &: Advantage Starter
Westinghouse Advantage Starter
Westinghouse Advantage Starter
Westinghouse Advantage Starter
Westinghouse Advantage Starter
Power Measurement ION 7300

Mechanical protection consists of a magnetic pickup unit (MPU) and speed
switch to detect the 95% synchronous speed condition and the 110% over-speed
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condition. A variety of speed switches and MPUs are available from Woodward

Governor, Caterpillar and Thompson Tedmology. Vibration detection and bearing
temperature

sensors are not included.

Neither NewfoundJand

Power,

Newfoundland Hydro, nor Alberta Power implement vibration or bearing
temperature monitoring on small grid connected plants.

5.5 Operational Modes
The Nipper's Harbour hydro plant will incorporate on/off level control, level
control and manual load control, as desa.ibed in Cllapter 4.2. Water level sensors

and a turbine level regulator are used to implement both forms of level control.
Regulators, headwater level transmitters, and water level electrodes are available
from a variety of sources, including m Aygt. Ossberger Twbines, and Woodward
Controls. The operational procedures for safe start-up and shut..<fown are the same
as described in Cllapter 43.

5.6 Monitoring and Control Scheme
As described in Cll. 4.6 and Ol. 4.7, di.££erent levels of automation and remote
monitoring are possible. Fig_ 4.1 - Fig. 4.4 illustrate the configurations possible and
all assume a PLC will be used to gather data and control the plant Regardless of the

level of autolJ'lation desired, the mini-hydro plant control system must be designed
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to run without the PLC or

SCADA system.

The basic controls are initially

hardwiredr then advanced control and data acquisition features added as required.
As referenced in Ol. 4.6, the fundamentals of the control system are the
Power Measurements ION 7300 meter and the PLC. The ION 7300 measures, detects
and records kWh.. kW, PF, I. V, phase unbalance. reverse power How, under!over

frequency, under/over voltage. The kWh totals from the meter must be available to
the utility via the telephone system. consequenfiy the single ION 7300
communications channel has to be connected to the telephone line switch. The ION

7300 will not be able to commWlicate directly with the PLC unless an additional

coaununications port is added, at considerable expense.
drawback because the

Pte doesn't need

This is not a major

all of the information available from the

tON. Also, the ION 7300 has four output contacts, configurable to be ON/OFF or

pulsed One contact is activated. by either the under/over frequency, under/over
voltage, phase unbalance, or reverse power Bow. 1bis contact is connected to both
the

hardwired. control and the PLC. The second contact is a pulsed output.

representing the kW load. which is connected to the counter input on the PLC.

The arrangement where the ION 7300 and the PIC do not communicate with
each other directly corresponds to the layout outlined in Fig. 4.1. Also, a PC based

graphical interface(MMl) located in the powerhouse is not essential, plus an
automated system dependant on the PC to pass critical data to the PLC (Fig. 4.4) is

not good design.. thus a powerhouse PC is not included in the control scheme. Ute
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operator or technician takes the laptop PC when troubleshooting or interrogating the
syst=l on mte. The laptop holds the PLC programming software, the ION 7300
configuration software. and in the future. the ION DOE server, PLC ODE server, and
the expert: system. It is also understood the off-site PC can dial in at any time to
intem>gate the ION 7300 '" the PLC. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the preferred arrangement

and equipment requirements.

This automation scheme starts with the basic

hardware and. software, yet it can be easily expanded, mostly through software, to
include the advanced features, including expert system diagnostics and a graphical
operator interface(MMI).
As previously mentioned, the Nipper's Harbour control scheme includes

on/off level control, level control and manual load control. 1he hardwired control
scheme is

specified in Fig. 5.3, and the PLC logic diagram is outlined in Fig. 5.4.

Descriptions of the control system operation are recorded in Ch. 4..3, Ch. 4.6, and Ch.
4.7.

5,7 Special Considerations
There is an initial current of four to six times rated current when an EMAC

Design B induction motor is started using an across-the-line motor starter. The
startup current causes a voltage dip, which may affect the quality of the electrical

supply to other utility customers. NOd. Hydro has set a limit on the allowable

voltage dip.

Based on Newfoundland Hydro's voltage dip calculations, the
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maximum size of induction generator allowed on the 25 kV Nipper's Harbour
feeder is 400 HI' (300 kW).
When starting an induction generator the turbine/generator is brought up
to 95% of synchronous speed before the contactor switch is dosed. The duration of

the resultant starting current is much less than that expected. from a similar sized
motor when started from stand-still. If the start-up procedure, as outlined in Ch..
4.3.1 is followed, the application of a full voltage non-reversing (FVNR) Advantage
starter is acceptable to NewfoWldland Hydro.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions
The increasing demand for electricity is best addressed by first encouraging
energy conservation. then developing

small~sca1e

renewable energy sources like

solar, wind, wave, and mini-hydro. Very little attention has been given to grid
COIUlected

mini-hydro because the economies of scale tend to favour larger

developments.

Therefore, in this study the focus was on developing and

docwnenting a systems approach toward modem electrical design that minimized
the cost of building and operating a grid-eonnected mini-hydro plant. Design costs
are reduced by following a multi- disciplined engineering approach, the cost of the
electrical equipment package is diminished. by selecting a standard squirrel cage
induction motor as the grid-connected induction generator, the operating costs are
cutback by automating the plant to eliminate the cost of a full-time operator, and
maintenance costs are reduced by incorporating a diagnostic expert system to
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assist in isolating the cause of a plant shutdown.

To summarize, the stated

objective was to develop a systems approach and documentation of modem
electrical design and operating methods for a grid-connected, remotely controlled

and automated mini-hydro plant, one which used a standard three--phase
induction motor as an induction generator.

Chapter 2 covered the general design of mini-hydro systems. Knowing
when to use an induction generator, and the type of control philosophy to

implement, is based. on the assumption the electrical designer has a good
understanding of all aspects of a mini-hydro development.

This includes the

regulatory process, environmental issues, site selection, site hydrology, power and
energy estimate, rates, and economic evaluation. While this section is not an
exhaustive treabnent of the subject matter, it is an indication of the level of
understanding required of the electrical engineer.

The purpose of Chapter 3 is to document the theory, performance
characteristics. and design considerations associated with an induction generator
installation at a mini-hydro site. This information was required. to evaluate the

appropriateness of installing an induction generator at a grid-connected location.
The advantages and disadvantages of a grid<onnected induction generator were
discussed and

the principle of operation of the induction machine reviewed.

Procedures were developed to perform a steady state analysis of an installed
induction generator. The performance of the induction machine under normal
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load, both as a motor and as a generator, has been evaluated. with the results in
close agreement with the stated manufacturer's machine parameters

172]. Values

for stator current,. torque, efficiency, power factor, rated load,. maximum efficiency,

breakdown torque and maximum power output were derived or calculated. 'The
induction generator short circuit performance was reviewed, while Qver-speed. and.
over-excitation problems were identified and remedial action proposed. Finally. a

method was presented. for selecting a standard squirrel cage induction motor to
use as an induction generator. Common concerns, limitations, and favourable
motor characteristics were documented.

Chapter 4 has introduced flow control and load control methods encountered
in a mini-hydro plant equipped with an induction generator. The important plant

operational procedures, including manual start-up, normal shutdown.. and
emergency shutdown,. were developed and. reviewed in light of their effect on the
induction motor used as a generator. Induction generator protection requirements,
utility protection,. and mechanical systems protection were also investigated, and.
modem solutions proposed In Section 4.6 the PLC was used to automate the plant
by incorporating the control and protection schemes. Cost-effective remote control

options were also explored.. Finally, an innovative and novel diagnostics expert
system was developed and demonstrated using the Roddickton mini-hydro plant as

an example.
Chapter 5 applied the systems approach and documentation of modern
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electrical design and operating methods to a pmctica1 design example. Three
potential grid<onnected mini-hydro sites on the island of Newfoundland were

compared in Olapter 2 and~, Nipper's Harbour, selected for development. The
detailed electrical design was completed for the Nipper's Harbour site, using the

systems approach documented in Cllapter 3 and Cllapter 4. First. the appropriare
three-phase induction motor, which operates as a generator, was specified.. Then,.

operational procedures were identified and protection and control systems
designed.

The single line diagram. remote control layout, and control logic

diagram were finalized for the Nipper's Harbour site and all electrical equipment

control hardware and software specified.
To summarize, the major contributions and innovative aspects of this thesis

•

applies innovative electrical design to reduce capital costs, lower operating
costs, increase efficiency, and maximize revenue of a grid-connected minihydroplan~

has produced a comprehensive document which takes the informed reader

from the theoretical analysis of induction machines through to a practical
design and implementation of an induction generator in a grid-connected minihydro installation,
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•

documents a simple procedure to be used by multi-disciplined engineers for
predicting the induction machine performance characteristics under normal
load, both. as a motor and as a generator. The method incorporates basic circuit
analysis techniques, the widely available MathCad software, and the machine
data supplied by the manufacturer,

•

clearly establishes the characteristics and limitations associated with using a
squirrel cage induction motor as an induction generator,

•

applies new protection methods and equipment to grid<onnected induction
generators,

•

demonstrates the effectiveness of using micro-PLCs to implement inexpensive

remote monitoring and control capability,

•

introduces an innovative diagnostic expert system to quickly detennine the

cause of a plant shutdown.

The major conclusions of this study are;

•

A significant reduction in the capital cost of electrical equipment is achievable if

a squirrel cage induction motor is used as induction generator. The "off-the-

shelf" induction moter and standard solid-state motor starter are relatively
inexpensive in comparison to custom induction or synchronous generators.
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•

Induction generators are the most cost effective when the installed capacity of
the mini-hydro plant is less than 150 kW.

•

The efficiency of the induction machine as a generator is almost equal to the
efficiency when operating in motor mode, assuming the generator rating is

equal to the motor HP rating.
•

The ideal "off-the-shelf' induction motor to select as an induction generator has
low speed (1200 rpm), normal to low starting torque (EMAC Design B), 1.15

Service Factor, a minimum of Oass B insulation.. high temperature rise, high

efficiency rating (larger size, more copper, iron and steel), spherical roUer

bearings, and a drip--proof enclosure.
•

Automatic operation and control is a necessity, even for the smallest plant,
because the cost of a full-time operator would make the mini-hydro plant
uneconomical.

•

The basic mini-hydro plant control system. still has to be hard-wired, to ensure
continued production in the event of a PLC or communications failure.

Expert system diagnostics is an important monitoring feature since problems

only occur occasionally (hopefully), preventing the plant operator from

gathering and retaining useful troubleshooting experience.
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•

It is important to have expert system shells (Le. Comdale/X) that integrate
drivers which allow easy access to data hom PLCs and field instruments. The
natural language expert system shells (ie EXSYS Professional) are easier to
program but typically have cumbersome methods of collecting real-time field

data
Suggestions for future work are;

•

Research and test the overspeed capability of "off-the-shelf" squirrel cage
induction mototS. The manufacturers are hesitant to endorse an overspeed

rating greater than 125% of rated speed, yet experienced field personnel report
sustained overspeed of 200% without problems.

Investigate and test nmning multiple RS-485 protocols, at the same time. using
different manufacturers equipment connected to the same RS-485loop.
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Water Use Authorization Nipper's Harbour
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GOVERNMENT OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS
P.O.8oxt700
St.John's. NF
A1B,U6

March 30, 1993
Mr. Norris Eaton
Hydropower Resources Inc.
7 WeUdale
Pasadena, NF.
AOIIKO

Dear Mr. Eaton:
BE:

PnIimUuuy Licence' 93418 (Prelimituu] Water Use Authori.ullion)

Your application for preliminary water use authorization for the proposed
hydroelectric project in Nipper's Harbour has been approved pursuant to Section 21 of
77re Departmelll of Environmou and Lands Aer. Please find enclosed the Preliminary
Licence (Water Use Authorization # 93-08) which is subject to the tenDS and conditions
as set out in Appendix A. Also enclosed is a copy of -Guidelines Regarding Application
for Water Use_Authorization (Water Use Licence) for A Hydroelecrric Project".
Please feel free to contact me at 729-4795 if you have any questions.

Yours t:rlJl.Y,

SHAHBAZ MIAN
Water Rights Section
Enclosure

II
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GOVERNMENT OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS

PRELIMINARY WATER USE AUTHORIZATION
(PRELIMINARY LICENCE)
FOR A HYDROELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Issued in accordance with die provisions of lbe
DqJQT11fle1IJ 01 EnviroTl11lDll and Lands Act

,0:

II!.MUar[lch",-,9,-,lzgg",3L-__

ensee:

Hydropower Resources loc.
7 Wellsdale
PasadeIIa. NF
AOLIKO

wien:

No' :7
Fl1; No:

9~3!:'()~8~_ _

179-91

Mr. Norris Eaton

iJYdro.kCtrtc ·Iie".IoJ1l'l'n/ Proj.a in 1M Ekaorial Distria 01 Bal.

Vm.-

Whit. Bay. Nffl/oiind1ond

:eference to the application dated November 10. 1992. authorization is hereby given, for
ICriod of OIlC (1) year, to secure data and undertake relevant surveys and field
~stigations in the area described in Appendix B. for the purposes of evaluating the
iibility of the project and subsequendy filing an application for a Final Warer Use
borization (Water Use Licence) for the proposed hydroelectric development project on
stream flowing into Nipper's Harbour. which includes the drainage system fed by Pine
Ill. Buskam Pond, Gulf Pond, Greenwood Pond, Saddler Pond, Nippers Harbour Pond
Noble Pond (Schedule A).
5 Preliminary Licence is subject to the tenns and conditions indicated in Appendix A
ached).
lure to comply with these tenns and conditions will render this licence null and void,
:e the Licensee and its agent(s) in violation of the Department ofEnvirO~1Il and Lands
• and make the Licensee responsible for any remedial measures which might be prescribed

this Depanment.

.

MINISTER
Page 10f6
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GOVERNMENT OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS
APPENDIX A

No: _ _--'9"3,,.j)"'8

_

Filc No: _----'17"'9"'-9"-1_ _

TERMS AND CONDmONS FOR
PRELIMINARY WATER USE AtmlORlZATION (pRELIMINARY LICENCE)
Pre1~ LiCCIICC will expire on Jqxit·l;l994. or earlier if suspended or
cancelled by the Minister of Environment and Lands upon notification to the
Licensee. its agent or the person desigrwed by the Licensee.

1.

ahis

2.

This Preliminary Licence only provides pennission for the Ucensec to have acc:css,
to the extent necessary, to the watershed (Appendix B) in order to undertake field
investigations, surveys and other related studies required to file an application for
water use licence.

3.

This Preliminary Licence does not release the Licensee from the obligation to seek
appropriate approvals or permits from other concerned federal or provincial agencies,
municipalities or individuals to enter upon, investigate and survey the Crown or
private lands for the exclusive pwpose incidental to hydropower potential of the
proposed site.

4.

This Preliminary Licence is subject to rights of water use conferred by or under any
SWUte of the province or a valid grant. lease or other instrument and the Licensee
shall inform all existing water users within the watershed oCthe proposed hydropower
development and to the extent possible resolve any conflict that might emerge and
appropriate notification of such resolutions shall be provided in writing to the Water
Rights Seaion of this department.

S.

This Preliminary Ucence cannot be sold, transferred, assigned or otherwise alienated.
by the Licensee.

6.

This Preliminary Licence does not confer the right and Iibeny to explore, prospect,
search for, carry away and dispose of any mineral or use of any other natural
resource in the watershed during the term of this Preliminary Licence.

7.

The Licensee or its agents shall immediately proceed with relevant investigations,
comprehensive surveys and data collection to accurately defme hydrologic
characteristics of the watershed, examine alternative conceptUal designs and undertake
environmental impact studies and complete the required assessment before the expiry
of this Preliminary Licence.
Pase2of6
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GOVERNMENT OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS

APPENDIX A

No: _ _.......:9u3-Q=8

_

File No:

_--.L17D1.9-~9L! _ _

TERMS AND CONDmONS FOR
PRELIMINARY WAlER USE AurHORlZATION (PREUMINARY LICENCE)
8.

'h Licensee sball provide to this department a synopsis of the planned surveys,
investigations and activities, name(s) of consultant(s) engaged forthe feasibility study.

terms of reference and its tentative date of completion within three momhs from the
Ute of this Preliminary UCCDCC.
9.

The Licensee shall submit a repon every three months containing information on the

10.

The feasibility sNdy shall be completed and an application for water use licence be
filed with the Water Rights Section before expiration of Preliminary Licence.

11.

The issuance of a water use licence shall depend on the quality of the proposed
project in tenns of multiple and optimum utilization of the available water resource,
minimal environmental disruption and land and water use conflicts, and any other
factors that the Minister may consider pertinent in the public interest.

12.

The Licensee shall submit the general plans, specifications and other information of
the works comprising the development in such form and detail as required by the
Minister under Section 27 of the D~parrntLnr ofEnvironmtlll and Lands Aer. before
the expiry of this Preliminary Licence.

13.

The Licensee shall pay any administrative fees that the Minister may assess for the
issuance of the preliminary and water use licence and charges for using water based
on rates approved by govenunent any time in the furore.

14.

The Licensee or its agents shall not undertake construction of any works until a
Water Use Licence is issued by the Minister.

progress of various components of the feasibility study.

Plgelof6
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GOVERNMENT OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND LAND
APPENDIXB

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED
HYDROELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT IN NIPPERS HARBOUR WATERSHED

The drainage area, subject to PreIimiDary Liceaae '3-08 in the Electorial District of Baie
Vette - White Bay. is herein defmed by metric coordinates. as referenced to dle North
American Datum of 1927. in Zone 21 of the Universal Transverse Mercator mapping
projection. The said drainage area is bounded as follows:
Beginnina: at a coordinate point number 1 hem, the proposed dam site at Nippers Harbour
and having coordinal.cs 581'10 East, and 5$16710 Nonh; thence by sequential clockwise
lines as defmed by the following coordinales:

lJl.1'lliD1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2S
26
27

East Coordinate

581510
581300
580S6O
580100
578680
5m70

577040
576580
576040
575300
575950
576060
576400
576230
576280
576630
576660
577120
577500
577530
578040
579090

579180
579720
580180
581150
Page 4 of6

North

eoordinaR
5516770
5516850
5516760
5516560
5516440
5516090
5516620
5516730
5516930
5517820
5518160
5518570
5518810
5519150
5520140
5520570

5521130
5521260
5521560
5522030
5522220
5522090
5522300
5522710
5522S50

5522960
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GOVERNMENT OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND LAND
APPENDIXB

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED
HYDROELECI'RlC DEVELOPMENT IN NIPPERS HARBOUR WA'IERSHED

Il!..rlliDl
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

46
47

EmCoordinat«
581020
581620
581680
582220
582550
582460
582150
582240
581730
581840
582230
581780
581830
582120
581820
582490
582530
582720
582610
581790

North Coordinate

5523450
5523nO
5524110

5524200
5523920
5523400
5522190
5522170
5521450
5520890
5520290
5519960
5519720
5518830
5518S80
5518170
5517870
5517550
5517030
5516910

and. thence by a line to the point of beginning. The drainage area is illustrated on the
attached diagram as plotted on a portion of NTS map 2E/13.

PageS of6
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GOVERNMENT OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS

APPENDIX C

179191
.~~~;:::=~9~3-O~85~=
March J993

File
No: No:
First Approved:

QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT TO DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS
This report must be filed with the Water Resources Division, Department of Environment and
Lands, on a quarterly basis or the authorization will be cancelled. Please provide the information
required below:

1.

Name of Applicant:

2.

Is lbis a new or changed name? (YIN)

_

3.

Name and title of (natural) person responsible for administering the Preliminary Licence.

_

4.

Mailingaddress:

5.

Office address or location for service (if different from mailing address):

6.

Telepboneno:

7.

Faxno:

8.

Has the Licensee carried out any investigations during the past three (3) months? If so, please
submit a detailed report.

9.

Is there any olber matter the Licensee wishes to inform the Department of Environment and
Lands about with regard to this Preliminary Licence? (YIN). If yes, explain.

10.

_

_
_

Person named in #3 shall sign and date this form. Send to:
Depanment of Environment and Lands
Water Resources Division
P.O. Box 8700
St. John's, NF AlB 416
(709) 729-4795

Signature:

_

Title:

_

Date:

_

Palle6of6
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AppendixB
Hydrological Analysis Nipper's Harbour
The Nipper's Harbour development is a run-of-river project located on an

ungauged stream near Nipper's Harbour on the Baie Verte peninsula. Energy
calculations require knowledge of the mean flow and the shape of the flow
duration curve. A synthesized. time series of daily flows is generated using stream
flow data from the South West Brook gauging station (No. 02YMOO3).

The stream-flow analysis methodology used follows the procedures
outlined in a series of studies completed in 1988 by Acres International for the
rntand Waters Directorate, Environment Canada [62,63]. The studies recommend

generating the synthesized time series of daily flows by prorating on drainage area
and mean annual run-off.
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The production records of the near-by Snook's Arm plant were used to

calculate the mean annual nm-oH (MAR). It is located 13 kilometres from Nipper's

Harbour and has similar site characteristics and physiograpltic features. The MAR
for Nipper's Harbour was assumed to be the same as the Snook's Arm MAR.
The flood How estimates were calculated using the methods outlined in the

report.. Regional Flood Freqrumcy Analysis For The Island of Newfoundland
[64,65,66]. The techniques given in a similar report, Estimation of Low Flows in
Neuifoundland was used to predict the expected low flows at the Nipper's
Harbour site [67}.

B.1

Drainage Area
The drainage area is 33.8 km2, determined by planimetry from the 1:50,000

scale topographical map 2E/13 (Nippers Harbour).

B.2

Flow Synthesis
Synthesized flow records for an unguaged stream can be created using two

methods, as outlined in the references (62.63]:

•

proration on Drainage Area and Mean Annual Run-off.

•

Regional Non-dimensional Flow Duration Curves.

The Acres report[62] recommends the proration method or the regional flow
duration curve method for sites of interest in Newfoundland. The proration
method was used at Nipper's Harbour. The hydrometric station at South West
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Brook near Baie Verte (No. 02YM003), was selected as the reference station based

on proximity. exposure to a similar climatic zone, and similar physiographic
characteristics. Fifteen years of daily flow records (1980-1994) are available for
South West Brook. 1be next closest unregulated gauged stream with a long period
of record is Sheffeld Brook (No. 02YK005). It was not used as the reference station

because of the distance from the Nipper's Harbour site (90 kIn), the drainage area
(391 km') is much larger than the Nipper's Harbour catchment area (33.8 km'), and
the large natural storage provided. by Sheffield Lake will cause Sheffield River to
exhibit significantly different flow behaviour.
Mean daily discharges for South West Brook (No. 02YMOO3) were obtained

as an ASCII file. on disk.. from the Water Swvey of Canada (WSC) [68]. The WSC
Streamflow Toolkit software was used to generate the Bow duration curve data
table.. The curve was defined using 100 points. one for each percentage of flow

exceedence. The Bow duration curve data file was exported. to a spreadsheet to be
used later in an analysis of the energy available at the site.
It is assumed that the flow duration curve shape for Nipper's Harbour is
similar to the flow duration curve produced for South West Brook. The data
points defining the curve at Nipper's Harbour were derived by prorating each of
the South West Brook flows on the basis of drainage area and mean annual run--of£
(MAR).
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B.3

Determining the Mean Annual Run-off
The standard procedure to determine the MAR at the unguaged site is to

refer to the Newfoundland Mean Annual RWH>ff (MAR) map. produced by Inland

Waters Directorate. Environment Canada.

The 500

DUn

isoline intersects the

centroid of the drainage area at both the Nipper's Harbour and the existing hydro
plant at Snook's Arm. The map shows South West Brook near Baie Verte with a
MAR of 650 mm. An analysis of the production records at Snook's Arm produced
a MAR of 725 mm. The MAR at South West Brook, calculated from the 1980-1990

stream flow records, is 842 nun.
The discrepancy between the values from the MAR rnap and the calculated
values are caused by the inherent errors in the MAR map, which is a result of the
lack of data at the time the MAR map was produced in 1984. According to Mr.

Don Ambler. (Regional Hydrologist. Water Resources Brnnch. Halifax. NS) the
only data available at that time for the Baie Verte peninsula area was the climatic

data collected at Baie Verte. South West Brook only had four complete years of

stream flow records in 1984. The Snook's Arm hydro plant production information
was not used to create the MAR map_

The value of MAR used for Nippers Harbour in this report is the value
calculated using the Snook's Arm production records (725 mm). A MAR of 842
mm,

based on the available WSC stream flow records, is the value used for South

WestBrook.
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8.4

MAR from the Snook's Arm Production Data
The Snook's Ann production records, along with plant specifications, were

used to calculate the annual mean flow at Snook's Arm. The resultant MAR for the
site was used. as the MAR for Nipper's Harbour.

The Snook's Ann (560 kW) and Veruun's Bight (360 kW) mini-hydro plants
were built in 1957 to supply electric power to the Tilt Cove Mine. The plants were

isolated from the island grid at the time of construction and were designed with
significant storage capacity. The mine was closed down on June 20th, 1967 and the
plants sold to Nfld. Hydro.
The plant specifications, when built, show a gross head of 284 ft., net head
of 243 ft, rated turbine flow of 0.946 m 3/sec, full load turbine efficiency of 85%,

penstock length of 3075 ft, a woodstave penstock. diameter of 30 inches, drainage
area of 30.1 km2, and a storage volume of 7.6xlQ6 m 3 . No modifications to dams or

equipment have been made since the plant was built. It is assumed the generator
efficiency is 96%, transformer efficiency is 99%, plant efficiency is 99%, producing

an overall efficiency of 80%.

The available production records at the Snook's Arm mini-hydro plant
indicate that the average annual energy production is 3,491,000 kWhr. Based on
the energy produced and the installed capacity of 560 kW, the capacity factor is
71% and the average annual power production is 398.4 kW. The flow producing
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the average annual power of 398.4 kW is the useful flow.

[t is

only slightly less

than the mean flow, mainly because of the storage capacity created by damming
four ponds within the Snook's Arm catchment area. The useful flow calculated for
Snook's Arm 150.655 m'/S«...
The useful flow and mean flow have been derived. from the production

records and the original quoted plant specifications. Less flow was required to
produce the rated power when the equipment was new. The combination of
recent production records, original equipment specifications, an optimistic
estimate of the overall efficiency (80%) and net head

rn m), and maximum plant

operating time (365 days x 24 hrs), will result in a conservative estimate of the
usefu1f1ow.
The average flow

(~)

will be higher than the useful flow. How much

higher depends on the storage capacity of the site.

If there is no spillage

throughout the year then Q..-n equals the useful flow. There is a small amount of
spillage at Snook's Arm during the spring run-off. Snook's Arm has a storage
volume of 7.6x1Q6 m 3, which translates to a storage factor of 0.37 and a useful flow

ratio of 0.95. With the storage capacity given. the average flow (Q..-,) at Snook's
Arm is 0.69 r.n3/ sec. Based on the average flow and the Snook's Arm drainage

area, the mean annual run~£f is 725 nun.
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8.5

Flood Flow Estimates
Estimates of flood flows must be determined for the safe design of the dam

and to reduce the risk of damage caused by flooding. The design flood and
diversion flood return period are selected based on the perceived:risk.

1he Nipper'S Harbour site is classified as low risk,. since there is no risk of
damage to downstream property or loss of life, the timber<rib dam. can be safely

overtopped, and reconstruction costs would not be excessive.

Thus, the

recommended design flood. return period is 100 years, and the recommended
diversion flood return period is 10 years.
The design flood and diversion flood for Nipper's Harbour were estimated

using the procedures and software outlined in the report NRegi07UlI Flood Frequency
Arudysis for the islmu1 of N<wfound1mul n990)" [641· The report recommends usmg

regional flood frequency analysis at unguaged sites and single station flood
frequency analysis at sites near a hydrometric station on the same stream. Since
Nipper'S Harbour is not on a gauged stream. regional.flood frequency analysis was
used.
Nipper's Harbour is located in the Central Newfoundland Hydrologic
Region (Region B) [64]. The regression equations in Region B used to estimate
peak flows are only dependant on two physiographic characteristics, watershed
area (DA) and drainage density (ORO). ORO is determined by dividing the total
length of all streams in the watershed by the drainage area. Region B has the
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lowest standard error of all four regions identified on the island of Newfoundland.
Nipper's Harbour has a drainage area (OA) of 33.8 km and a _ g e density
(ORO) of 1.I171/km.
The results of the spreadsheet analysis (software being provided with

Reference 64), indicated the lOO-year design flood for Nipper's Harbour is 25
rW/ sec, and the to-year diversion flood is 19 rril/ sec. The results of the software
run produced a cautionary message questioning the reliability of the estimated

flood flows. The drainage area at Nippers Harbour (33.8 km) was below the
minimum acceptable drainage area for the Central Region (36.7 km). The author of
the report, A.K. Beersing, was contacted. According to Mr. Beersing the results are
valid if the drainage area is close to the lower limit and a large portion of the
drainage area is controlled. by lakes and swamps. The Nipper's Harbour drainage

area has 95% of the watershed controlled by lakes and swamps. The results are
considered as valid as any derived &om prorating from the closest gauged st:ream.
South West Brook (No. 02YMOOl).

B.6

Low Flow Estimates
An estimate of the low flows expected at the site is important in

determining the firm capacity of a run-of-river mini-hydro installation.

The

estimated 2-year 7-day low flows, and the estimated lO-year 7-day low flows, are
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needed for the Water Use Authorization application[601, required by the Water

Resources Division of the Department of Environment and Lands.
Unless the site of interest is on a gauged stream, it is difficult to estimate the
low flows. Sometimes the initial estimate of the low flow is taken as the 95%
exceedence flow shown on the flow duration curve. A better estimate of the low
flows is found using the procedures and software outlined. in the report

"Estimation of Low Flows in Newfoundland (1991)" by A. K. Beersing [67}. The
report presents a series of regional regression equations which were derived from
the analysis of thirty-nine gauging stations on the island of Newfoundland. A

spreadsheet uses the equations to estimate the low flows of several duration and
return periods at unguaged. streams.
The regression equations in the Central Newfoundland Region used to
estimate low flows are dependant on one physiographic characteristic, the
watershed area of Nipper's Harbour

(33.8 km2).

For the Nipper's Harbour

location, the software produced an estimated 2-year 7~ay low £low of 0.066 m3 / s
and an estimated to-year 7..d.ay low flow of 0.005 m3/ s.

B.7

Forebay Pondage
The natural head-pond at the Nipper's Harbour site will be enlarged

slightly when the timber-crib dam is built. The low supply level (lSL) elevation is
88.7 m and the full supply level (FSL) is 89.7 m. The calculated maximum ice
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thickness of 1.0 In, and intake submergence of 1.2 m, means there will be negligible
storage (less than one day) available during the winter. Regardless of the available

storage, water levels in the forebay should be kept constant during the winter to
prevent operational problems caused by a shifting ice cover.

The surface area of the forebay is determined by pJanimetry from the UOOO
scale, 2 meter contour map produced for the area. The surface area at the FSL
elevation of 89.7 m is 39,500 m 2, and at the ISL elevation of 88.7 m it is 38,100 m 2 .

The storage volume is 38,700 tW. Given an installed. capacity of 650 kW, a rated
flow of 0.911 m J /

5,

and minimum inflow conditions, the plant could run for 12

hours on the storage available.
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AppendixC

Energy Calculation Spreadsheet Nipper's Harbour

NIPPER'S HARBOUR MINI-HYDRO
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flow Daration c.nre Data
South WBt Brook
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AppendixD

Capital Cost Estimate Nipper's Harbour
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AppendixE

Economic Evaluation Spreadsheet Nipper's Harbour
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TEOINICALSPEOHCAnONS
InstalledClpKity
Internal Demand (WInter)
Internal J::lemand (Summer)

638 Kw
5 kW
2 kW

ANNUAL COSTS
OpenotioN
Maintenance
In=an<e
Public Liability
Replacement V&.Iue

Bwinessinteruption
Provincial Water Rentals
Telephone
Mu.nldpalTa.xes

S30.ooo

$13.000 @Mw
$10.000 @Mw
$10,000 @Mw
$0.50 per HP-Year
$2.500 @Year
55.000 @Mw

AfTEll-TAX INCOME

Personal Tax Rate
IRREstimate
IRRActuaJ

40.0'"
40.0%
'DIY/O!

VALUATION OF TIlE PROJEcr

Discount Rate
P¥ (1997)
Eqwty(1997)
NdPV(1997)
Waiting PV Rate

10.0"
($257,551)
(5275.914)
($533.465)
8.0t.

P¥(1993)
Equity (1993)
NetPV (1993)

(5189,308)
($202.805)
($392.113)

Qwner'sShare

100.0'"
(5189,308)
(5392,,113)

PVofShares
pV of Shares (minus equity)

@Mw

$15.000 @Mw
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1~
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41 'l
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0.1
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.,...,

$O.1D52
SO...,

$Om58
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$0.0210
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EQOOY
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INTEREST . .TE
YEARSPAYOtJr

ANNUAL LOAN PAYMENT

""'
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$1,103,656

to.O"

'"

$129.635

CCA and IRR Calculation
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AppendixF
Summary of Project Features Nipper's Harbour
F.l

Location

The proposed mini hydro project will develop the potential of the stream flowing
into Nipper's Harbour on the Baie Verte Peninsula, which includes the drainage

system fed. by Pine Pond, Buskam Pond, Gull PoneL Greenwood Pond, Saddler
Pond. Nippers Harbour Pond, and Noble Pond. The site is located on the 1:50,(XX)
scale topographical map tided "Nipper.; Harbour" (2E/13) at Latitude 49'48',
Longitude 5S052'.

F.2

Desaiption

The project is a "nm-of-river" development, having a maximum installed capacity
of approximately 650 kilowatts and an annual energy production of 2300 MWhr.

The Francis turbine will operate using a gross head of 89 metres and an average
annual flow of 0.77 m3/ s. The penstock will have a length of 490 metres. The
development requires an intake structure, but not a reservoir.
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F.3

Hydrology

'The Nipper's Harbour development is located on an ungauged stream.

A

synthesized time series of daily flows was generated using stream flow data from
the nearest gauged st:ream. South West Brook (No. 02YM0(3). The production

records of the Snook's Arm plant:. owned by N£ld. Hydro, were used to ca1culate
the mean annual nm--off (MAR). The MAR for Nipper's Harbour was assumed to
be the same as the Snook's Arm MAR (72S mm). The Snook's Ann drainage area is

located. 13 kilometres from Nipper's Harbour and has similar site characteristics
and physiographic features.

The flow duration curve values, along with site

specifications, are listed. on the attached spreadsheet hard copy_

The lOO-year design flood for Nipper's Harbour is 2S m3 / sec. The to-year
diversion flood is 19 m'/sec. The estimated 2-year 7-day low flows 0.066 m3/sec
and the estimated. 10-year7-day low £low is 0.005 m3/sec.

F.4

Interconnection Point & Transmission Line

The interconnection point to the Hydro system will be on the 25 kV side of the
Nipper's Harbour substation. A 0.7 kIn 2S kV transmission line will connect the
substation to the 25 kV

I 600 V, 750 kVA, outdoor transformer located at the

powerhouse. The transmission line will be a single woc:xi pole line, paralleling the
north side of the fish storage facility access road.

The estimated cost of

interconnection, including metering and. tie-in.. to be paid by the developer, is
approximately $40,000.

F.5

Dam/Spillway

The dam will be located at the outlet of the natural head-pond at elevation 86.2 m
AMSL It will be a small 4 m high timber crib structure with a crest length of 20 m,
and approximately 12 m at the base. The intake and spillway are incorporated in

the dam structure, with the intake located on the east side of the dam. There is
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exposed bedrock. in the vicinity of the proposed location of the dam abutments and
foundation.

F.6

Storage

The natural head-pond ;s enWged slighdy with the addition of the timber-crib
dam. The reservoir area is limited to the storage provided by this head-pond. The

storage capacity is 42,.300 mJ, which corresponds to approximately 15 hours of
storage at rated load, assuming minimum inflow.

F.7

Penstock

The total penstock length is 490 m.. A 165 m long, 24M diameter polyethylene
penstock will run above ground from the intake to the top of a 6 m high cliff (EL 60

m AMSL). The remaining section of penstock will be steel, 325 m long and 28" in
diameter. The penstock will parallel the east bank of the stream.

F.8

Turbine

A Francis turbine was selected because of the high efficiency at rated load. The 15

hours of storage will permit the turbine to run in the ·on/off!' mode at rated load
during low flow periods, maximizing the kWh prcxiuction.

F.9

Generator

The induction generator will be used.

F.lO

Access

The powerhouse is accessible via the fish storage facility access road.
Approximately 200 m 3 of rock must be blasted and removed near the powerhouse
to gain access to the lower penstock route. A 1.6 km Oass 0 access road will be
built to the intake location.

Dam materials and sections of the polyethylene
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penstock will be t:ransported to the site using this road. The route is covers level
barrens with one stream crossing.

F.ll

Environmental Asses51Jtent

The project meets the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Guide, and
is not considered to be an undertaking subject to registration. The plant capacity is

less than 1 megawatt the area to be flooded is less than SCXJ hectares. no flooding
will occur within a Special Area,. no development is located within a Special Area

(although a portion of the drainage area is located. within a Waste Disposal Site
Special Area), and no transmission line will be located at a distance greater than
500 metres from an existing right-of·way.

There are no residential, commercial, or recreational facilities located near
the stream. The water diverted for hydroelectric use will be returned to the stream
bed 490 metres down-stream. of the intake.

Salmon and sea trout do not use the stream because of the natural falls
located below the proposed intake.
The National Sea Products facility, which uses water from the same strea.m,
is only operational during the summer fishing season,. and uses a small (4-

diameter) polyethylene hose running above ground to service its building_ The
Water Resources Division of the Department of Environment and Lands
established that the facility needed only a incidental amount of the stream flow.
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AppendixG

Detailed Steady State Analysis
of the Induction Machine
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Steady State Analysis of the Induction Machine
The steady state perfonnance of the induction machine. in both motor and generator
mode. is predicted using the equivalent circuit for the induction machine, along with
nameplate data and manufacture(s inpedance data.
•Mathcad is used to solve the network equations derived from the equivalent circuit.
The resultant current values are used to calculate 12R losses and iron 6osses. A tabk
of current values are generated for varying values of slip. The calculated full load
current is identified and the corresponding slip compared to the nameplate slip. The
corresponding cak:ulated tullload power factor{pf) is noted. The calculated pf is
increased by 0.6% to compensate for friction and windage losses (not accounted for
in the equivalent circuit).
The calculated pt, nameplate full-Joad current, and nominal terminal voltage are used
to calculate the motoring input power (kW). The output power, in hp, is converted to
kW and used with the input power to calculate the efficiency at full load. This data,
along with the calculated currents at full load, is used to find the total
straylfrictionlwindage loss. The stray loss is isolated by assuming the friction &
windage loss is approximately 0.6% of the total. Stray losses and friction and
windage are assumed to be constant for all values of slip
All losses (primary 12R, secondary 12R, iron (core) loss, friction and windage. and stra)
have now been identified. Now it is possible to calculate the efficiency and power
output for all values of slip, both in motoring mode and generator mode. The power
factor and torque are calculated and graphed over the full range of slip. The
maximum breakdown torque and associated speed, for both motoring and generating,
are identified from the graph.

Units and Constants

a

~I,

~

A

V -voll

~amp

~p

~I,

KV ~ 1000

Motor Nameplate Data
Rated Horsepower.

HP "'670

Ful~Load Current:

[FL =639

Terminal Voltage:

V LL ~S7S
RPMsyn .~600

Synchronous Speed:
RPM at Rated Load:

RPMFL

Slip at Rated load:

SFL =0.0133

PF at Rated Load:

prFL =0.&43

~S92

Manufacturer's Data
Stator Resistance:
R( '=.0132
Stator Reactance:
XI =0.G481
Rotor Resistance:
R2 :.D061
Rotor Reactance:
X2 :O.049C
Magnetizing Resistance:Rfe :25
R m "'0.031t Magnetizing Reactancex m ': 1~
I

ZmlO -0.0476 +1.0199j
R m -0.0476

Locked Rotor Current @ Full Voltage
Locked Rotor Current PF:

'LRv =3800

PFLR =029

Per Unit (P.U.) Base Values
Base Voltage (3+)'
Base Voltage (1,),

Base IWA (3,),
Base Current:

Base Impedance:

Terminal Voltage (P .U.):

V

lt

:vLL

vLL

v '.

~ ..[3

.jJ-'FL-VLL

KVAbase':~

KVAbase
Ibasc=~'IOOO

KVAbase-636.4

'basc- 639
Zbase -0.5195

Manufacturer's Data - Per Unit (P.U.) Impedance's
Stator Resistance:

R lpu "0.02S4

R2
RZpu =Zbase

Rotor Resistance:

Magnetizing Resistance:

R mpu "0.0916

Stator Reactance:

X Ipu -0.0924j

X2
X2pu =Zbasc

Rotor Reactance:

Magnetizing Reactance:

Xm
X mpu =Zbuc

Range of Slip Values
Start Slip:
Run Slip:
Number of points:

N =4000

Range for the Plot:

i =LN

Step Size:

Slep

Sswt-Scnd

=-N-,-'-

Slip Value:
Generator mode: maximum negative slip when i = 1
Motor mode:

maximum positive slip when i = N

X 2pu - 0.0943j

X mpu "2..1019j

Equivalent Circuit Impedance Calculations

The equivalent circuit representation for motor mode and generation mode is
identical. The difference between modes lies in the direction of the current flow for
the primary, secondary, and magnetizing branch. The source supplying the power
losses will also change from motoring to generation. Because of these factors the
equations used to calculate current, power, and efficiency will differ between modes
Stator Impedance:

Z, ",Rlpu"Xlpu

Magnetizing Impedance:

Zm =Rmpui- X mpu

Calculate the Effect of the Starting Resistance:

The induction motor has a rotor design allowing for high starting current on startup
and an associated high starting torque. This value of current decreases as the rotol
picks up speed (slip becomes less), thus the effective rotor resistance is different at
each value of slip. It is assumed the change in resistance is linear. When the slip
reaches zero only the effect of the run resistance remains. The varying nature of thE
rotor resistance changes the reflected rotor impedance. total impedance of the
equivalent machine circuit, line current and torque values.

To calculate the changing value of rotor reflected impedance (Zi), first the starting
resistance is derived from the manufacturer's specified locked rotor current, then thE
rotor reflected impedance is calculated for each increment in slip.

Calculate the complex fonn of the Locked Rotor Current:
Locked Rotor Current Angle:
(I.

~.acos(PFLR)

ILRteaI

~ILRv·eos(a.)

I LRimaj ~ 1LRv·sin(a.)
I LR ~ 1 LRreal-l"- (I LRimaj)·j

Locked Rotor Current Value:
ILR -1102 -3636.7i

PFLR "0.29

...('LR)·-73.1·...

P.U. locked Rotor Current

(LRpu -l.n46 - S.6912j

Calculate Rotor Starting Resistance:

ZLR- Z 1

ZZst ~Zm-ZLR ... ZI·Zm

Starting Resistance:

R2start -0.0249

Run Resistance:

R2pu -0.0117

Thus the rotor resistance (R2adji) wilt change with slip, ranging between 0.0213
n p_u. at startup to 0.0115 n p.u. near synchronous speed. As slip approache~
zero, wither from generator mode or motor mode. the machine approaches
synchronous speed. At this operating point only the run resistance (R~ has
any effect.

Calculate Increment:

Adjusted Rotor Resistance:

R2adj;

"IR2P"_R2;",(~-;) if~>O
R2Pu+R2in<:'("f-I) otherwISe

(motor mode)
(generator mode)

Rotor Reflected Impedance:
R 2adj; r 0.00011
L,-~--~--.,.X2PU

Total Impedance of the Equivalent Motor Circuit
~·Zl!l

ZtolaIi~ZI"~

Calculate Motor and Generator Mode Currents
Une (Stator) Current (P.U.):

v,

(motor mode)

II;" ~if(S,>O)

I(~)""'<""K

(generator mode)

tow;

Air Gap Voltage (P.U.): E a; "1(Vt-TI;.ZI) ifSI>O

(motor mode)

(VtrIII·Zl) otherwise

(generator mode)

I(".·zzmz.) ;r5.>o

(motor mode)

Rotor Reflected Current (P .U.):
'2"
,

'I!lr.

(E~) """""'"

z;Magnetizing Current (P.U.):

'

(generator mode)

E~
l m2i

"'T;

The calculated per unit currents are in complex fonn. They must be converted to
polar fonn and take on actual values. The magnitudes of the actual currents are
used to calculate losses and power levels. The phase angle of the stator current
represents the power factor angle.
Motoring
Actual Stator Current:

Ilact\la1

2Oot7

-636
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Actual Reflected Rotor Current: I2actualj

~7-0.0116
::

IIZ;I·[basc
f~7-5J5

Actual Magnetizing Current:
Generating
Power Factor (motoring):

(lacrual

l9S4

-641

5 j9S4 --O.0116
'ZaetuaI

19S4

.. 599

P!io..7- 0 .822

Calculate Friction, Windage, and Stray Losses:
(these losses are assumed to be constant at all loads)

J·((zaetual

Rotor Losses at Full Load:

2047
1000

PR2FL

)1.RZ

Stator Losses at Full Load:

Core Losses at Full Load:

_ J·('maetua~7(Rm
PmFL 1000

Output Power at Full Load:

POFL ::670·0.746

Input Power at Full Load:

PinFL"

.j3.IFL· V LL·pfFL
1000

Friction, Windage & Stray Losses (P Wis) :
P fws :: P inFL - P RlFL - P $tatorFL - P mFL - P OFL

3·((2aetual;)1. RZ

Rotor Losses at all loads:

PR2 I "

1000

pfI9S4 --O.794
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Stator Losses at aI/loads:

Pstatorj -

Core Losses at all loads:

Pm; -

Motor mode Input Power.

Pin, ::

0
('

looruaJ;)'oR 1
1000

3"(1 mactuaJ i)2.Rm
1000

.p.11aetulll,"VLL"Pfi:
1000

Induction Machine Output Power Calculations
(both motor mode and generator mode)
POI; =1(Pini-pstator;-pm;-PR2I-Pfws) ifS;>O
.[i-llactuali"VLL"pf;
•
1000
otherwISe

(motor mode)

(generator mode)

Induction Machine Input Power Calculations
(both motor mode and generator mode)
Pinl; =1(IPOl;I+P.stator;,.Pm;rPR2i+Pfws) if 51<0 {generator mode)

(motor mode)

Pin; otherwlse

POl2lK7

RPM; =600-(1- 51)

~-648

max(P01) -1312.42

m:~~I) -1159
Imin(POl)I-1547
RP~7-S93.0

hp

POll9S4 --507

kw

Pinl2047"S20

kw

PinI19S1-S48

kw

hp

Note: The magnetizing branch power loss is larger during generation mo
than motor mode. This is to be expected since the air gap vohage will be
in generator mode in order to maintain the terminal voltage, which is fixed
grid. The higher air gap voltage translated into higher real magnetizing Cl
component and a subsequent higher magnetizing Jesses_ Remember, th~
voltage is dropped aaoss the stator impedance in generator mode such tI
the stator voftage and terminal voltage must add to give the air gap voltag
Also note that the generator supplies the Josses thus one would exped: th
reflected rotor current to be larger in generator mode than in motor mode_
The larger current means greater rotor losses in generator mode and less
Since friction, windage and core losses are assumed to be constant at bo',
full load motor and generator speed, the differences in losses and efficie",
between modes stems from the differences in core losses and rotor lossel

,,.,
,

OUTPUT POWER (kW)

.. ---l--- -_ ..I{'\.+
,.,

I

-,

I""

;

-,

1'--,

1

,
-,.,

,

I

1

,

i i\-- --- i --------I -,
--T---T
,
s,

Torque:
(motor mode and generator mode)
T;'=

POI; 33000)
- ' - - ifS.>O
,
( 0.746 2.x-RPM;

!'

inl,

T 2041 ",S743

,33000)

\if.'1%·2... RPM

T 1526 - -23648

otherwise

i

T23U -I6694

~:
While the output power graph has more distinct maximin points (c
compared to the torque graph), it cannot be used to find the pullout torque
speeds. The torque applied in generator mode is equal to the input power
while in motor mode the torque developed is equal to the motor output pav

The maximum pullout torque for the Generator occurs at a speed of
approximatefy 670 rpm.

The maximum pullout torque for the Motor occurs at a speed of approxima
550 rpm,
~26 -0.0&14

RPMnu -551

5 1523 "--0.1193

RPM 1S26 -671

max( T) - 16696

ft~lb

min(T) - -23652

ft-lb

Ratio of pullout torque as a generator to
pullout torque as a motor:
Imin(T)1
max(T) -1.42

TORQUE V$ SLIP

in(oT

o
OEM. MODE

"

MOTOR MOOE
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,. \
,

STATOR CURRENT (P U )

,
,
,

..

I

/v

\ I

U I

I

II

.

I
I

"

max(pf) -0.8592
min(pf)--O.8329
pfMfl =Pli047

pfMft,,"O.8216

52041 -0.0116

pron =pfI9S4

pf Ofl--O•7941

Sl9Sf --0.0116
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POI.

Efficiency:

11i

~ Pinl;·IOO

'1 Mfl

'~'l2047

'lMfl"'93.0
'1Gfl"'92.5

'lOft =1'119541
EFFICIENCY (%)

--~--r--i--":; -~f-'-:

{"

I
~

°1-+-+-+---t7++-+---t-t-1

::t--lOO

i

--~r-:------~

-G.tO.Ol-tl.06-o,04--tl.02 0
GEN. MODE

';

T·92.4

0.02I).040.060.OIO.l
MOfORMOOE
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H.t Hydro-Plant Equipment
A.

M~drania"

1.

Generator
b.

Front bearing
Backbearing

d.

Rotor baJance
Brushes &: rigging

a.

2.

Turbine

a.

Front Bearing

b.

Back Bearing

d.
e.

Wicket gates
Scrou Case
Governor

R~

f.

3.

B.

Auxiliary equipment
a.
SpeedInc:reaser
b.
Governor Hydraulic Unit
(1)
solenoid pump
Bearing Coolant system

Electrical Etptipmnrt
1.

Utility
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.
2.

Lightening Arrestor
Main Disconnect
MainBreaker
Kwh meter

Generator
a.
Rotor

b.
d.
3.

Three(3) single-phase Transformers
Station service transformer
Control transformer
Current transformer

Stator
Voltage regu!alJ)t
Speed switch

Auxiliary Equipment
Batterychatger
b.
Building Supply

a.
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C

Citril

1.
2.

Main Valve
Pressure transmitter (Water level)

H.2 Problems and Symptoms
Mechanical Problems
A.

Bad Bearings
1.

2.

B.

Rotor Unbalance
1.

2.

C.

Cause:
a.
loss of bearing coolant
b.
Wombearings
c.
Unbalanced rotor/runner
Symptoms:
il..
Bearing coolant Iow~flow switch
b.
High Bearing temperature
High vibration

Cause:
Fawtyrotor
b.
Sustained over-speed
Symptoms:
a.
High Vibration

Unbalanced runner

1.

Cause:
Bent blades
Debris between Blades
Ice between Blades
Symptoms
a.
High Vibration

b.
c.

2.

D.

Stuck gates
1.

Cause:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Governor problems
Seized bearings
Debris

Ice
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2.

Symptoms:
a..
Over/under frequency trip
b.
over-speedswib:h

Governor Problems
A.

Linkage Broken
1.

2.

8.

Solenoid Pump seized
1.

2.

C.

Cause:
Dirty hydraulic fluid...check filter
b.
Bad bearings
Symptoms:
a.
Pump motor tripped
b.
Low-Flow switch tripped
Over/under frequency trip

Solenoid Pump DlotorTripped
1.

2.

D.

Cause:
Stuck gate-to much strain on arm
a.
b.
Faulty cormection point
Symptom:
a.
Over/under-frequency trip
b.
over-speed switch

Cause:
a.
Motor winding burnt
b.
Solenoid pump seized
c.
Motor bearings bad
Symptoms:
a.
Circuit breaker tripped
b.
low-flow switch tripped

Hydraulic line blocked
1.

2.

Cause:
a.
Dirty Hydraulic fluid...check filter
Symptom:
a.
Low-Row switch tripped

Electrical Problems
A.

Generator windings faults
1.

Cause:
a.
Winding Temperature above Tating
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(1)
High room temperature
(2)
Overload
Unba.lancedload
Over-voltage
(1)
Voltage regulator damaged

(3)

b.

(2)
1.

B.

SuminedQv",_

(3)
Ugh_,5_
Symptom;
a.
lnstantaneous Over-current trip
b.
Ground Fault bip

Generator Overload

Utility Problems
A..

Utility Substation Trip
1.

2.

B.

Unbalanced System Loads

1.
2.

C.

Cause:
a.
Faulty Hydro-plant relaying
b.
Fault on Tx-line to Hydro-plant
Substation Problem
d.
System problem
Symptom:
a.
Under-voltage trip
b.
Under..frequency trip

Cause:
a.
large single-phase loads
Symptom:
a.
unbalanced meter readings

Ughtningstrike
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H.3 Decision Tree

=
H.4 Qualifiers, Variables, & Choices
Subje<t

Mini-Hydro Plant Diagnostics
Author: Norris Eaton
Starting text:
The expert system software, "EXSYS Professional", is used to diagnose the cause of a plant
shutdown. The shutdown may have occurred because of a mechanical, electricaL or utility problem.
The plant programmable logic controller (PLC) continually monitors the sen50n and relays. Given
sets of conditions are interpreted by the PLC to initiate a plant shutdown. After the shutdown, the
status of the sensors and relays is transferred to the expert system. These data. along with the rules
and prompted operator response, are sufficient to immediately diagnose the cause of the problem.
Specific remedial action is then recommended.

Ending text:
A list of the sensors tripped during this particular shutdown WCfe shown on the previous screen.
Hit <P> on the next screen to see them again. The most likely causes of the plant shutdown are
listed in order of priority. Whi1e the causes listed may not appear to be reJatecL all
recommendations should be followed.

Uses aU applicable rules in data derivations.
Calls the extemaI programc:\exsys\xs\hydro2.exe 1m
Probability System: 0 ·10

DISPLAY TIiRESHOLD: 1

QUALIFIERS:
1 The vibration switch is

tripped
0.1<.
Name: Vibration
Maximum acceptable-1

2 The bearing tempea.tute is
hot

=
0.1<.

Name: Bearing Temp.
Maximum acceptable-1
3 The speed $witdt is

tripped
0.1<.
Name: Over-speed
Maximum acceptable'" 1
4 The bearing coolilltt flow is
low
0.1<.

Name: Bearing coolant
Maximum acceptable-1
5 The governor hydraulic fluid flow is
low
0.1<.
Name: Hydraulic flow
Maximum acceptable-1
6 The hydraulic fluid sump level is
low
0.1<.
Name: Sump level
Maximum acceptable-1
7 The headpond water level is
[ow

0.1<.

Name: Headpond level
Maximum acceptable-1
8 The problem is the

unbalanced numer
unbalanced rotor
unkno~
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goy""'"
wicl<etgates
hydraulic system
generator overload
blocked flow

Name: Problem
DefaultvaIue-3

Maximum acceptable-1
9 The season of the year is

"""'"'"

fall
win""
spring

Name: Season
Maximum acceptable - 3

10 The under.&equency relay is
tripped
o.k.
Name: Under-£req.
Maximum acceptable-1

11 The over-frequency relay is
tripped
o.k.
Name: Over-freq.
Maximum acceptable-1

12 The over-voltage relay is
tripped
o.k.
Name: Over-voltage
Maximum acceptable-1

13 The under-voltage relay is

tripped
o.k.
Name: Under-voltage
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Maximum acceptable-l
14 The reverse power relay is
tripped
0.1<.
Name: RevetSe power
Maximum acceptable = I

15The governor linbge is
o.k.
broken

jammed/seized
Name: Gov. linkage
Maximum acceptable - 2

16 The hydraulic pump motor is
tripped (Check breaker)
nottripped
Name; Hydraulic motor
Maximum acceptable - 1
17The hydraulic pump is
free when turned. over by hand
siezed

Name: Hydraulic pump
Maximum acceptable - 1
18 After the bn!aker is reset,. the motor will

,tart
will not start

Name: Hyd. motor start
Maximum acceptable - 1
19 The instantaneous overaurent relay is

bipped
0.1<.
Name: Ins overcurrent
Maximum acceptable-1
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20 The overload device is
tripped

0."Name: Overload relay
Maximum acceptable-1
21 The ground-fault relay is

tripped

0."Name: GndJault relay
Maximum acceptable-1
22 Wattt pooled on the floor or excessive dampness is

evident
not evident
Name: Signs of water
Maximum acceptable-1
23 The power house temperature is
high
0."Name: Powerhouse temp
Maximum acceptable-1
24 After n!Starting the plant, the cwrent meter readings are

Name: Unbalanced load
Maximum acceptable-1

25 The loc.al EMERGENCY STOP button is
activated (depressed)
normal
Name: Emergency stop
Maximum acceptable-1
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CHOICES:
1 Loss of bearing coolant

2 Wombearings...check.
3 Unbalanced runner caused by debris stuck between blades.
4 Bearings probabUy o.k.-eheck.

5 Unbalanced .runneTcaused by debris bending blades.

6 Unbalanced rotor caused by sustained overspeed.
7 Blocked coolant line..open bypass.

8 Faulty sensor...check..
9 Unbalanced runner caused by ice collecting between blades.

10 unbalanced runner
11 Wicket gates are jammed with ice or debris.
12 Wicked gates are jammed with debris

13 Dirty hydraulic fluid...cbeck filter.

14 Hydraulic pump motor has tripped, but motor is o..k.
15 Hydraulic pump motor is burnt.. replace.
16 Hydraulic pump is seized... replace.
17 Low sump IeveL.hydraulic fluid leak.

18 Short circuit on generator winding or power cable...perform thorough electrical and visual
<hock>.
19 Ground fault trip caused by dampness...find Ieak...dry out electrical gear . check-out generator.
20 Check insulated connection points...check-outgenerator.

21 The generator load is to high...reduce the kW setting.
22 There is an unbalanced load on the system....call NOd. Hydro.
23 Check the cooling fan and air intake.
24 Water level at the intake is to low...do not attempt to start plant until levels rise.
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25 Low flow...ice or debris blocking intake.
26 Penstock frozen at main valve.

27 Low fIow...debris blocking intake.
28 Plant shutdown caused by local EMERGE\lCY STOP.
29 ~ydro· system hip due to line fault or substation breaker
opening...restart plant.
30 Lightningstrike...check lighbting arrestors_.re5lartplant.

31 The governor linkage is jammed or broken...fix.
32 Main control valve jammed open.

VARIABLES:
1 FILTER
"filter" variable. description
Displayed at the end of a run as text only
2 PUMPMOTOR
"Pump motor"' variable description
Displayed at the end ofa run as text only
3 PUMP SEIZED
"Pump seized~ variable description
Displayed at theendofa run as text only
4 Bux::KED VALVE
"Blocked valve" variable description
Displayed at the end of a run as text only

5 Bu:x:::KEDVALVEUNK
"Blocked Valve &: faulty Linkage" variable description
Displayed at the end ofa run as text only
6 HIGHkW
"High kW" variable description
Displayed at the end ofa run as lextonly
7 POWERHOUSE TEMP
·Power house temperature" variable description
Displayed at the end of a run as text only
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8 UNBAu.NCED WAD
"Unbillanced load" variable description
Displayed at the end of a run as text only
9 INST OVERCURRENI'

"l:nstantaneou over<urrent" variable description
DispL1.yedatthe end ofa tunas text only
10 Me»rni
Month of the year
Nwnericvariable

H.S

Expert System Rules

RULE NUMBER: 1

IF,
The vibration switch is bipped
and The speed switch is bipped
mEN,
Unbalanced rotor caused. by sustained overspeed.. Confidence-7/10
and Worn bearings...chec - Confidence-3jl0

RUl.E NUMBER.: 2
IF,
The vibration switch is tripped
and The speed switch is o.k.

RULE NUMBER: 3

IF,
The bearing temperature is hot

mEN,
Worn bearings...check. - Confidence-lO/lO
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RULE NUMBER: 4

IF,
The bearing coolant flow is low

THEN,
Blocked coolant line..open bypass. - Confidencee=8/10
and Faulty sensor check. -Confidence-SilO
OUld Worn bearings check. .Confidence-2/10

RULE NUMBER: 5

IF,
The problem is the unbalanced runner
and The season of the year is summer OR fall OR spring

THEN,
Unbalanced runner caused by debris stuck between blades.Confidence-8/10
and Unbalanced runner caused by debris bending blades.· Confidence-4/10
and Worn bearings...ched. - Confidence-3/10

RULE NUMBER: 6
IF,
The problem is the unbalanced runner
and The season of the year is winter

THEN,
Unbalanced runner caused by ke collecting between blades.Confidence-1/10
and Worn bearings...check. - ConfiderK:e""3/10

RULE NUMBER: 7

IF,
The under-frequency relay is tripped
and The under-voltage relay is o.k.

THEN,
The problem is the governor

RULE NUMBER: 8
IF,
The over-frequency relay is tripped
and The over-voltage relay is o.k.
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THEN,
The problem is the governor

RULE NUMBER 9

IF,
The problem is the governor
and The governor hydraulic fluid flow is o.k.
and The governor linkage is o.k.
THEN,
The problem is the wicket gates

RULE NUMBER 10

IF,
The problem is the governor
and The governor hydraulic fluid flow is o.k.
and The governor linkage is broken OR jammed/seized

THEN,
The governor linkage is jammed or broken.. ..fix. - Confidenceo"'lO/10

RULE NUMBER: 11

IF,
The governor hydraulic fluid flow is low
THEN,
The problem is the hydraulic system

RULE NUMBER: 12

IF,
The problem is the hydraulic system
and The hydraulic pump motor is not tripped
THEN,
Dirty hydraulic fluid.. .check filler. - Confidence=08/10
and "61ter" variable description
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RULE NUMBER; 13

IF,
The problem is the hydnulic system
and The hydraulic pump motor is tripped (Check lneakef)
and The hydraulic pump is free when turned over by hand
and After the breaker is met. the motor will stut

TIiEN,
Hydraulic pump motor has tripp!d. but motor is o..k.· Confidence-9/10
and Dirty hydraulic flWd.....chec:k 6Iu. - Confidenr;r08/10
and -filrer- variable description

RULE NUMBER: 14

IF,
The problem is the hydralilic syslem
and The hydraulic pump motor is tripped (Oleek breaker)
and The hydraulic pump is free when tumed over by hand
and After the breaker isre:set, the molorwil1 will not start

TIiEN,
Hydraulic pump motor is burnt... replace. -Confidence-9/10
and DirtyhydrauIicfluid...checkfiller.-Confidence-li/l0
and "Pump motor" variable desaiption

RULE NUMBER: 15

IF,
The problem is the hydraulic system
and The hydraulic pump motor is bipped (Cl1eck breaker)
and The hydraulic pump is siezed.

TIiEN,
Hydraulic pump is seized...replace. -C0nfiderw::e-9/tO
and Dirtyhydntu1icfluid...ch«kfilter.-Con6dence-3/10
and "Pump seized" variable description

RULE NUMBER.: 16

IF,
The problem is the wicket gates
and The season of the year is winter

TIiEN,
Wicket gates are jammed with ice or debris. - Confidence-8!10
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RULE NUMBER.: 17
IF,
The problem is the wicket gates
and TIle season of the year is summer OR faIl OR spring
THEN,
Wicked gates cue jammed with debris - Confidence-8/lD

RULE NUMBER: 18

IF,
The hydraulic fluid sump level is low
THEN,
Low sump leveL..hydraulic fluid leak. • Confidence-9/10
and Dirty hydraulic fluid ...check filter. - Confidence-SilO
and Faulty sensor...check. - Confidence-3/10

RULE NUMBER: 19

IF,
The instantaneous overcurrent relay is tripped
THEN,
Shortcircuiton generator winding or power cable...perform thorough
electrical and visual checks. - Confidence-9/10
and Faulty sensor...check. - Confidence-2{lO
and -Instantenous overcurrent" variable desaiption

RULE NUMBER; 20
IF,
The ground-fault relay is tripped
and Water pooled on the floor or excessive dampness is evident

THEN,
Ground fault trip caused by dampness...find leak...dry outelectricaI
gear... check-out generator. - Confidence-S/IO

RULE NUMBER: 21

IF,
The ground-fault relay is tripped
and Water pooled on the floor or excessive dampness is not evident
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TIiEN,
Oteck insulated connection points...check-outgenerator.Confidence""7/10

RULE NUMBER: 22

IF'
The overload device is tripped
and The power house temperature is a.1t.

TIiEN,
The problem is the generator overload
RULE NUMBER: 23

IF,
The overload device is tripped
and The power house temperature is high

TIiEN,
Oeck the cooling fan and air intake. -Confidence=8/10
and "Power house Iemperature" variable description

RULE NUMBER: 24

IF,
The problem is the generator overload
and After restarting the plant. the current meter readings are balanced

TIiEN,
The generator load is too high... reduce the Kw setting. ~
Confideneea8/10
and "High Kw· variable description

RULE NUMBER: 25

IF,
The problem is the generator overload
and After restarting the plant. the current meter readings are unbalanced

TIiEN,
There is an unbalanced load on the system... .call Nfld. Hydro.Confidence""8jlO
and ·UnbaJanced load n variable description
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RULE NUMBER: 26

IF,
The reverse power relay is bipped
and The season of the year is swnmer OR fall OR spring

TIiEN,
Low flow...debris blocking intake. - Confidence-9/l0

RULE NUMBER: 27
IF,
The reverse power relay is tripped
and The.season of the year is winter
TIiEN,
Low flow...ice or debris blocking intake. - Confidence-8j10
and Penstock frozen at main valve. - Confidence-4{10

RULE NUMBER: 28
IF,
The under-frequency relay is bipped
and The under-voltage relay is tripped
TIiEN,
"Hydro" system trip due to line fault or substation breaker
opening...restart plant - Confidencea9/10

RULE NUMBER: 29
IF,
The over-frequency relay is tripped
and The over-voltage relay is tripped
TIiEN,
"Hydro" system trip due to line fault or substation breaker
opening...restart plant. - Confidence-9/10

RULE NUMBER: 30
IF,
The over-voltage relay is tripped
and The speed switch is o.k.
TIiEN,
Ughtning strike...check lightning arrestors...restart plant-
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Confidence-8/l0

RULE NUMBER: 31

IF,
The headpond water!evel is low
TIiEN,
Water level at the intake is too low...do not attempt to start plant
until levels rise.. - Confidence-SIlO
and Faulty sensor...check. - Confidence=4/10

RULE NUMBER: 32

IF,
The VIbration switch is tripped

and The speed switch is tripped
and The problem is the wicket gates
and The season of the year is winter
lHEN':
Unbalanced rotor caused by sustained overspeed. - Confidence-7/10
and Wom bearings...check. - Confidence0=3jl0
and Wicket gates are jammed with ice or debris. - Confidence-S/IO
and Main control valve jammed open. - Confidence=8/lO
and "Blocked valve" variable description

RULE NUMBER: 33
IF,
The vibration switch is tripped
and The speed switch is tripped
and The problem is the wicket gates
and The season of the year is summer OR fall OR spring

lHEN:
Unbalanced rotor caused by sustained overspeed. - Confidencec-7/10
and Worn bearings...check. - Confidence-3jl0
iUld Wicked gates are jammed with debris - Confidence-8{lO
and "Blocked valve" variable description
and Main control valve jammed open. - Confidence=-8/10

RULE NUMBER: 34

IF,
The vibration switch is tripped
and The speed switch is tripped
and The problem is the governor
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ilIId The governor hydraulic fluid flow is ok
and The governor linkage is broken OR jammed/seized

TIfEN:
Unbalanced rotor caused by sustained. overspeed. - Confidence-t7/10
and Worn bearings.•.check. - Confidence=-3{lO
and The governor linkage is jammed or broken..1ix.· Confidence=olO/10
and Wicked gates are jammed with debris· Confidence-8/l0
and Main control valve jammed open. - Confidence-8/1a
and "Blocked Valve &: faulty Linkage" variable description

RULE NUMBER: 35

IE
[MOlffii]-12
TIiEN:
The season of the year is winter

RULE NUMBER: 36
IF,
[MON1H]>-l
and [MONTH]<-l1
TIIEN: The season of the year is winter

RULE NUMBER: 37

IF,
[MOlffii]=5
THEN:
The season of the year is spring

RULE NUMBER: 38
IF,
[MONTH»-6
and (MONrH}<-8
TIfEN:
The season of the year is summer

RULE NUMBER: 39

IF,
[MOl\TIH]>=9
and [MONfH]<-l1
TIfEN:
The season of the year is fall
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H.6
(

HYDR02.EXE

Source Code

HvuROPl.AHTDw:lNOSnc:sa
PIilOQ--.eLoGIC CotmIou.st(Pt.CI IlATAT...a...I!
Norris Eaton

IrVrItlenIl'lTutboPaseaI4.0
A numbefoftestfilDs have been auted to mulatBlhe&tatus ofvatlous serlSOtS. as reo:lfded by the Ple.
The data table is:. resetved area of \tie PlC c:otl\lOlIefmemory which stanis the Qlnwnt status of all oflhe input sensotS lind
0UIput18lBys. SildIlenblwords,witheach bit being. ",WotV',al'll dumped to a lileoncflSkwllen a plant
shutdown
oo::urs. Anexamp/eofthealTBf9T1entisllhcMn;

_

ססoo100001011001

The sillteen bit format is eonvel1ed to the l'orm requinld by EXSYSP, using lhis: extemlIl program. "HYOR02.PAS". The
laults of that o;oovelSion are stored in lhe file "RETURN.DAr'. The"RETURN.OArfilBisaut~deJeted
after it has been read byEXSYSP.

.......

EiIch"bit"oflhel8-bil"worlrrepreselllsltlestalUSoteac:tlsens«.Startingfromlhellllt,IheyI"';

"Vbration
• Bearing Temp.

.__.
" Bearingcoolallt

·Over·speed

• Hydl'1lulicllow

• Sl.a'nplevel

• Headpondlevel

..,.

'Ove~d

"InstOY8l'currant

• Groundflrull

.~" OverVOllagll
• Undervoltllge

"Overfrequency
• Undttfl1lqyency

usesCrt,Oos:

w,
OUfl'll'nY
:illleger;
SeIection:char;
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TemponIry: char;

begin
GotoXY (28,24l: C/fEoI;
TutColof(UghtCyan);
Write (·c HIT ANY KEY TO CONTlNUE >');
Temporary=-Retdlcey;

end; (ofproc:edureWait)

-c_

GotoXY ( 25,2);
TextCoIor(LighlRed):

V\hitek'l r

HYOR~

SHUTDOWN SIMUlATION'):

GotoXY (18,5);
T~);

WriIeIn("Theprogrammablelogieeontroller(PLC)monilors'):
1NTitfIln{IIlCSent.'lhestatusofthesell$Ol$. WhenaplantshutdoWn'):
~(Indelrt.'oa:ulS,theexpertsystemcallsanextemalprogtam.1;

Wrilaln (Indent,"This prllIJI'8tn (HYDR02.EXE 1converts the sensordata1;
WriIeln (Indent.'lnto lI1eeotrectformatandloads the irrfi:In'nation1:

Wl'ileln(lndenl1nlotheexpertsystam..1:
Wrlteln;
writern;
WriteIn (Indent, 'To simuille the Expert System Di~nostic:s,seIect);

WI'itlWo (lndenl,'one allhe~1e datil sets that may ooeurwhen .'):
Writefl (tilden!, 'p1:Inl shutdown occurs. The Expert System 'Nil find');
Writeln(Indent.'lhec:auseoflhesnutdoWn.basedonlhesensordlta'):

Wrileln(lncIent.'fromlhePlCandtheoperllwresponsetoquestions.'):
WrileIn;

TextmlortUghtRed):
Wrilalll (Indent. 'Note: This screen and accompa~ menu would
WriIeIn(lndent,'
appear in Ihe ae:tual expert system.');
GoIOXY (16. WheI1IY + 4):

-C_

end: {ofprocedvnllntrod\ldion}

pnx:edlQ Menu ( VlIf Selection : char):

beo;Jin

GotoXY ( 25,5):
TextCoIor{l.IghtRed);
Wrileln HYDRo-PlANT SHUTDOWN SIMUlATION');
GotoXY ( 25.8):
TextCoIor{t.Ightn);

r

non;
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W!ltell'I('PIeaM5elId:0IleoftheFollowing:');

'NriteIn; GotoXY (25, 'MlereY):
TelCtCoIof(LIghlSlue):
IfIo'riIBIn('1.1: GotoXY(25.W!lereY);

WriIIlIn('2.i; GoIaXY(25,WhereY):
VIo'r1tMl ('3.1: GotcXY (25, Wher'eY);
WriteIn ('4.1: GotcXY (29, 10):
TelltCoIot(UghtCyan):

WrilBIn ('Problem 11: GotoXY{29.lMleIeY);
WriteIn ('Problem 2'): GotoXY (29, WheteY):
WIileIn{'Pfoblem3'): GotoXY(29,'MlerllY):

Write {'PnIbJem"1:
SeIIldion:=Re.:lKey;
end: {ofMlnuproc:edure}

,-

procedure Process (Shutdllwn: string):

0u!ftlll:teKt;

-

Status:char;

Count

:inleger;

C O".nl:-O;
asaIgn(lnflle,$hutdown):
. - t (1Ilfilel;

a$Slgn(OuIllle.'ReI\Im.dat1:
rawribl(OuIllle);

GelCats(Year,Manlh,Day,OayOfWeek): {monthforseason}

vnile(Outlk,'V101:
wrileIn(OutfiJ$,Monlh):

wtliIe not eof(lnfile) do
begin
relt(l(llIlIJe,status):
CoIll¢'a'Count+l;

c:aseCOUlltof
1: begin
write (Outfile,'Ql 1:

(vibrationsw.J

if Slatus" cM49)
lhenwrilllln(0ulftIe:11

els8wri1a1n(OutfiIe,'21

end:
2:~

{bearingl2mp.}
ifStalus-d'It(49)
thenwrbln(0I.rtlia:11

wriIe(Outfile,'Q21:

elMwrileln(Outfile,'21
end;
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{Bearing coolant)

wrtlIt(Outllle,'Q4');

ifStnJs-c:hr(049)
thenwriteln(0utllIe:11

IllsewrilBln(OutfiIe,'2'J

"'''
4: begin
wrile(0ulfile.'Q3');

{OIter.-peed}

ifSIaM-dlr(49)
thenWYileIn(Oulfile:1')

elsewrlteln(Oullile,'2')
efld:

5: begin

write (Outllle,'051:

{hydraulicftow}

ifSbllus-chr(49)

Ihenwriteln(0uIfiIe,'11
elMwriteIn(OulfiIe,'21

"""
6: begin

write (OI.llfila,'Q6 ');
{sump level}
ifStatus=chr(<l9)
ttlenwriteln(Outlile:1')

..""

etseWfiteln(OulfiIe,'2')

7: begin
write (Outllle,'Q23');

{poweltlousetemp}

ifStatus-chr(49)
tIlenWlUln(Outfile:l')
els8wri1eln(Outfile,'2'l

end:

8:begln
write (0ulfiIlI,'Q7');
if Status = cflr(49)

{Headpondlevel}

thlnllrlfiteln(Oulllle.'11

elsewrileln(OutIIIe,'2'l
end;

9: begin
write (Oulfile,'Q20');
if Status z cht(49)

{Ove!toadrelay}

Ihenwriteln(OulfiIe,'l')

IIllMwriteIn(OutfiIIlI,'2'J

"'''
10: begin
write (0utlie:Q191:

{InsOYeral~}

ifStalus-c:hr(49)
lhenwrbln(0ulliIe:1')
elsewnteln(OulliIe,'21

end;

11:begln
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wrile(Outlile,'Q21j:
{Gnd.faultrellly}
ifStatusachr(49)
1tlen'lllfieln(Oulfile.'11

elsewrileln(Outlie.'21

.""

12: begin
wribI (0ultiIe."Q14'):
{Reverse power}
ifstatus-ehr(49)
thlnwrileln(0uIfilIII:l1
et:sewrlleln(Oul8e,'21

.""

13: begin
wrb(0UlI\Ie.'Q121:
if Status = d1r(49}

{Over-voltllge}

•."

lhenwrileln(0ullile:'1

elsewrteln(0utl'iIe.'21

'4; begin

wrb(OuIlIle,'Q131:
{Under-vottage}
ifStatus-chr(491
lhenwrieln(0ullile;11

elsewritell'l(OutfiIe.'21
end:
15:beslin
write(Outl'ile,'0111:

{OIIer-freq.}

ifSlatus-dIl'(49)
IhenWfkeIn(Outl'iIe:lj

..."

elsawriteln(OutfiIe:2')

16: begin
wriIe(Oullile,'Q10');
{Undef-freq.}
if Status a chr(6)
thenwrUln(OutfiIe.'l')
lllsewril8ln(Oullile,"Z)

..'"

end; {ofc:aseCaunt}
end; {whilenoteol)
elose(1nfi1e);
elose(OutIile):
end;{Pro<:ess}

begin

{main program}

ltItrodUClion:

'
Menu

-""""" .

(SeJectionI:

',';PIOOIl5S(Testt.pIc');

'2':Process('Test2.pIe');
'3':Proc:ess('Test3.pIc');
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-..........

'4':ProcesI('Test4.pIe'):

,

W!iIetl;

-

GotGXY

(25,~Y);

WlileIn ('Please Entet <1>. 0 . <3>. or <04'>1;

e nd; {ofebestatement}
end: {ofcaellatement}

untllSelllcllonlnf1'_'4');
end. (otmainprogram}
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H.7 External Interface
Filesused-;

HYDR02EXE
TESTI.PLC
TESr4.PLC

HYDR02.PAS

=

RETIJRN.DAT

TE5f3.PLC

The status of all sensors and relays when a shutdown occurs is recorded by the

programmable controller (PLC). The stah!S is transferred to the expert system via the
exl:ema1 program. "HYDROLEXE" and the file,. -&ETURN.DAT". The file "RETURN.OAT"
is automatically erased after the information it contains is loaded into the expertsystem.

The external program. "HYDR02.EXE", performs three functions:

It transforms the binary representation of the sensor status into a format that"Exsys

Professional- understands. Once that is done, it writes the information to the file

"RETIJRN.DAT".
b.

It takes the computer system dock date, extracts the month., transforms it to the

"Exsys Professional" format. and writes the information in the file "RE1URN.OAT".
The information on the month is used by the expert system to determine the season.
This avoids having to ask the operator/technician for the season.

Since an actual hook.up to a programmable logic controUer (PLq was not possible.
"HYDR02.EXE" simulates four different shutdown conditions.

Selecting any

condition from the menu (displayed automatically) loads the binary representation
of the sensor status from one of four test files, "TESTt.PLC", "TFSI'2.PLC",
"TEST3.PLC", '7EST4.PLC".

The external program was written in "Turbo Pascal 4.0". The ASOI

code is contained in Appendix '<H.6",

1isti~o

of the source
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H.8 Report Generator
HYDR02.0ur HYDR02..RPT

!be normal output screen an be cumbersome if information needed is diffemtt

from what is contained in the "Oi0lCES". TI1II!: report generator is used to output a list of
all medwUcal and eM!d::rica.l 5eI'ISO!S tlat have bipped dwing the plant shutdown. In this

way. the sensors can be displayed on a sepuate screen hom the regular output.screen. The
operator may need the sensor infonnilltion in a conc:i5e format 1be report generator option
...... 1lUs"....,.1e.
The report generator commands are stored in the file "HYDR02..0UI"'. When you

run the expert system. it automaticalIy runs "HYOR02.0UI"'. "HYDR02.0lIT" produces a
file. "HYDR02.RPT". which contains the ASCII representation of the user defined output

screen. The same screen can also be sent to the printer.
Repod Genemor Command Rle

HYDR02.0UT

~ a:hydr02.rpt

MECHANICAL SENSORS"
Q11r
Q21r
Q4

,r

Q31r
Q51r

Q61r

0231/'
Q71r

HIGH V1BRATION
HIGH BEARING TEMPERATURE
BEARING COOlANT-lOW FLOW
GENERATOR OVERSPEED
HYORAUUC FlUID-LOW flOW
HYDRAUUC FLUIQ-lOW SUMP
HIGH PeJlAERHOUSE TEMPERATURE
lOW HEAOPONO lEVEL

TRIPPED"
TRIPPED"

TRIPPED"
TRIPPED"
TRIPPED"
TRIPPED"
TRIPPED"
TRIPPED"

ElECTRICAL SENSORS"

Q201r
Q191r

O211/'
0141r
0121!'
Q131"
al11!'
0101('

OVERLOAD RELAY
INSTANTANEOUS OVERCURRENT
GROUND FAULT RELAY
REVERSE POVIIER RELAY
OVER-VOLTAGE RELAY
UNDER-VOLTAGE RELAY
OVER-FREQUENCV RELAY
UNDER-FREQUENCY RElAY

close
displaya:hydr02.rpt

TRIPPED"
TRIPPED"
TRIPPED"
TRIPPED"
TRIPPED"
TRIPPED"
TRIPPEO"
TRIPPEO"
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H.9

Custom Screens
HYDR02SCR

FiIesused:

Some of the rules need more infonnation that what is available from the sensors and relays.
The operator / technician has to answer a question posed by the expert system in order to

get the information. Normally this is done by displaying the qualifier. This was not
desirable in this case for two reasons:

When the qualifier is displayed, a number of options are available to the operator.

The operator should be able to monitor the system.. but Nor be able to change the
system run (ie. "QUIT" & "CHANGE").

b.

More information than just the qualifier has to be given to the operator. "Custom
Screen" or ·Custom Help· could have been used. The ·Custom Screen" option was
selected because it will always display the vital information to the operator. The

·Custom Help· has to be invoked by the operator ("1" key).

Custom screens were also used to display the extra datil that is not included in "OiOICES",
such as symptoms of the problem and remedial action. Each "CHOICE" has an associated

output screen, which is triggered by a "text variable", and displayed at the end of the run.
The final "OiOlCES" screen is still displayed at the end to provide an overview of the

probable causes of the shutdown.
The source code for the custom qualifier screens and variable screens are contained
in the file "HYDR02.SCR". This file is automatically loaded when the expertsystem is run

Custom Screens

HYDR02.SCR

The custom screen file contains the commands and
=-en.

-

.........

~r3.12.17.66,1tred

--el,Il$et5.16
5ensotS indicatelllatgovem«rtlated problems
--el,Irset6.16

text for each qualifier and variable
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_.

c:ausecllhltplantslluldown. Moreinfonnationis

--eurset7,18

---"

--anset10,21
CIlecklhegovemorlinkage. Itis
~rsetl2.21

l)oJc.
-anel:13,21
2)btcllen
-anel:1-4,21

3ljamrnedlseized

-eurset16.21

--,,-

-a"HydraWicmotol'"

-boldar3,9.18,69,1lred

--a.Irset5.14
5ensoI's indicate that problems with the governor
-aJrset6,14
hydraulic system caused lIIeshUldown.More
-eu13et7,f.
infonrI3Ition is needed about the hyd~uk. pump motor.

---"

~10,18

Check IIle hydl1lUrlC ~ molorbreaker. It is
-eursetl2,18
ljlripped
-cwset13.18
2) notlripped

-cot.OR'NHfTE
-Qlrset16,24
RESET THE PUMP MOTOR BREAKER
-eu15et14,18

---

-a "'HydraUfoe pump"
-boIder3.9,11,67.1lred

-eurset5,14

Thenlls a problllm with the governor t¥irauic:
-curset6,14

system.

Mote~rmatIonisneededaboullhe

-.a.lrset7,14
hydraulil;pump.
-eolorl\eyJ:n

-<:urset10.,.01
ChedtIo_lrthe IIydraullcplA'np c:anbe tumecl
--<:urset11,14
OYlIrfreelybyNind.ltls
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~rset13.1.

1)tumillgfreely
""CUISet14,14

2)sillzed

-

-.Q"Hyd.molorstart"

..

-border3.11,14,65,1b8d

~

"'Qlrset5,18

Allerlhehydraullcpumpmotorllteaker
""ClIfHt6,18
Ilasbeen reset, Iry to JeStattthe pump.

"""""'"'~

-eurset8,18

Th8hydraullepl.WllPmotorWill
-eulSllltl0.18
1)

start

-eursetl1.18
2)wilnatsblrt

-eurset13.18

~3.11.16,65,1tn!d
~Ioryellow

"'Cllrset5,18
The ground fault relay hu trWed. watef

-alrset8.18
or exc::essive dampness is a common cause of
--auset7,18
groundfalllts.Checkforwat8fpooledonthe
-e:tIlMt8.18

IIoornearbnlaker.ndIoreootrolpanei.

--'"""

-eursetl0,18

Water orexoessiYfl dampness is
-allsetl2,18
t)evfdent
""CUrset13,18
2) not8llident

-eurwt15.18
-.Q"Unbalanc:ed1o..r

.......

-bofdef3,11,18,65.1lnld
~

-alrset5.18
TheO\l81'loadl1llayhastripped. Usually
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-o.lIset6,18
itwilttrlpbec:auseofllhlghKwsetling
""CUIMt7,18

oranunbalanc:ed.systemlo8d.
-c:unet9,18
RestalttheplantChe<:ktheeurrentmeter
-eursetl0,18

---

re~oneac:hphase.

-o,lI'Mt12,18
TheCXll'rel'ltlTMll:erlUdlngsarll

-::uIMt14,18
1) balanced
-aIfS8l:15,18
2) unbalanced

-alrsetl1,18

----'...-

-bofder3,l'.15,65,yeIlow

-eurset5.27

CAUSE OF PlANT SHLJll)()l,'YN

-eurset7,18

n,egoyetTlOfhydraulicllowi5ll!Strided.
""CUrsel.8,18
The most likely cause Is I dirty' filler.
-o.neI9,18
Chec:k/d'langelhelillerandreslllrtlhe
-eurset10.18

lIydrauicpump.
-eufS8t12,18

--""0

1) ContiIlue

-eurset13,18

-.bolder3,11,20,6$,yelIow
--..,~

--...

-eunet5,21

CAUSe OF PLANT SHlJTD()'MIl

-<:urset7,18
The hydraurlC PlJIqI motor is PfObally bumt
-eurset8.18
Disconned:thlIsupplyanddlecklhemolQr.
"'CUrMl9,18
Replaoeifnecessary.
""CUrset11,t8
RestI1dIIdgovemorhydlliluliellowcaused

-cw'SC1112,18
ltIemotorprobllm. T'hemostikelyc:atlSe

-euBett3,18
oftherutrictedllowls.dityftbr.
-alfSett4.18
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Che<::kldlal1gelhe1lltefandrastartthe

--an8t15,18
tlydraulklMT1P.
-eulMt17,18

--""'"

I)COrtlinu8

-eutset18.18

--border3,1',18,65,yeIIow
-eolot/lcyan
-eul'!let5,27

CAUSE OF PI.ANT SHlJTDOWN
~"'..,
""CU1Ml7,18
The hydr.IurlC pump has seized becall$e of
-eurse18.18
normal_arorml$allgTlrnenl Thepump
--anet9.18
motor is o.k.. Replace pump.
-culMtl1,18
ReslrIded gGVemOI' hydraulic IIow was NOT

-eurset12.18
tIleeauseottheptOblem.Chec:klhefilter

"'CUrut13.18
.",..,.
-eurset15.18
-eolotfteYllln
1) continue
~16.1B

-bordet3,11.20,65,yellow
-eolotlteyan

---

-eutset5.27

CAUSE OF PlANT SHlJTD()IM.l

<oQlrset7,18

The gel'letatM Il:ltor may be damaged due

-eursetS.18

IOthesustainedoverspeed.ExcessIve
-Qlrset9.18
YlbmionisanincflClltianofthispfOblern.
-eursetl',18
The~mU$lhavebeeneausedby

-eutset12,18
bolhlhewicketgatesandlhemainva!Ye
-eurset13,18
beingJanvnedatlhe~tnle.Theshut

-.culll8tl',18
doWn ptOOedure llies 10 dose both. Check
-eurset1S,18
fordebrisatbothlocalions.
-Q.lrset17,18

""COlorltcyan
1) Continue

-eursetlB.18
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-border3.11.19,63,)'eIIcNI

"-",,0>

......
........
.."

CAUSE OF PlANT SHlJT'DO'o'oh\l

--aJrset7.18

"Thebrokenorjarrmadl8lkageellLlMldabss
--amIllI:8.18
ofgovemorc:ontrol. Thetesultanl:(YJfJ(f

--amset9,18
underrrequency~shedltle~.Tl1e

-eursetl0,18
wicketgftls.ndmalnva/llemuscbe

-anetl1.18
jammed with debris, making

il~ibIe

-alrsetl2,18
tostoplllellow,c:aus/llgtheOYerspeed.

-

-a.uset13.18
Check the !iJM. rotor & bearings for damage.
-anet14.18
Clearlhe debris at valY8 & wicket gates.
-Qlrsett6.18

.....

1)~ue

-auset17.18

""botder3,11,20,68,yelaw

~"'.........

--aJ1$8\.5,27
CAUSE OF PlANT SHVTIX:lWN

-eurset7.18

TheoverlDlidrelayhadtripped.lllisis

-evrsetB.18
Ihel8Suftofhighgenenltorwindlng
--.;ul'Mt9.18
temper3tUfU. Abnormally high powertlouse

-eursetl0,18
lerr4Jel3tunlS.ahislhKw~.oran

-a.Irsetl1,18
unba~systemloadeoo.ddc:auseltleproblem.

""QIrset13.18
AhigtlKw Ioadsetling islhe ITIOStlill:ely
-al1'$l!l.14.18
eausecf!hllpresentpmblem. Reduoethe

.......

-eu""5.18

--eurset17,18

~"'
1) Continua

--eurse\18.18

-bcH'der3,11.20.65,yeIow

------<:Urset5;zT

....

CAUSE OF PlANT SHUTOONN

-.ansel7.18

TheOYel1oacltel8yhad~.TlIisis

-alrsel:8.1a
the resul of high generator wirdlng
""QIrset9,18
I1lmperlItUfW$.AbnoimalIyhillh~

-c:ursetl0.18
tempe/'lItUf8S.'h9hKwsetting,orunbalanced
"-o.J1Wl:l1,18
system load could caUMthe problem.
-curset13,18

All unbalanced sys1emloadlsltlemostikefy
-alfWt14,18
cause of the pnIHfltproblem. CALl. "NFtD.
-cursetlS.18
HYDRO" FORASSlSTANCE.
-eu1lJet17,18

--eolorftcyan
1) COl'Ilinue

-curset18.18

-borderJ.11.20.65.yellow
-.::olorltcyan

---

""CUrset5.27
CAUSE OF PlANT SHl.JTDOINN

-auset7,18

Theovertoad relay had tf1lped. This Is

-o.lfSetB,18
thel1lSuIlofhillh~rwinding

-aJtSet9,18
temperatures. AbnorrnaDyhighpoweltlouse

-<:tIfSetl0,18
18mper3tures,ahighKwset!ing,orunbal:lnced

-cuJSe(11,18
systenlloadcouldcau5etheproblem.

-Qlrset13.18
Hi!iJhpowerhouservom~i5themost

-c:urset14,18
1Mlycauseofthepl8S8f1tproblem.Chedc

-c:urset15,18
thecoolitlg fan and dear the airlnlake.
-c:urset17,18

--..,,""

1) Continue

-altSet18,18

--tlonSer3,11.18.65,yellDw

--oolorllcyan
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--...

CAUSE OF P!..o'NT SHUTOOWN

-e:utSet7,18
Theinstant.neousOWllQlfT8f1tralay~

--aneta,18

trqled.ThisisanWldbtiotlofsertous
-curset9.18
~lOlhegeneratarwlndlngs.

-culWtl1.18
eoalhoroughelec:tric:lll.ndYisuaichedL:
--o.mutl2,18
ofll1estatorandrotorwWldings.Also
-cursetl3,18
ehecktlMlmaincablefeeder.

---

-cutSet 15,tS

1lCon!inue
-anset16.18
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H.I0 System Configuration Options
File used:

HYDRO.BAT

The "HYDRo.BAT" file is a short batch file which auromatically executes the run-time

version of Exsys Professional and the "Small Hydro-Plant Diagnostics" files (ie.

HYDR02..RUL. etc.).

Batch File Listing
ECHO OFF
CLS

EXSYSP HYDR02

File used:

HYDRQ2.GG

The custom configuration file. "HYDR02.CFG-, customizes the Diagnostics Expert System.
and is automatically used when "HYDR02.·· files are loaded.

Configuration File Listing
CHANG£OFF
NOQUESnONS
ENDMSG=DIAGNosnc SYSTEM ERROR
READHELP
UM/TOFF
HELPOFF
QUiTOFF
REDISPOFF

OlANGEOFF
CHANGEOFF disables the change and rerun feature. The operator should be able
to monitor the expert system, but not change the value of the qualifiers. The
qualifier values are set by the PLc.

There is another command called UMITOPTIONS. which can do the job of
QIANGEOFF. It was not used because it also disabled PRINT on the output
screen. PRD"IT is needed to ensure that the operator

can. at any time, view the

reportgenerator screen which shows the sensors that are bipped.
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b.

UMl'TOFF
Prevents the user from changing the threshold limit value for displaying choices.

HELPOFF
Disables the eJq:Jert system sheIl "HELP". not the 'custom HELP" feature.

d

QUITOFF
Prevents the user from quitting the expert system from a qualifier screen or the final
conclusion screen. The user can still exit the program hom the final screen via the
"IXJNE" command.

NOQUESTIONS

Eliminates the questions asked of the user at the beginning of the run. A final
application. such as the "Diagnostic Expert System", has to have good control over
who has access to the program. "NQC2UFSTIONS' is one way of limiting access.

At the beginning of the run, the tiUe screen will be displayed. and then the
rules will be executed. The user will not be given the option to display ndes.

g.

ENDMESSAGE

U none of the QiOICES available has a value greater than the threshold value, then
there must be a problem with the hardware or software. A message is displayed
providing information on who to call for help.

